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l. 
I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N. 
In every work situation, assuming that the conditions 
of wprk are reasonably satisfactory, the workers may be 
divided into two classes. The first type of worker is the 
in.:_dividual who is capable of making adj1ist1ve reactions 
to the work situation. The second type is the individual 
,., 
who is unable to adj~st himself to the work situation. 
The investigation .is an attempt to d.iscover features 
. . 
of temperament, i!-ltelli~ence; and socio-economic background 
which are peculiar to the maladjusted worker, and which 
differentiate the maladjusted worker from the average 
worker. It is primarily a survey of maladjustment in 
workers, but, in order to create an adequate picture of 
the maladjusted worker it is necessary to d~aw a comparison 
between maladjustment and normalitY• For this reason the 
survey was extended to include a consideration of the 
average worker as well. 
The investigation has been designed so as to cover 
three gradations of maladjustment in workers. Fifl\lt there 
is the maladjusted worker who is engaged in a wage-earning 
occupation in the open labour market. The types of 
maladjustment that are considered are marked, in that they 
represent distinct deviations from the accepted norms of 
the group to which the individual belongs, but they are 
not sufficiently serious to warrant a withdrawal from 
employment in the open ·labour market. The second gradation 
of work maladjustment is to be found in the individual who 
is unable to compete for, or to retain, employment in the 
open labour.market, and who, subsequently to the occurrence 
of a series of work failures, is relegated to sheltered 
employment. Tha third gradation ·Of maladjustment includes 
those workers who are hospitalized as a result of the 
occurrence of a series of work failures, or the occurrence 
of a breakdown in the work situation. 
2. 
The survey is divided into two sections; the initial 
investigation, which deals with the first gradation of 
maladjustment described above, and the main investigation, 
which is concerned with the second and third gradations 
of maladjustment. 
Whereas the initial investigation is confined to a 
study of workers belonging to the unskilled or semi-skilled 
occupational level only, the main investigation comprises 
workers who are representative of three occupational levels, 
that is, the unskilled or semi-skilled level, the clerical 
worker, and the professional occupational level. 
What are the characteristic features of the maladjusted 
worker? In what way does the maladjusted worker differ 
from the average worker? And what are the causative factors 
underlying work maladjustment? These are the sal.ient 
problems to be considered in the ensuing pages. 
THE MALADJUSTED WORKER. 
The initial investigation comprises a survey of the 
temperament, intelligence, and socio-economic background 
of a selected group of maladjusted factory-workers, and 
a comparison of the results with those obtained from a 
similar survey of a selected group of average factory-
workers. 
The first question that arises concerns itself with 
the definition of the 'maladjusted worker.r In attempting 
to define this term, it is advisable to begin with a 
consideration of the underlying factors in work maladjust-
ment. 
1 
According to V.V. Anderson, (as quoted by w.v. Bingham),1 
there are three outstanding causative factors commonly 
underlying work failure. They are 
(a). a maladjusted personality, 
(b) a specialized job disability, and 
(c) a faulty physical condition. 
Using these three factors as a basis for the definition 
to be followed in the present investigation, let .us con-
sider each in turn. 
(a) An individual who has a maladjusted personality 
is one in uhom there exists a form of temperamental, 
emotional, or personality inbalance, which manifests 
itself in a deviation in behaviour and attitude from the 
accepted norms of the group to which the individual belongs. 
We are not concerned with the individual causes of a mal-
adjusted personality, which may be of a basic or consti-
tutional nature, or else may be attributed to experiences 
in the individual's environment. 
1. Bingham, w.v. "Achievements of Industrial Psychology," 
(b) A specialized job disability implies the inaptitude 
of a worker for the specific job in which he, or she, is 
engaged. It is the classic case of the square peg in the 
round hole. 
In many cases a specialized job disability will have an 
unfavourable effect on the individual only if it is com-
bined with a maladjusted personality. But it is possible 
for a job maladjustment to give rise to a form of personalit) 
maladjustment in a hitherto well-adjusted personality. On 
the other hand, there exists the possibility or a personalit~ 
maladjustment being the sole cause of a job maladjustment. 
A maladjusted personality may affect not only the individual 
who is well-adj~sted to his ~pecific job situation, but 
, 
also the individual in whom there exists a specific job 
disability. 
(c) The third causative factor underlying work maladjust-
ment, a faulty physical condition, requires further eluci-
dation in that the presence of such a condition in an indi-
vidual does not imply necessarily the presence of a persona-
lity or a job maladjustment. Therefore, for the purpose 
of this investigation, a faulty physical condition will be 
regarded as a causative factor in work maladjustment only 
when it gives rise to a personality or job maladjustment, 
or a combination of both forms of maladjustment~ A faulty 
physical condition may arise from a variety o~ causes, some 
of which are listed by Young,2 as follows 
1. Congenital f~ctors. 
2. Accidental factors. 
3. Illnesses; and 
4. Defective muscula~ conditions making co-ordinations 
difficult or impossible. 
2. Young. npersonality and Problems of Adjustment ... 
In considering the three causative factors in work mal-
adjustment, it is evident that although each is a distinctly 
separate entity having its mm problems of cause and effect, 
the three factors are closely interrelated and often can-
not be divorced from one another. 
Thus, the following definition may be derived from a con-
sideration of the factors in work maladjustment. 
A maladjusted worker is an individual engaged in a wage-
earning occupation in the open labour market, who shows 
maladaptation to that occupation as the result of the 
presence in that individual of some form of personality 
maladjustment or specialized job disability, or a faulty 
physical condition which in turn gives rise to a personality 
or job maladjustment. Or else the maladjusted workel' is 
one in whom there exists a combination of two or all three 
of these factors. 
The definition of a work failure is a further extension 
of the definition of a maladjusted worker. It is the extreme 
form or-work maladjustment, as it is manifested in a failure 
in competing for, and in retaining, employment in the open 
labour market, or a complete breakdown on the job, and is 
to be attributed to one or more of the three causative 
factors mentioned above. 
Beaumont3 refers to an occupational maladjustment as 
being specific to the job, or indicative of a generally 
maladjusted personality. 
"In the former case the worker may be well-
adjusted in his personal and social life, but 
incapable of acquiring the proper perspective 
toward his job or maintaining a satisfactory 
relationship with it. In other cases, failure 
to adjust to the working situation merely is 
an instance of the individual's inability to 
adjust to life in general.u 
3. Beaumont, H. "The Psychology of Personnel.u 
6. 
Viteles4 states that vocational maladjustment is a 
reflection of emotional maladjustment. 
"Adjustment of the individual requires 
integration of conflicting tendencies to 
the demands of the activity in v;hich he 
is engaged. Emotional maladjustment comes 
from a conflict of impulses incompatible 
with one another. It is a disturbance in 
the integration of opposing tendencies 
into the unified purposive pattern of . 
behaviour characteristic of the •normal 
mind' of 'happily-adjusted individuals.• 
Adjustment requires a congeniality, a 
compatibility, and a harmonious relation 
between the individual and the situation ... 
Beaumont3 refers to objective and subjective factors in 
specialized job maladjustments. In dealing w.ith objective 
factors he say.s that 
"The _worker whose training has been 
inadequate and whose intelligence is 
insufficient to enable him to learn quick-
ly is in no position to adjust adequately 
to his work, and neither is the employee 
who .is capable, by virtue of training and 
intellectual capacity, to fill a much more 
important job than the one which has been 
assigned to him. Similarly, inadequate 
conditions of work constitute a challenge 
to the employees' adjustive capacity which 
many may be unable to meet.n 
Beaumont goes on to consider subjective factors in 
specialized job maladjustments. 
uMany workers have unrealistic notions 
concerning both their own qualifications 
and the characteristics of the job. As 
a result, they discover too late that there 
is no agreement between what· they thought 
they could do and what they actually are 
capable of doing, nor between what they 
expected to get out of the job and the 
actual satisfactions which they derive 
from it." 
In dealing with the problem of maladjustment amongst 
workers, Young2 states that 
3· Beaumont, H. ( see Page '5.) 
4. Viteles. "Industrial Psychology.n 
2. Young. ( see Page 4.) 
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"Even when relations between employees 
and employers are satisfactory there are 
cases who are not well-adapted to their 
families and communities, their work, or 
themselves. They constitute a small per-
centage of the total working force. The 
work situation is social. Maladaptation 
is related to the worker's efficiency, to 
his satisfaction with the job, and to his 
role as a member of society. The mal-
adjusted worker is intellectually and 
emotionally maladapted to his work and 
to society. He drifts from job to job 
because of external pressure (employers' 
dissatisfaction) or because of internal 
pressure (attitudes). The maladjusted 
worker reveals persistent non-adjustive 
reactions to work situations and to the 
world.u 
Vi tele# quotes two experiments which are .relevant to 
a discussion of maladjusted workers •. The first was 
con~ucted by V.V • .Anderson who investigated the in-
cidence' of maladjustment in two groups of sales-
clerks. He found that 24% of the group of inefficient 
sales-clerks showed serious personality disorders,· in 
contrast to the total absence of any such disorders 
among the group of efficient sales-clerks. The second 
investigation is that of Smith, Culpin, and Farmer, 
who found that in cases of Telegraphist•s cramp, 7,.6% 
showed symptoms or maladjustment. 
4. Viteles. (see Page 6.) 
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THE INITIAL INVESTIGATION. 
As stated above, the initial investigation comprises 
a survey of the temperament, intelligence, and socio-
economic background of a group of maladjusted workers, 
and a comparison of the results with those obtained 
from a similar survey of a group of average workers. 
It is confined to a study of cases of maladjustment 
to be found amongst factory-workers. The investigation 
was conducted'in four seperate clothing factories during 
the period of March-July, 1946, and altogether fifty 
cases of maladjustment were selected. In each factory 
the work was limited to a certain section, or to a number 
of departments, in that factory. 
The investigation demands the selection of the mal-
adjusted cases from. a given group of employees. This 
was effected as follows: 
lo The workers were discussed with a foreman or a fore-
woman who was sufficiently familiar with the employees 
under his (or her) supervision, both as individuals and 
as workers, to be able to distinguish between those who 
were satisfactorily adjusted to their work and those who 
were not, and between those who displayed maladjustments 
of a personality kind, (as manifested by a deviation .in 
behaviour and attitude from the normal standards of the 
group), and those who were relatively normal. 
2. The subjects selected in this way were then discussed 
with another reliable and authoritative person, such as a 
manager or supervisor. If the agreement between the two 
opinions was found to be reliable, the subject was summoned 
to a preliminary or introductory interview. 
3. Whenever possible, it was endeavoured to obtain a 
third opinion on each subject, in order to eliminate 
thoroughly the possibilities of bias, mistaken or hasty 
judgments, wrong impressions, the overlooking of signifi-
cant features, and the over-emphasis of unimportant and 
trivial details. 
In order to facilitate the selection of subjects, a list 
of the observable or outward manifestations of maladjustment 
was provided, together with the definition of a maladjusted 
worker given above, but as such a list cannot be all-
inclusive, it served merely as a guide, and the selection 
of subjects was not limited by it. 
The following are the observable forms of maladjustment 
that were listed: 
1. A lack of aptitude for the specific job. 
2. A frequent change of jobs. 
3. Spasmodic and irregular application to the job in hand. 
4. A deficiency in range and power of attention , and 
marked distractibility. 
). Inability to profit by learning and experience. 
6. Excessive fatigue and irritability, and laxness in 
work. 
7. Excessive absenteeism. 
8. Accident-proneness. 
9. Constant dissatisfaction and resentment. 
10. Extreme reticence and withdrawal. 
11. An extreme form of day-dreaming. 
12. Exaggerated concern expressed by the individual about 
himself, or about his work. 
13. Extreme aggressiveness; attention-getting; lying; 
and stealing. 
14. Constant procrasti·nation, and evasion of responsibility. 
15. Impulsiveness and lack of self-control. 
16. Chronic fault-finding. 
17. The inability to endure even minor discomforts. 
18. Seemingly irrational degrees and changes of mood. 
10. 
19. Excessive fears, and 
20. Excessive nervous habits. 
In each case it was emphasised that the form of maladjust-
ment must represent a distinct and marked deviation from 
the normal standards of the group to which the individual 
belongs. The subjects selected in this manner were 
summoned individually to an introductory interview, during 
which the following points of information were extracted 
from them. 
1. Name. (The subject was assured that this was 
required only in order to be able to summon him, 
or her, to further interviews, if necessary.) 
2. ·Sex. 
3. Age. 
4. Race. (Coloured or European.) 
5. The specific job held by the individual in the • 
factory. 
6. The educational standard attained by the subject. 
Following the introductory interview the employee could 
be regarded as a subject for the investigation only 
(a) if he (or she) fulfilled the necessary qualifi-
cations of maladjustment described above, as 
judged by two or more supervisors; 
(b) if he (or she) could be released from work 
subsequently for varying periods of time; and if 
(c) the employee was willing to submit to further 
investigation. 
At this point it is necessary to emphasise the fact that 
none of the subjects were aware of the exact object or 
nature of the inquiry, as doubtless they would have been 
prejudiced unfavourably by the knowledge that they were 
regarded as maladjusted individuals. The only persons to 
be taken into confidence were the supervisors and managers 
11. 
who supplied the material and information nece·ssary for 
the investigation. Having selected the subjects suitable 
for the purpose of the investigation, each subject was 
addressed separately thus: 
"I come from the University. I am very 
interested in factory-workers, and I am try-
ing to get to know as many of them as I can. 
I talk to them, find out everything that I 
can about them, and also give them some short 
tests and puzzles to do. I want you to help 
me in this, and as a beginning, I want you to 
answer a few questions about yourself that I 
am going to ask." 
The subject was then assured that the inquiry was confi-
dential, in the sense that nothing that he (or she) said 
would be used in any way that might jeopardise his (or 
her) position in the factory. 
Brief notes were jotted down in as unobtrusive a manner 
as possible during the interviews, and these were supp-
lemented afterwards, 
The interviews were varied ~ccording to the trend of the 
conversation and the degree of interest exhibited by the 
subject, The degree of contact established with the indi-
vidual subject, to a great extent depended on the subject's 
-degree of interest, attention, and co-operation. 
It a certain degree of rapport was established at the 
second interview, and if the subject was not required to 
return to his (or her) work immediately, then a test of 
temperament was applied. A brief description will be given 
here of the measure of temperament selected for this pur-
pose, and the method of applying it. 
The selected measure of temperament is the Heyburn-
Taylor-Guilford's temperament questionnaire.' 
5. Reyburn, H.A., and Taylor, J.G. 
"Some Factors of Temperament: A Re-Examination." (Psychometrika. Vol. B. No. 2. 1943.) 
12. 
The questionnaire comprises two sections, Table A and 
Table B. There are thirty items in Table A, and twenty-
three items in Table B. Each item is worded in question 
form, and requires the subject to give an accurate self-
rating or self-judgment. 
~ 
'' 
1• 
~.-
' I 
• i-The questionnaire claims to measure ten factors of tempera- r 
ment. They are 
(1) Surgency; (2) Persistence; (3) Sociability; 
(4) Alertness; (~) Flexibility; (6)Liking for 
thinking; (7) Interest in action; (8) Tension; 
(9) Nervousness; and (10) Inhibition. 
As it was impossible to keep the subjects away from their 
work for any lengthy perio~of time, and as it was intended 
to apply tests of intelligence to them at a later stage, 
a short but efficient method of temperament testing had 
to be found, and it was for this reason that the question-
naire method was selected. 
A number of questionnaires were considered in an attempt 
to find the most economical and the most thorough measure 
of temperament, and of these, two were selected. 
(l) The Reyburn•Taylor-Guilford 1 s questionnaire; and 
(2) The Thurstone-Willoughby Personality Schedule~ which 
consists of twenty-five questions, in reply to each of 
which the subject may select one of five given answers. 
The Thurstone-Willoughby Personality Schedule was abandoned 
after it had been applied to a group of twenty subjects, 
because it was necessary to curtail the interviews as much 
as possible, and as the method of application required the 
subject to give not only a self-rating but also a choice 
as to the degree of possession of various traits of tempera-
ment, considerable difficulty was experienced in getting 
6. Willoughby, R.R. "Some properties of the Thurstone 
Personality Schedule." (Journal of Social Psychology. 
Vol. 3. 1930.) 
13. 
the subjects to give accurate replies in the time at our 
disposal. 
The Rayburn-Taylor-Guilford's questionnaire was found to 
be simpler and quicker to administer, as in reply to each 
item the subject is required to give only one direct 
answer: nyes,u- nz;ro, 11 or in some instance:}, "I don't know." 
As the general educational level of the subject's .in this 
group is low, it is obvious that the questionnaire could 
not be applied in the usual manner. Whereas it is usual 
I 
I 
\ 
for the subject to read the questions and to write down ,_ 
the replies, in this case the questions were read out 
aloud to the subject, and each item had to be worded in 
such a way as to make it intelligible to the subject with-
out actually changing the sense or the meaning of the 
question. The relevant replies given by the subject were 
recorded. In some cases the interviews were conducted in 
Afrikaans, and in these instances, the items of the question-
naire were translated into Afrikaans while at the same time 
retaining the original meaning. 
After the application of the test of temperamen~, and 
before dismi·ssing the subject, the possibility of applying 
a test of intelligence in the near future was broached in 
the following manner. 
"I will be coming back soon, and would 
like to do some short puzzles and tests with 
you. Would you be willing to try them? I 
think that you would enjoy doing them very 
much." 
It the subject complied, then nothing further was said. 
But if the subject hesitated or showed some reluctance to 
comply with the request, then some additional explanations 
were ,given, for example.: 
uA number of workers have done these 
tests and puzzles already, and they have 
found them to be most interesting." 
14. 
The intelligence test was administered as part of the 
second or third interview. The selected test is the 
Differential Test of Intelligence, (Child Guidance Clinic, 
University of Cape Town), and according to the home-tongue 
of each individual it was administered either in English 
or irt' Afrikaans. 
The measure of intelligence is made up of a battery of 
nine tests of uhich two are non-verbal tests and seven 
are verbal tests. There follows now a list or the tests, 
together with the time-limits that were imposed on them. 
B. 
Non-Verbal Tests. 
1. Maze. 
2. Pattern. (Advanced form.) 
There are six sections in 
the Pattern test. 
Verbal Tests, 
1. Anagrams. 
2. Repetition of digits. 
3. Repetition of digits 
backwards. 
4. Dissected sentences. 
;. Vocabulary. 
6. Retention of sentences. 
?. Absurdities. 
Time-limit. 
4 minutes. 
3; minutes. 
3, 4, ;, 6, B, and 
9 minutes 
respectively. 
; minutes. 
; minutes. 
15 minutes. 
The test nas applied as an individual test, and the follow-. 
ing order, though not strictly adhered to in every case, 
was found to be th~ most suitable. 
(1) Repetition of digits. (2) Vocabulary • 
..(3) Repetition of digits backwards. (4) Anagrams. 
(5) Maze. (6) Dissected sentences. (?) Retention 
of sentences. (8) Absurdities. (9) Pattern. 
/ 
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The intelligence test-interview lasted for approximately 
l·?r hours in each caseo: Following this interview, final .· 
dis~ussions concerning e~ch subject were held with manager.s 
o:r supervisors.whenever·p~ssible. 
'· . 
. -
., 
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THE AVERAGE WORKER • 
As outlined above, the initial investigation includes 
a comparison of the maladjusted workers with a group of 
average workers. 
After the group of maladjusted workers had been 
selected,·interviewed, and tested, the same methods of 
investigation were applied to a group of avet•age workers. 
Using the d~finition of the maladjusted worker as a 
basis for describing the average worker, the latter may be 
defined as an individual engaged in a wage-earning occupation 
in the open labour market who is adjusted to the work 
situation, in whom no personality maladjustments exist, who 
shows little or no deviation in behaviour and attitude from 
the accepted norms of the group to which the individual 
belongs, and who has a specialized job ability, or an 
aptitude for the specific job in which he (or she) is 
engaged • In addition, the average worker shows no marked 
physical defects which give rise to personality or job 
maladjustments. 
In selecting the group of average workers, these 
requirements were satisfied by obtaining judgments f~om at 
least two supervisors. The agreement of two or more such 
independent judgments was considered to be an adequate 
criterion of normality. All subjects selected in this 
manner were included in the average group and were inter-
viewed and tested in the same way as were the subjects in 
the maladjusted group. 
17. 
THE RESULTS OF THE INITIAL INVESTIGATION. 
The incidence of maladjustment. 
The maladjusted group comprises 50 subjects who were 
selected from a total group of 916 workers employed in 
the factories'· or factory-departments, accessible to the 
present investigation. 
Thus, 18.32% of the factory-workers falling within the 
scope of this investigation were rated by two or more 
supervisors as being maladjusted workers. 
Young2 quotes percentages of maladjustment amongst factory-
workers which were revealed by two American investigations. 
Jarrett claims that 50% of American workers are emotionally 
maladjusted. v.v. Anderson quotes 20% as being "problemtr 
cases. 
Clinical psychologists and personnel managers, commenting 
on these estimates, say that they are too high. A great 
deal depends on the definition of normality that is used, 
and for this reason the estimate obtained from the present 
investigation cannot be compared with the results quoted 
by Young. 
The comDosition of the groups. 
Maladjusted Averag~ 
group. group. 
Number of subjects. 5'0 46 
Number of European subjects. 22 34 
Number of Coloured subjects. 28 12 
Number of males. 5 4 
Number of females. 45 42 
Av~rage age in years. 23 20 
Average educational standard. 4 5 
2.Young. (See Page 4.) 
/ 
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It will be observed that the average age of the maladjusted 
group is higher than that of the average group. The average 
school standard attained by the maladjusted group is lower 
than that of the average group. 
Types of maladjustment. 
These are based on the definition of a maladjusted worker 
given above, in which it was stated that the three outstand-
ing causative factors in work maladjustment are 
(a) a maladjusted personality 
(b) a specialized job disability, and 
(c) a faulty physical condition, which gives rise to 
a personality or job maladjustment. 
An analysis of the percentage of cases to be found in each 
category of maladjustment reveals the following results. 
A. Personality maladjustments. 24% 
B. Specialized job disabilities. 26% 
c. Personality maladjustments combined with specialized 
job disabilities. 38% 
D. Personality maladjustments combined with specialized 
job disabilities and faulty physical conditions. 8% 
E. Personality maladjustments combined with faulty 
physical conditions. 4% 
Although in many cases it is impossible to classify the 
form of maladjustment that occurs in an individual, it is 
possible however to state that one or other of the classi-
fied forms of maladjustment predominates in the individual. 
For example, the type of maladjustment existing in an indi-
vidual in Group A is predominantly a maladjustment of the 
personality. 
The measurement of temperamen~ 
The Heyburn-Taylor-Guilford's temperament questionnaire 
19. 
was applied to a group -of 46 maladjusted workers,, and 46 
average workers. 
Mean Scores and . Standard De via tio.ns. · 
Maladjusted Avera_ge 
grouR,_ group. 
·~ s.D. Mean 
Surgency -1.5'2 5.90 -2.33 
Persistence 3.11. 5'.39 1.50 
Soc1abili ty · 1.?0 4.21 0 .• 44 
Alertness 0.41 2.07 0.0? 
Flexibility -2.37 4.6? -3.28 
Liking for thinking .2.13 2.81 2.'7~ 
Interest in action 0.61 2.,19 -o.l) 
Tension -3~98 4.48. -4.81 
Ne.rvousness -0.24 2.99 '.0.0·.54 
lnhib.ition 0.24 2.21 -0.74 
nie z:eliabil1ty of ·.the dit.ferences 
between the means. 
R~L oLJF r. 
Surgency 
·13 (40-5'0%) 
;Persistence. 1.31 (15-20$) 
Sociability 1.42 (10-20~) 
Alertness .78 (40-50%) 
Flexibility lco30 (15'-20%) 
tiking for thinlrln.g .. .·94 (30-40%) 
Interest in action 1.?7 (5-lO%) 
Tension .86 
.. 
(35'-40%~, 
Nervousness .47 (60-70%) 
Inhib.iti:on 1.90 (,-7%) 
S.D .• 
4.5'9 
6.1.3 
4.24 
. 2.22 
3.So 
3.19 
1.93 
4.?0 
3.23 
·2.66 
20. 
The formula used in calculating the reliability of the 
differences between the means, is 
ReL. dJf ~ 
Mean 1 Mean 2 
. 2 6"1 022 
+ 
Nl N2 
(For the purpose of this investigation, a reliability 
below 20% is regarded as being signif'icanto The percentages 
are arranged in categories.) 
ln considering those variables in which there is a signi-
ficant difference between the groups, it is found that the 
members of the maladjusted group claim to be more inhibited, 
and to have a greater interest in action, than is claimed 
by the members of the average group. In addition, the 
maladjusted individuals claim to be more persistent, more 
sociable, and more flexible than the average individuals 
claim to be. To what extent the self-ratings of the mal-
adjusted group are influenced by the 11 self-halo" effect, 
or, as Karen Horney7 ref'ers to it, the "idealized imagett 
of the self', i~ not certain. 
In claiming to be more persistent, more sociable, more 
flexible, .and more interested in action than the average 
group, it is possible that the maladjusted individual is 
attempting to live up to a desired self-image, or else 
wishes to create a certain impression. On the other hand, 
the self-ratings of the maladjusted individuals might be 
caused by a lack of self-insight, or, in other words, the 
inability to introspect and to give fair and unbiassed 
self-judgments. A further possible cause of the claims 
made by the maladjusted individuals is the desire to 
7. Karen Horney. "Our .Inner Conflicts. n 
;· 
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possess those traits which they believe to be socially 
desirable. If this is the case, then it is possible that 
their claim to be more inhibited than is claimed by the 
average group, is motivated by a desire to possess those 
traits which they consider, or believe, to be preferable 
and acceptable in the individual. 
As has been outlined above, under the heading of 'Types 
ot Maladjustment,• the members of the maladjusted group 
may be divided into five small groups. The greater per-
centages or cases occur in groups A, B, and c, and each 
or these three groups in turn will be compared with the 
total average group. 
In calculating the reliability of the differences between 
the means of each maladjusted group with the means of the 
average group, this formula was used. 
Mean 1 - Mean 2 
(M) -=- A oLLFFe.~~e_tLc_e- t-".t_ fec~ovr oF L-fe VV\q_{,,_JJvsteJ jroup. 
(("\) -:. A J..JFerettce U-. -fq_vovr- oF de cX.Ve•~:;e. Jrovf. 
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Group A, 
Means and Standard Deviations. 
Mean. S.D. 
Surgency 0.18 4.39 
Persistence 3.78 6.40 
Sociability 3.91 2.97 
Alertness 1.36 1.5'5 
Flexibility -1.86 4.08 
Liking for thinking 2.14. 2.68 
Interest in action 0.46 2.23 
Tension -5'.22 5'.06 
Nervousness 
-3.14 3-90 
Inhibition 0 1.96 
The reliabilitY or the differences between 
the means of group A and the average group. 
t p 
Surgency (M) 1.63 (10-15$) 
Persistence (M) 1.10 (20-30%) 
Sociability (M) 2.57 (1-2%) 
Alertness (M) 1.83 (5-lO%) 
Flexibility (M) 1.16 (20-30%) 
Liking for thinking (A) .55 (55-60%) 
Interest in action (M) .92 (30-40%} 
Tension lA) 2.58 (1%) 
Nervousness (A) 2.30 (2-4%) 
Inhibition lM) .85' (35-40%) 
lM) ~ A eLl~ e._ renee U'L fc<-vovl of t~e Wlc<L .. J.Jvsteof ~-youp-
lA) -= A olJPer--eMc.e l"- t<LvOUI ot de o ue ""'-je jr-ovp. 
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Group B. 
Means and Standard Deviations. 
·Mean. ·~ 
Surgency 
-4.22 ·5.?2 
Persistence 
·3.22 4.38 
Sociability 
·0.22 ·3.44 
Alertness 
·0.55 ·2.06 
Flexibility 
-3.96 ·4.68 
Liking for thinking 
·3.18 ·2.3? 
Interest in action 
·0.09 ·1.88 
Tension 
-5.91 "3.73 
Nervousness 
- 0.36 ·2.19 
Inhibition 
-0 .• 27 2.49 
· The reliability of the differences between 
-, the means of Groug .B and the average groug. 
l 
! ."t r 
I Surgency (A) 1.17 (20-30%) 
Persistence \M) .85 {35-40%) 
Sociability (A) .16 (85-90%) 
Alertness lM) .66 (50-5'5%) 
Flexibility lA) .5'4 (5'5-60%) 
Liking for thinking (M) .45 (6o-?O%) 
Interest in action lM) .37 (?0-75%) 
Tension (A) .?2 {40-50%) 
Nervousness (M) .18 (80-90%) 
Inhibi t.ion (M) .52 (60%) 
·~ -~~--· ·---~ ·~·· ··-~ 
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Group c. 
Means and Standard Deviations. 
Mean. S.D. 
Surgency- -1.28 6.46 
Persistence 3.28 5'.74 
Sociability 2.01 4.89 
Alertness 0.22 1.87 
Flexibility 
-3.06 3.92 
Liking for thinking 3.83 2.82 
Interest in acti,on o.67 2.11 
Tension 
-3.72 4.06 
Nervousness 0.78 2.72 
Inhibition 0.33 2.13 
The reliability of the differences between 
the means of group C and the average group. 
Surgency 
Persistence 
Sociability 
Alertness 
Flexibility 
Liking for thinking 
Interest in action 
Tension 
Nervousness 
Inhibition 
t 
lf"i) .74 
lM) 1.05' 
(M) 1.26 
([1) '.26 
(M) .21 
(_M) i.27 
(ti) 1.48 
(fi) .84 
lM) 1.52 
lM) 1.49 
p 
(40-50%) 
(25-30%) 
(20-25%) 
(75'-80%) 
(80-85%) 
(20-25%) 
(10-20%) 
(40%) 
(10-15%) 
(10-20%) 
/ 
Q!ou~A: A comparison of this group and the average group 
reveals a number of significant differences~ The members of 
group A claim to be more sociable, more alert, and more 
sur gent than is cle.imed by the average group. In addition 
the results of group A disclose less tension and less 
'. 
nervousness than those of the average group. Once again, 
the"self-halo" effect, or the 11 1~ea11zed imagen possessed 
by the individuals having personality maladjustme~ts is 
evident. 
Group Ba No significant differences emerged from a compa-
rison or group B with the average group. This group is made 
up of individuals who are maladj~sted predominant~y in their 
work, rather than in their perso~alities. As the question-
naire measures traits of tempera~ent, it is to be expected 
that this group will not show any marked temperamental 
deviations from the average group, as measured by the 
questionnaireo 
Group C: The members of group C claim to be more inhibited, 
more nervous, more sociable, more interested in action, 
and to have a greater liking for ~hinking, than is claimed 
by the average individuals. The "self-halon effect is 
present in their claims to be mor~ sociable, more interested 
in action, and to have a greater ~iking for thinking than 
the average group; but it is s1gn~f1cant that in addition 
they claim to be more inhibited a:nd more nervous than the 
average group. This might arise ~rom the belief that the 
items which measure inhibition and nervousness are measuring 
desirable traits of temperament. The claim to greater 
nervousness in this group might be accounted for by the 
fact that the members of the group possess both personality 
and job maladjustments. Their greater nervousness may be 
caused by the possession of both forms or maladjustment 
to an equal degree. 
/ 
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The reliability of the differenc§between the 
Standard Deviations of the maladjusted group 
and the average group. 
The formula: 
(fl - Cf2 
R Q._L. o-oLLFF. ~ j Cfcr-l2 +<r()l 
where a-a- !! (J 
J 2n 
ReL oJJf F 
Surgency (M) 1.71 (5'-10%) 
Persistence (A) .85' (35'-40~) 
Sociability (M) .05' (Above 90%) 
Alertness (A) .48 (60-70%) 
Flexibility lM) 2.00 (2-5'%) 
Liking for thinking (11) .91 (30-40%) 
Interest in action lM) 1.00 (30-35'%) 
Tension (A) .30. (70-80%) 
Nervousness (it) .45' (60-70%) 
Inhibition lA) 1.39 (15'-20%) 
The maladjusted group shows a greater Standard Deviation 
in Flexibility, Surgency, and Interest in action, than 
the average group. The average group shows a greater 
Standard Deviation in Inhibition, than the maladjusted 
group. 
The measure of intelligence. 
The tests of intelligence were administered to a group 
of 24 subjects selected from the maladjusted group, and 
to a group of 24 subjects selected from the average group. 
Thus the tests of intelligence were applied to one half 
of the total number of selected maladjusted and average 
workers. 
It was not possible to test the entire groups, as many of 
the workers were indispensable to their jobs, for example, 
those workers who were engaged on the conveyor system, and 
they could not be spared for the length of time required 
for the application of the intelligence tests. 
Mean Scores and Standard Deviations. 
Maladjusted Average 
groug. grou~. 
Mean. S.D. Mean. S.D, 
Maze 32.42 3.32 36.30 10.99 
Pattern 31.00 10.5'0 32.82 10.76 
Anagrams 13.15 8.31 14.7'5 7.11 
Repetition of digits 17.83 ').02 17.2'5 4.42 
Digits backwards 11.42 4.20 12.16 4.46 
Dissected sentences 23.50 12.34 22.82 11.92 
Vocabulary 40.90 17.35' 36.33 18.20 
Retention of sentences 20.33 4.17 19.5'0 3.64 
Absurdities 16.40 7.24 18.25 7.86 
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The reliability of the differences between the means 
of the maladjusted group and the average group. 
t p 
Maze (fr) 1.30 (15'-20%) 
Pattern (A) .64 (5'0-55'%> 
Anagrams (A) .87 (35'-40%) 
Repitition of digits (tl) .70 (40-5'0%) 
Digits backwards (11) .79 (40-5'0%) 
Dissected sentences (t1) .27 (75'-80%) 
Vocabulary (M) .91 (30-40%) 
Retention of sentences lM) .86 (35'-40%} 
Absurdities (!1) .86 (35'-40%} 
Only one difference having any significance emerges from 
a comparison of the means of the maladjusted and the 
average groups, and that is the difference in the Maze 
test. 
The significance of the Maze test in measuring the diffe-
rences between groups of oaladjusted and average indivi-
duals requires further elaboration. As no other signifi-
cant differences emerged from a comparison of the two 
groups in the tests of intelligence, a controversial point 
arises as to the precise nature of the traits measured by 
the Maze test. What are the factors involved in the 
successful performance of the Maze test? Is the Maze a 
test of intelligence only, or does it measure traits of 
temperament as well? 
These questions have been discussed by a number of writers, 
and the following citations are given in an attempt to 
elucidate the problem. 
Porteus8 states that 
"Careful observation of subjects when 
working through the designs indicated that 
B. Porteus, S.D. "The Maze Test and Mental Differences.•• 
other traits or abilities besides planning 
capacity were undoubtedly affecting the 
results." 
He goes on to say that the Porteus Maze has a correlation 
of .67 (in boys) and .73 (in girls) with industrial ability. 
He found also that boys make fewer errors than girls, and 
that the girls ascribed their mistakes to "nervousness." 
An over-anxiety to succeed caused them to become mentally 
confused. 
Porteus explains further 
"All that the Maze test does is to measure 
approximately the ability of the individual 
to use planning capacity in a task at or about 
moron levels and to readapt his methods in the 
face of increasing difficulties as far as his 
temperament will allow him to do so." 
This stresses the importance of the relationsbip of tempera-
mental deficiency to successful adaptation. Social adap-
tability is not a single trait, but is a condition depen-
dent on large numbers of traits of which intelligence is 
one, Porteus concludes that the Maze gives a fairly 
reliable estimate of the person's suggestibility, impulsive-
ness, irresolution, and the tendency to become nervous and 
confused in a task new to experience. 
Burt9 refers to the M:aze test as being most helpful "in 
estimating social, as distinguished from educational, 
efficiency." According to Burt, the traits involved in 
the causes of failure in the Maze are: (1) A lack of 
planning ability; (2) the inability to profit by experience 
(3) over-confidence; (4) carelessness; (7) impulsiveness; 
(6) mental confusion; and (?) the inability to sustain 
attention. 
In an investigation by L.M. Karpeles10it was found that 
a group of individuals having 1behaviour problems,• (such 
9.Burt, Cyril. "Mental and Scholastic Tests." 
lO.Karpeles, L.M. "A further investigation of the Porteus 
Maze as a discriminative measure in delinquency." 
(Journal of Applied Psychology. Vol. XVI.l932) 
-
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as cases of temper tantrums, enuresis, lying, disobedience, 
and excessive pugnacity), showed low Maze scores,as did 
a group of delinquents. 
Reyburn and Taylor,ll in referring toa factor in the Maze, 
state: 
"The tasks involve the arrangement or 
rearrangement of sensory material, and the 
interpretation which we suggest is that it 
consists in some kind of manipulative fluen-
cy or elasticity in dealing with perceived 
sensory data. It is a form of dexterity, 
but mental and not manual, and, so far as 
the present tests go, confined to perceived 
objects." 
They continue thus: 
"The third factor conditions the abili-
ty to see a path through a Maze and to fol-
low it •••••• It is the ability to make, or 
isolate, and follow a plan. It would thus 
appear to be a synthetic and constructive 
ability as well as an analytic one. It is 
the power to find or make a significant 
pattern in a mass of irrelevant material." 
Lundie12 deals with the problem of Maze performances in 
maladjusted personalities in these wordsz 
"A common observation is that maladjusted 
personalities tend to be impulsive and to 
lack foresight and control. The Porteus 
Maze Tests which consist of a series of 
Mazes through which the subject has to find 
his way with a pencil, are valuable in diag-
nosing foresight and control ••••••• If a 
person with normal intelligence does badly 
on this test, one can suspect emotional in-
stability of some type •••••• It would seem 
that the emotionally unstable individual is 
revealed as erratic in intellectual perfor-
mances, and unable to work efficiently under 
pressure. He tends to lack foresight and 
self•control, to be impulsive and unable to 
endure discomforts." 
Therefore it is concluded that the Maze test gives fairly 
reliable estimates of the individual's impulsiveness, 
foresight, irresolution, control, and the tendency to 
11. 
12. 
Reyburn, H.A•, and Taylor, J.G. 
"Some factors of intelligence." 
(British Journal of Psychology. Vol 31.1940-1) 
Lundie, C.F. "Emotional instability testing in 
industry." {S.A. Psychological Review. 1946.) 
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become nervous and confused in a task new to experienceo 
The Maze measures the ability to readapt methods in the 
face of increasing difficulties as far as the individual 
temperament will allow. It measures social adaptability 
and also mental dexterity. 
Bearing these points in mind, the .inferior Maze performance 
of the maladjusted group to that of the average group 
assumes a new importance. It reveals the maladjusted group 
to be less capable o'f social adaptibil.ity and mental 
dexterity than the average group. The maladjusted group 
is more impulsive, irresolute, uncontrolled, and lacking 
in foresight, and also tends to be more nervous and con-
fused in a tas~ n~~ to experience, than the average group. 
The reliability of the differences between th~ 
§tandard Deviatio~s of the malad.1usted group 
and the average grouR• 
Rel. oJJf 
Maze (A) 4.59 
Pattern (A) .14 
Anagrams ~) .?6 
Repi ti tion of digit~. . .~) • 62 
Digits backwards (A) .34 
Dissected sentences ~) .1? 
Vocabulary (A)· .22 
Retention of sentences (M) • ?5. 
Absurdities lA) .45 
? 
(Below 1%) 
(85-90%) 
(40-SO%) 
(50-55%) 
(?0-75%> 
(85-90%) 
(80-85%) 
(40-50%) 
(60-70%) 
Only one significant difference is to be foundo The 
average group shows a greater Standard Deviation in the 
.Maze test, than the maladjusted group. 
A summary of the r~sults discJ.o~ed by tl).e. initia.l 
investigation. 
In the initial investigation it was found that 18.32% of 
the workers falling within the range of the investigation 
were rated by two or more supervisors as being maladjusted 
workers. 
This percentage is smaller than that quoted by similar 
investigations that were conducted by Jarrett and by 
V.V. Anderson, in America. No comparison can be drawn 
however, as a great deal depends on each investigator's 
definition and conception of normality. 
The results of the measurement of temperament by the use 
of the Rayburn-Taylor-Guilford's questionnaire, reveal 
that the maladjusted group claims to be more inhibited, 
more interested in action, more persistent, more sociable, 
and more flexible, than the average group! It may be 
deduced from these claims that the members of the maladjust-
ed group either feel their inadequacy and attempt to hide 
it by claiming to possess more desirable traits, or else 
that they are not aware of their inadequacy. In claiming 
to be more inhibited, it is likely that the maladj11sted 
individuals regard the qualities that are an index to inhi-
bition as socially-desirable factors. 
The claims made by the maladjusted group may be accounted 
for by 
(i) The uself-halo" effect, or as Karen Horney refers to 
it, "the idealized image." 
(ii) The desire to live up to the nidealized image". 
(iii)The inability to introspect and to give self-judgments 
of an unbiassed nature. 
(iv) The desire to possess those traits which they believe 
to be socially desirable. 
It ·was found that the maladjusted group could be divided. 
into five sections, according to the nature of the maladj~st­
ment in each individual case .• 
The sections are:-
A. Individuals in whom personality maladjustments predo-
minate over any other forms of maladjustment. (24% 
of the total maladjusted gr·oUp fall into this category) • 
. 
B• Individuals in whom specialized job disabilities are 
predominant~ (.26%) 
C, Individuals in whom personality maladjustments are 
combined with .spe~ialized job disabilities. (38%) 
D, Individuals in whom a faulty physical condition is 
combined with a specialized job disability and personali-
ty maladjustment.o (8]&) 
E. Indiv.iduals 1n whom a faulty physical condition is 
combined with per~onality maladjustments. (4%) 
Groups A, B, and c, were ·Compared in turn with the total 
average group,. 
Group A claims to be more sociable, more alert, and more 
surgent, and to show less tension and nervousness than 
the .average group. Thus, the individuals having person~lity 
maladjustments claim to possess more socially desirable 
traits than the average individuals. Here, as in the total 
maladjusted group, the effect of the uidea11zed image" i.s 
apparent. In the ease of the individuals having personality 
maladjustments it may be concluded, as 'above, that either 
they reel their inadequacy and attempt to hide 1t by claim-
ing to possess what they consider to be more desirable 
traits, or ~lse they are not capable of unbiassed intro ... 
spection, and consequently., are not aware or· the.ir in-
adequacy. 
In comparing Group B w.1th the average group., no significant 
differenc_es .in temperament, (as measured by the que.stion-
naire) ," were found. As Group B is composed of those indivi-
--- ------· ----------------- ----· ---
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duals in whom specific job maladjustments predominate, 
no personality deviations of a marked nature are to be 
found in comparing an assessment of their temperaments 
with that of an average group. 
Group c, (which is comprised of individuals in whom 
personality and job maladjustments occur to an equal 
extent), claims to be more nervous, more inhibited, more 
sociable, more interested in action, and having a greater 
liking for thinking, than the average group. In all these 
claims, (except the claim to be more nervous), the 
"idealized image" of the maladjusted group is evident, as 
is the desire to possess certain socially-acceptable 
traits. But Group C differs from Group A in that the mem-
bers of Group C claim to be more nervous than the members 
of the average group. As Group A comprises individuals 
having mainly personality maladjustments, and Group C 
comprises individuals having a combination of personaiity 
and job maladjustments, it may be assumed that the factor 
of the interrelation of specialized job disabilities with 
personality maladjustments accounts for Group C's claim to 
greater nervousness than is claimed by the average group. 
This may be attributed to the feelings of insecurity, 
resulting in nervousness, that must accompany a job dis-
ability in an individual having a maladjusted personality. 
The Standard Deviation is a measure of dispersion. It was 
found that the maladjusted group shows a greater degree of 
dispersion in the distribution or the scores in Flexibility, 
Surgency, and Interest in action, than does the average 
group. 
The average group shows a greater degree or dispersion 
in the distribution of the scores in Inhibition, than 
is shown by the maladjusted group. 
The results of the measurement or intelligence by the use 
of the Differential Test of Intelligence, reveal that the 
average group has a significantly higher mean score in 
the Maze test, than the maladjusted group. 
In comparing the Standard Deviations of the groups, the 
only significant difference to be found is in the Maze 
test, the average group showing a greater dispersion of 
the _scores than the maladjusted group. 
As no other significant differences emerged from a com-
parison of the means of the two groups, it is possible 
to conjecture the likelihood that the Maze test is measuring 
other factors as well as factors of intelligence. It would 
appear that the average individual possesses certain traits, 
and dispossesses others, which cause him (or her) to give 
a better performance in the Maze test than is given by the 
maladjusted individual. 
From a survey of the available literature, it was found 
that the Maze may be considered to be a measure of planning 
activity, social adaptability, and mental dexterity. 
Interpreted in this light it would mean that the average 
group shows a greater measure of planning activity and 
mental dexterity, and is more capable of social adaptabi-
lity than the maladjusted group. From the results obtained 
in the initial investigation, it may be concluded briefly 
that the picture of the maladjusted worker that presents 
itself is of an individual who possesses an "idealized self-
image" which might be caused by a lack of introspective 
insight into the existing inadequacies and temperamental 
deficiencies, or else by a realization of the inadequacy 
and an attempt to hide it by claiming to possess certain 
socially-desirable traits. In addition, as revealed by 
the Maze performances, the maladjusted worker is less 
capable of social adaptation and mental dexterity than 
the average worker. Other factors which are associated 
with the inferior Maze perforamances of the 
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maladjusted worker are, a lack of planning activity, the 
inability to profit by experience, mental confusion, the 
inability to sustain attention, over-confidence, careless-
ness, and impulsiveness. The maladjusted worker is unable 
to work efficiently under pressure, lacks foresight and 
self-control, and is unable to endure discomforts. 
......_ 
. ' / 
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A criticis~ of the initial investigation, and an 
introduction to th~ main investigation. 
The initial investigation serves a dual purpose in 
that it is not only an investigation of maladjusted workers,-
but , is also a preliminary means of ascertaining the most 
suitable experimental methods of investigating differences 
that exist between maladjusted and average workers. 
The results of the initial investigation have been 
given above. The conclusions regarding the methods of con-. 
ducting such an investigation follow here. 
The discussi6n may be divided into two sections. 
(1) A criticism of the tests used in the initial 
investigation. 
(ii) A criticism of the methods employed in selecting 
the subjects. 
(i) In the initial investigation the main emphasis was 
laid upon temperamental factors, but only one measure of 
temperament was used. The measure of intelligence that 
was employed was more reliable, in that it was not based 
upon the subject's self-ratings, as was the case in the 
test of temperament. 
Thus, a more even balance between the temperament testing 
and the intelligence testing is required, as well as a more 
reliable method of temperament testing, and a shorter and 
more economical method of intelligence testing. 
The measure of temperament used in the initial investigation 
is a questionnaire, and this was found to have many disad-
vantages. It has been stated by Allport13 that questionnaires 
have value only when 11a competent subject is sufficiently 
motivated to give his replies honestly and carefully. 11 
13. Allport; G.W. upersonality. A Psychological Interpreta .... 
tion.n 
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Questionnaire methods require self-revelation regarding 
the individual's thoughts and habits. They imply complete 
and unbiassed self-understanding and self-knowledge, as 
well as introspective ability. The "self-halo" effect is 
difficult to avoid. Subjects consciously or unconsciously 
are inclined to give themselves flattering scores, and in 
general give themselves less extreme scores than would 
result from the common opinion of their fellows. In addition,. 
subjects tend to reply to questionnaires in the manner which 
best suits their purpose, or what they assume to be the pur-
pose of the investigation. 
(ii) In selecting subjects for the initial investigation, 
the assessment of two or more supervisors was required. 
This eliminates to some extent, but not completely, the 
effects of biassed and mistaken judgments. But it is 
realized that some amount of personal bias must have entered 
into the judgments that were made, either consciously or 
unconsciously. In addition it must be emphasised that the 
differentiation between normality and abnormality, no matter 
how clearly it is defined, must have a different interpretaw 
tion and meaning for each individual. 
In the main investigation it was decided that the group of 
maladjusted workers should comprise more extreme and more 
marked cases of maladjustment, and thus, whereas the initial 
investigation is concerned with cases of maladjustment to 
be found in the open labour market only, the main investiga-
tion was extended to cover cases of work failure and of 
hospitalization caused by a complete breakdown of the indi-
vidual on the job. By using subjects who have been relegated 
to sheltered employment and to a neuropsychiatric hospital, 
the necessity of relying on personal judgments in selecting 
the subjects is obviated to.a great extent, as is the initial 
difficulty of having to differentiate between normality and 
abnormality. 
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Therefore, the following modifications of the original 
'plan of research were made. 
(1) In the main investigation a more even balance between 
the temperament testing and the intelligence testing 
was established. 
(2) The questionnaire method of temperament testing was 
abandoned, and a projection technique, the Rorschach 
ink-blot association technique, which will be described 
in detail later, was selected. 
(3) More extreme forms of maladjustment were selected to 
comprise the maladjusted group. 
(4) Whereas the initial investigation includes only factory· 
workers as subjects, in the main investigation a more 
graded selection of subjects was made. Therefore, 
the main investigation includes groups of workers 
from three different occupational levels. They are 
(a) The unskilled or semi-skilled worker. 
(b) The clerical worker. 
(c) Workers representative of the professional 
occupational level. 
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T H E M A I N I N V E S T I G A T I 0 N • 
The definition of the ~aladjusted worker which has 
been followed in the initial investigation, is applicable 
to the main investigation as well •. 
A maladjusted worker is an individual engaged in a 
wage-earning occupation who. is maladapted to that occupa-
tion, in whom there exists some form of personality mal-
adjustment, or a specialized job disability, or who has 
a·faulty physical condition which gives rise to a persona-
lity or job maladjustment. Or else the maladjusted worker 
is an individual in whom there exists a combination of two 
or all three of these .factors. 
The definition of a work failure is a further exten-
sion of a maladjusted worker. It is the extreme form of 
work maladjustment as it is manifested in a failure in 
competing for, and in :retaining, employment in the open 
labour market, or a complete breakdown in the work situ-
ation, and it is to be attributed to one or more of the 
three causative factors mentioned above. 
The programme of research has been designed so as to 
cover three gradations of maladju~tment in workers. The 
first gradation of·rnaladjustment, which is that of the 
maladjusted worker engaged in a wage-earning occupation 
in the open labour market, has been considered above in 
the initial investigation. The second and third grada-
tions of maladjustment formi: the basis for the selection 
of the subjects in the main in,restigationo The second 
and third gradations of maladjustment are concerned with 
those individuals who, because of the presence of one or 
more of the three 1,lnderlying factors of maladjustment, are 
unable to compete for, or retain, employment in the open 
labour market, and who, subsequently to the occurrence of 
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a series of work failures, are relegated to sheltered 
employment or to a neuropsychiatric hospital, depending 
on the nature of each individual case. 
Thus, the main investigation comprises a survey of 
the temperament, intelligence, and socio-economic back-
ground of a group of maladjusted workers selected from 
sheltered employment and from a neuropsychiatric hospital, 
and comparesthe results with those obtained from a similar 
survey of a group of average workers who are representative 
of the same occupational levels as the maladjusted group. 
The manner of approach to the subjects is the same as 
that employed in the initial investigation, as is the 
method of application of the tests of intelligence. The 
method of application of the test of temperame~t is 
included in the description of that test. 
42. 
The tests used in the main investigation. 
The tests will be described in this order: 
(1) The tests of intelligenceo 
(2) The test of temperament. 
(1) The tests of intelligence. 
The measure of intelligence employed in the main 
investigation comprises five tests, (three verbal 
tests, and two non-verbal tests), all of which were 
applied as individual tests. The three verbal tests 
are taken from the Differential Test of Intelligence, 
and were used in the initial investiga:tion. They are 
(a) Vocabulary. (The test was administered in 
English or in Afrikaans, depending on the 
home-tongue of each individual.) 
(b) Repetition of digits. 
(c) Repetition of digits backwards. 
The two non-verbal tests are taken from the Group 
Intelligence Test of the University of Cape Town. 
They are 
(a) Maze. 
(b) Pattern. 
(5 minutes). 
(7 minutes). 
The time-limits are indicated. in parentheses. 
The order of presentation of the tests, although it 
was not adhered to strictly in each case, was as 
follows: 
(a) Repetition of digits. 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Vocabulary. 
~epetition of digits backwards. 
Maze. 
(e) Pattern. 
(2) The test of ifemperament. 
The questionnaire method of temperament measurement 
used in the initial investigation was abandoned, for 
reasons given above in the criticism of the initial 
investigation and introduction to the main investiga-
tion. In its place,1i projection technique, the 
Rorschach ink-blot association test, was selectedo 
The first question that arises is concerned with the 
words "projection technique." Whatis meant by a 
projection technique of per.sonali ty measurement? 
According to Cattell,l4 projective tests may be defined 
thus: 
usome projection of one's own mentality 
will necessarily take place whenever the 
nature of some obscure motive has to be 
.inferred or some impulse predicted. It is 
necessary to avoid situations in which habi-
tual conventional responses would occur, or 
in which the motive could be arrived at pure-
ly by the use of intelligence or in which 
psychological experience and observation 
would infallibly point to a certain choiceo" 
Klopfer and Kelleyl5' quote ·L.K. Frank, who describes 
the projection technique of the Rorschach tes~ in 
these words: 
.· "The·~orschach m~thod offers a procedure 
through which the individual is induced to 
reveal his ;'private world'. py telling what 
he •sees' in the several cards upon which 
he may project his meanings, significance, 
and feelings, just because they are not so-
cially standardized objects or situations 
to which he must give culturally prescribed 
·responses. The Rorschach method is essential-
ly a procedure for revealing the personality 
of the individual as an individual, as con-
trasted with rating or assessing him in terms 
of his likeness or conformity to social norms 
ot action and speech. It is just because a 
subject is not ·aware of what be is telling 
and has no cultural norms behind which to 
hide himself, that the Rorschach and other 
projective methods are so revealing." 
The difference in reaction to a projective test and to 
14. Cattell, R.B; nA Guide to Mental Testing.u 
15. Klopfer, and. 'Kelley: "The Rorschach Technique." 
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a non-projective test is given by Benton16 in explaining 
the behaviour of a group of malingerers in a Rorschach 
test situation. 
"Given an I.Q. test (that is, one of a 
rational and understanAable nature) the sub-ject behaves normally. But given the unfa-
miliar and seemingly irrational task of in-
terpreting ink-blots he "smells a rat" and 
becomes excessively cautious ... 
A great deal of attention and interest has been 
focussed on the Rorschach test in the past, and it has 
been subjected to extensive programmes of experimentation. 
Its efficacy as a measure of the total personality for 
clinical uses has been verified by many writers. But in 
this study, the interest is centred mainly on the use 
of the Rorschach test in investigating traits of personali-
ty in a group of maladjusted workers, and in comparing the 
results with those revealed by an average group. 
Before proceeding to describe the method of appli-
cation of the test, it is advisable to begin by giving a 
general descriptive survey of the test. 
Bec~7 states that the human mind reveals itself in many 
ways, and that from the results of a standardised test, 
for example, an association test, valuable conclusions 
may be drawn. He continues thus: 
"Even when a stimulus is in itself quite 
casual and without intrinsic significance, 
the reaction to that test may throw an interest-
ing light upon the structure of the personali-
ty. The ind.i vidual sees in the clouds on a 
summer day or in the glowing embers on a wintry 
evening a fabric which is a projection of the 
structure of his inner being. Even a series 
of intrinsically meaningless inkblots may prove 
a most delicate reagent for the analysis of the 
personality." 
16. Benton.: 
(Journal 
"Rorschach Performances of Suspected 
Malingerers.n 
of Abnormal and Social Psychology. Volume 40. 
194).) 
17. Beck, S.J. "Personality Structure in Schizophrenia." 
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The Rorschach test is a test of perception, and not of 
imagination, although almost all subjects regard the 
experiment as a test of imagination. Nevertheless, the 
interpretation of the figu~es actually has little to do 
with imagination, and it is unnecessary to consider 
imagination as being a prerequisite. All perception is 
recognized as being an elaboration of the sensory experience 
in terms of needs, drives, interests, attitudes, and the 
experience of past and present in relation to them. 
The Rorschach ink-blots are intentionally unstructured, 
therefore, the test consists in the interpretation of 
accidental or non-specific forms. 
13 Rorschacn states that 
"If perception can also be called an 
associative integration of available engrams (memory pictures) with recent complexes of 
sensations, then the interpretation of chance 
forms can be called a perception in which the 
effort of integration is so great that it is 
realized consciously as an effort. This 
intrapsychic realization that the complex of 
sensations and the engrams are not perfectly 
identical gives the perception the character 
of an interpretation." 
Rorschach defines perception as "assimilation without 
consciousness of assimilative effort," and interpretation 
as "perception with consciousness of assimilative effort." 
The responsesgiven by the subjec~to the ink-blot forms 
are moulded by a perceptual organizing process which is 
peculiar to each individual subject. 
The function or purpose of administering the Rorschach 
test is the acquisition of projective raw material tor 
future evaluation. The two main objectives are (a) to 
get as much rich projective material as possible, and 
(b) to avoid any distortion of this material by influencing 
the subject during the administration of the test. 
18. Rorschach, H. "Psychodiagnostics." 
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The testing apparatus consists in ten ink-blots which 
are all S1ffillletrical. Five of the ink-blots consist of 
grey only, in various depths of shading; in two a small 
amount of bright red contrasts with the grey; and the other 
three are in various colours. All are on white back-
grounds. 
The ten ink-blots are always presented in the same order, 
and always in the same orientation. Each subject is thus 
free to act as his own personality dictates, and at the 
same time each subject starts with exactly the same sti-
mulus and under the same conditions as all others. 
The method of administration of the Rorschach test in the 
present investigation is as foJ..lows. 
Before the subject entered the room·in which the test was 
to be administered, the test cards, stop watch, and writing 
materials were laid out on the table in readiness for the 
test. 
In most cases, the Rorschach test was not applied during 
the first interview, but rather in the second or third 
interviews. Consequently, a certain amount of rapport with 
the subject had been established before the Rorschach test 
actually was administered. The subject was made to feel 
at ease by a number of preliminary remarks of a general 
nature, and in some cases by the use of one or two short 
introductory tests of intelligence, for example, the repe-
tition of digits. In this way contact with the subject 
was established or re-established. 
The subject was addressed as follows: 
"I am going to show you a number of cards, 
one by one. Each card has on it a design made 
up of blots of ink. I want you to look at the 
card and tell me what you see there. You can 
look at each card for as long as you like, and 
be sure to tell me everything that you see." 
--. ·~ 
It is important to obviate any idea that the subject might 
have of the test being a form of competition, and of 
having to obtain 11good•• marks in the competition. It was 
emphasised that there are no specific "right" or "wrong" 
answers to this test. 
Care was taken that the subject did not catch a glimpse 
of the plates from a distance, as this would alter the 
conditions of the experiment. Each card in turn was 
handed to the subject who took it in his (or her) hand. 
The subject was asked a question such as "What does this 
look like to you?" or "What do you see here?" 
An attempt was made to get at least one answer to every 
plate, though suggestion, in any form whatsoever, was 
excluded and avoided. 
The subject was permitted to turn the card in any axis, 
but was not told to do so. 
If the subject gave only one response to a card and then 
showed an inclination to stop, a further question, such as 
"Is that all?" was asked. Any questions asked by the 
subject during the course of the test were answered in as 
non-committal a manner as possible. 
No time-limit was imposed. However, a stop-watch was used 
in order to record the reaction-time of the first response 
to each of the ten cards, and also, if possible, the 
reaction-times of all the responses. 
In recording the test, an attempt was made to obtain as 
literal a trascription as possible of everything said by 
the subject during the test, as well as descriptive 
remarks about the subject•s behaviour. The turning of the 
cards by the subject was recorded by the use of the symbols 
f\ V>~, in v1hich the peak of the symbol represents the top 
of the card. For the sake of clarity in the scoring of the 
records, each response given by the subject "."las given a 
mark corresponding to the specified areas in the photo-
static cards that were provided. (For example, if in 
Card 1 the response given was, "There is a man in the 
middle," then that response was recorded, and D4 was written 
alongside it, as D4 is the number which indicates the area 
in the middle of Card 1, as outlined in the photostatic 
copies). 
Before presenting a card to a subject, and after the subject 
had finished with it, the card was placed face down on the 
table. 
The inquiry is yet another facet of the technique used in 
the administration of the Rorschach test. In it, an attempt 
is made to clear up all the doubtful points in the subject's 
response record. The function of the inquiry is to make 
. 
the scoring and interpretation of the spontaneous reactions 
possible. The inquiry is concerned with the location and 
the deternlinants of the responses. 
(For example, in a case in which a "butterflyu had been 
perceived by the subject, the position of the response was 
determined by asking: 11W.here is the butterfly?" The deter-
minants were ascertained by asking: "In what way does this 
resemble a butterfly?" or "What made you think of a butter-
fly?t', and other similarly worded questions.) 
No attempt will be made to give a detailed account of the 
methods used in scoring the Rorschach records, as a standar ... 
dised system o~ scoring was employed. In this investigation, 
the scoring systems described by Beckl9 and by Bochner and 
Halpern20 were used as a basis, and were supplemented with 
suggestions advocated by Professor Reyburn. For the purpose 
. of scoring individual results, the protocols of the experi-
ment were examined according to the following scheme. 
19. Beck, S.J. ~Rorschach's Test." 
20. Bochner and Halpern. "The Clinical Application of the 
Rorschach Test." 
1. How many responses are there? What :i.s the reaction 
time? 
2. Is the answer determined only by_the form of the blot, 
or is there also a consideration of movement, colour, 
and light and dark shadings? 
3. Is the figure conceived and interpreted as a whole or 
in parts? Which are the parts that are selected? 
4. What does the subject see? 
Given below is a brief rtsumei of the main scoring features 
in the Rorschach test and their interpretative values. The 
summaries are based on material extracted from the writings 
of Beck,19 Rorsch.ach,18 and Klopfer and Kelley.1? In most 
cases, the variables are considered independently. As this 
is to be a very general survey, no attempt will be made here 
-
to describe the differences in these variables that occur 
in certain cases of mental abnormality. 
}!: The W response implies that the subject uses the whole 
. of the ink ... blot ·.figure in the formation of a concept. 
The higher the intelligence potential of an individual, 
the more W he (or she) can produce. The number of W 
responses is therefore an index to the individual's 
present functioning intelligenceo The word 'present• 
must be stressed, as affective factors, (either euphoric 
or dysphoric), may inflate or depress theW score. A 
relatively high number of W represents an emphasis on 
the abstract forms of thinking and the higher forms of 
mental activity, for example, the logical or construct-
ive activities, philosophical speculation, and ethical 
19. Beck. (See Page 48.) 
18. Rorschach. (See Page 45.) 
15. Klopfer and Kelley. (See Page 43.) 
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understanding. W has been interpreted as the readi-
ness to face situations as a whole. An excessively 
high W score indicates the tendency to tackle problems 
without facing up to details. An excessively lou W 
is an indication of the inability to see things in 
their proper perspective. 
Additive W is of a poorer quality. In it, the analysis• 
synthesis process is very slow. It is the work of the 
low or lowered intelligence. 
DW or dW: The subject talks around some detail, and emerges 
with an association that yields a Whole form. The per-
cept is a conclusion as to the entirety, which is based 
on a glance at some portion. 
~: The details are certain portions in each figure that 
attract attention to themselves most prominently. The 
frequency of selection is the difference between D and 
d. The psychologic value of the D percept lies in ex-
posing the subject's attention to the obvious. A very 
high D score is interpreted as meaning that the individu· 
al tends to neglect the real issues. It represents an 
interest in crude facts rather than a search for the 
more unusual aspects. 
~: (Dd or rare details). These are the details which are 
not as obvious as D, but which are conspicuous enough 
to attract the attention. They infer attention to minute 
detail. An excessively high d score is indicative of an 
avoidance of the obvious. 
£2: (Edge detail). In this, the contour of the blot area is 
used as a sole basis for the percept. Klopfer and 
Kelleyl5' interpret the frequent occurrence of de scores 
in an individual thus: "This clinging to the edge de-
15. Klopfer and Kelley. (See Page 43.) 
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tails seems to indicate a fear to go deeply into 
anything." 
~he Approach is the W%DJ&~d}bratio. 
by Rorschach, are 24:68:9. 
The norms, as supplied 
Any deviation from the 
norms is interpreted according to the significance of 
each variable, as outlined above. 
§: (White spacP. percepts). Reactions to the white spaces 
occur in four varieties. (i) The subject selects one 
of the major white spaces or s; (ii) the subject se-
lects a minor white space or s; (iii) the subject se-
lects a major solid portion and a major or minor white 
space as a unit (DS or Ds); and (iv} a minor solid 
portion is seen as a unit with the inclusion of a minor 
white form (ds). 
The S response involves a complete reversal of the 
figure and ground relationship between the blot area 
and the white space • The personality significance of 
S includes always a nucleus of contrariness. The oppo• 
sitional tendencies may be directed against the environ-
ment or individuals in it (SX); or they may be directed 
against the self as manifested in feelings of inadequacy 
and in indecision (XS). 
The occurrence of S in a strong personality will rein-
force it and so prove to be the equivalent of determina-
tion or will-power. In a weak personality, or in a low 
intelligence, 'it implies obstinacy and contumacy. 
f: (Form respenses). Most interpretations are determined 
by the form of the ink-blots. Form answers which were 
given most frequently wer~ collected and used as the 
basis for scoring·F. Tnose which recurred most fre-
quently were called ngood" forms or F+. Those which 
were less clear were called F-., The number and quality 
of the responses which use the shape of the blots as a 
determinant, either exclusively or predominantly, is 
interpretatively a keystone between intellectual and 
emotional aspects of the personality structure. A high 
F+% presumes (a) the ability to maintain attention 
throughout the whole of the test, that is, a real ability 
to concentrate; (b) the possession of clear memory 
images; (c) the ability to recall, and to select the 
memory images. 
Intelligent subjects show a high F+%. In addition, the 
F+ potential is a measure of the stability of the per-
. . 
sonality. An excessively high F+% is abnormal, as it 
reveals that the intellectual control is too rigid. 
I=: This is a sign of weakness •. It may be a form of adjust-
ment, as the individual, in preference to making the 
effort essential for responding with F+, gives any res-
ponse that comes to mind or that meets his (or her) 
need. It is a means of taking the easier way out of 
the task presented by the test. According to Beck,19 
the weaker the ego, the more F- percepts appear. 
Non-F: This is the total number of associations in which 
the determinants include any factor other than F. In 
the Non-F responses is projected some activity other 
than an intellectual one. It is a gage of the extent 
to which the individual is ruled by non-intellectual 
factors, that is, by fantasy or by any form of affective 
experience. The percentage is high in the gifted indi-
vidual, and low in the depressed, anxious, or rigid 
personality. 
The F%, F+%, and Non-F%, are calculated in this way. 
19. Beck. (See Page 48.) 
~ ~ -- :;,_. ' . 
F;t -
F+~ = 
(F+) + 
R 
(F•) v 
,.. 100 
---=-F+.;..._,_._. . X .100 
(F+) . + (F-) 
Non-F.% · = . 100 . - F% 
M: (Human movement). .As Rorschach interprets it, the M ., __ 
.response really reproduces movements or activities th.at 
. . . 
the·' subject is carryirig on within his mental life. They 
. ~ . ' . 
are the wish.-fultilling activities or the fantasy lite 
·of the individual. The projection of action on to the 
objectively static ink-blots, presu,pposes the use of 
imagination. M is an index of the richness. of the .inner ' 
life and the creative powerse 
A well-adjusted subject of more than average intellectual 
capacity should produce a minimum of three M responses. 
,EM: (Animal movement). These respon.ses represent the in-
fluence of the most instinctive layers t'71 thin the per-
sonality, and it .is assumed that. the subject who reacts 
with many FM is . emotionally infantile .t and .is 11 ving on 
a-level· of instinctive prompting below :his chronological 
and mental age. FM is also an avoidance reaction "in 
that there might eXist a complex whichls causing the 
projection of action on to.animals instead of humans;. 
· m: This represents the effect of inanimate forces working 
upon objects or figures, as tor example :in abstract con-
cepts. Klopfer and Kelle.Y.l5 state: 
. . 
"Such rn's appear where the subject 
experiences his promptings :fron within 
·as hostile and uncontrollable forces 
t"lorking upon him, rather than as sources 
15. Klopter-and ·Kelley. .(see Page 43.) 
of energy at his disposal• If m reaches 
or outnumbers M or FM, it seems to be a 
danger:•signal indicating that these inner 
conflicts are too strong to permit a close 
cooperation between the inner and outer 
life .• n 
Q: Colour is scored as a determinant only when the colour 
actually present in the blot plays a recognisable role 
in the .concept formation. Colour here includes only 
stimuli with chromatic value. The grouping of the 
colour responses is (a) pure colour or c; (b) colour 
form or CF; and (c) f'orm colour or FC. 
(a) Pure C. Reactions like nblood" or "f:Lre" given to 
any red spot, are examples of pure C responses. These 
primary C answers are the representatives of impulsive-
ness, and a lack of any desire for adaptability. They 
are very rare emotional reactions. 
' . (b) CF. In these ~esponses the consideration of ration· 
al elements is not abandoned entirely, but the emotional 
stimulus has assumed a dominating role. .CF answers 
are indicative of emotional .instability, irr1tab.ility, 
sensitivity, and suggestibility, but there remains in 
them a desire for, and an attempt to achieve, adaptation, 
(c) EQ: These responses are the most common in normal 
' individuals.. They are representative of the more adap-
tive affective responses. They-indicate that the sub ... 
ject is open to the emotional stimulus implied in the 
colouring, but is not willing to react to it unless 
it can be done within the limits of rational consi~ 
derations. 
~is the sum of the ·colour.values when each pure 
C .is scored l?t, each CF is scored 1, and each FC is 
scored ~. The Csum shows the extent to which the in-
dividual's affective energy is available for response 
to the environmento The greater the Ctotal, the more 
capable the subj~ct is of feeling contact with his (or 
her) world, either through an irritable self-centred 
demanding display, or in."an understanding emotione.l 
identification with those~round him. The avoidance 
of colour implies emotional timidity. 
g-• This refers to achromatic colour, that is, the black 
and grey nuances or the white colour of the white 
spaces. Klopfer and Kelleyl) state that these respon• 
ses are found in two situations. 
"First, they occur in records of subjects 
with a very rich and variegated reaction to 
all sorts of stimuli from without. This 
~ombination clearly represents an artistic 
impressiona.b:f:.lity. Second, they may repre-
sent a "burnt child"_ reaction, the reaction 
of people who are basically responsive to 
emotional stimulation from outside, but have 
experienced a series of traumatic experien-
ces. Such subjects tend to withdraw from 
the 11 hot" bright ... coloured area into the 
·safer realm of the less affective grey, black, 
and white hues." 
s: This infers the use of shading as surface impression. 
Interpretatively, c is related to contact sensations. 
It io a texture response. The reaction might be so 
strong that ~he subject strokes the card as if actually 
expecting to feel the texture of the object that is 
perceived. A combination of 'h~ and c represents what 
is commonly called 'tact.• A pure c reaction indicates 
an absence of adequate control of contact impulses. 
Klopfer and Kelleyl5 suggest that this indicates either 
a gross sensuality or a general sensitiveness, or"just 
a somewhat hazy desire for contact." 
M:C ratio. This is the experience type, or, as is termed 
18 by Rorschach, the "Erlebrtistypo" The sponta!leity of 
action responses points to "promptings from within," 
and the ·spontaneity expressed in the colour responses 
seems to reflect the reaction to "stimuli from withoutn, 
15. Klopfer and Kelley. (See Page 43.) 
18. Rorschach. (See Page 45.) 
/ 
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The ratio of M to sum C is the basis of the oxperience 
balance. According to Horschach, the difference between 
those individuals showing a predominance of kinaesthe~ 
sias, and those showing colour predominance, may be 
categorized thus: 
Movement predomj_nant. (M > C) Such persons have ~ 
more individualized intelligence, greater creative 
ability, more " inner" 11.fe, stable affective reactions, 
' . 
more intensive rapport, ~easured and stable motility, 
awkwardness, clumsiness, and they are less adaptable 
to reality. 
Colour predominant. (C~M) Such persons have a 
stereotyped intelligence, a more reproductive ability, 
more 11 outward 11 life, labile affective reactions, more 
extensive rapport, restless and labile motility, skill, 
adroitness, and they are more adaptable to realitye 
The normal subject of the M type is not "introverted" 
but rather 11 capable of introversion" or 11 introversive,u 
thus indicating that this is not a fixed characteristic 
but a mobile trait. The psychological procE5sesprouu-
cing in!roversion and extraversion are not opposite, 
but different. The "extraverted 11 individual corresponds 
to the C type, of which the general characteristics 
are 
(a) an urge to live in the world outside oneself; 
(b) rBstless motility; and 
(c) 1mstable affective reactions. 
/. 
FM + m : c·\ + c. This ratio rep1•esents introversial and 
extraversial tendencies not fully accepted or utilised 
by the subject. If the weight is the same as in the 
M:C ratio, it serves.to strengthen and confirM the 
impression conveyed by the M:C ratio. If however the 
weight has changed sides as compared with the M:C ':atio, 
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the subject seems to be in a state of transition as far 
as the "Erlebnistyp" is concerned. Therefore, the 
FM+m: C~+c ratio points to the direction in which the 
subject is heading. 
,!he light-determined responses (Y and Yl• 
X: The darker and lighter shading nuances appear i.n 
every one of the ten cards. In the brightly coloured 
blots the shading effects are usually overshadowed 
by the.colour effects. 
The Y responses are the flat-grey responses in which 
the light values as such recall the object seen; for 
example, X-rays are typical. 
Y represents a personality trend diametrically opposite 
to the elation with which colour is connected. The 
greys are associated with depression, insecurity, and 
anxiety. The Y response stems from an anergic state 
in which the vigour apparently has been drawn out of 
the organism. The subject is listless, an.d a disquieting,. 
oppressive affect essentially always accompanies the 
response as the emotional tone. 
!: In Vista responses the variations in shading give a 
three-dimensional effect, with the consequence that the 
associational-- content is perceived as at a distance. 
It may be something seen on a height (with the subject 
standing below), or from a height (with the subject 
above), or in depth, (for example, reflections). 
Self-appraisal appears to be the psychologic activity 
that emerges in V responses. It follows that the more 
the individual is given to evaluating himself, the 
more self-depreciating he is. Thus, a feeling of 
inferiority is involved. The logic behind this relation 
lies in Alfred Adler•s21 theory of the problem of. 
21. Adler, A. nrndiv1dual Psychology. 11 
distance. Therefore, according to Rorschach, vista or 
depth perceptions are correlated with affectivity of 
an anxious, cautious, depressive nature, and often 
w.ith certain feelings of insufficiency, or a conscious• 
ness of the absence of support and of stability. 
!: Animal content responses are an index of the adaptive 
thinking of the individuale They tell how closely the 
subject adheres in his percept to the most obvious 
formso The blots easily take on animal shapes, and 
therefore, A responses are the most "stereotyped'' per-
cepts .• 
Individuals having a low intelligence do not have the 
mental capacity to match the blot with any content other 
than the most obvious. They do not have the capacity 
in the beginning and consequently have accumulated fewer 
mental pictures. Thus the significance of A is prima-
rily .structural,. as an index of stereotypy and of adap-
tivity. 
R: These are the human content responses. 
The more intelligent individuals produce many H 
responses .and fewer Hd (or human detail) responses. 
The lower the ability, the fewer the H responses of any 
kind. 
A:H. The normal rat1o is 2:1. 
A% and H% are calculated thus: 
H% = 
!Al. + (Ad) +. (Adx) X 100 
R 
(H) + (Hd) + (Hdx) X 100 
R 
_l: ln an Adx or Hdx response, the subject sees a part of 
a human or animal where most healthy subjects., if they 
react with that content at all, see the whole human. 
or animal. It is concluded therefore that this .response 
stems from a limited vision, and perhaps .from a low 
intelligence. The finding of an x reaction in a non-
feeble-minded individual is evidence of the presence 
of some form of anxiety. Rorschach· referred to this 
factor as ttoligophren1c detail. 11 
f.: The twenty specific associations designed a.s 'Popular' 
responses are those which occurred with the greatest 
frequency in investigations conducted by Beck.19 
The number of popular responses is a factor which is 
indicative of adaptive thinking. These responses 
project the ability to participate in the common or 
popular thinking of the group, o.r the conformity of 
the subject•s thinking with that of ·the group. The 
production of less than four P concepts points to a 
lack of confol•mity on the part of the subject. It may 
mean that the·subject is not able, or not willing, to 
think along the lines accepted by other individuals. 
R: The response total is of interest only when it is con• 
sidered in conjunction with the quality of the respon-
ses. In itself it may be indicative of abnormality 
in very extreme cases, as for example in a record of 
fewer than nine responses or of more than seventy-
five responses. Beckl9 claims that the higher the in• 
• telligence the' greater is the productivity, and he 
· points to the fact that R is influenced by affective 
factors, for example, the depressed subject shows a 
restricted response total. · 
· 19. Beck. (See Page 48.) 
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Last three cardsz The number of responses given to cards 
VIII, IE, and ~' according to Klopfer and Kelley,l5 
indicates 
"a responsiveness to stimuli from 
without which is even less under the 
conscious control of the subject than 
the use of action and colour elements." 
A tendency to underproduction in the last three 
cards can be assumed where the last three cards produce 
less than one third of the total responses to the test. 
The cause is either that the colour has no particularly 
stimulating effect, or else that the colour actually 
has a disturbing effect on the subject. 
The last three cards% = VIII + li + ~ 
------- " 100 
R 
T/R and T/IR: 
T/R is the average reaction time per response. 
T/IR is the average reaction time of the first response 
given to each of the ten cards. A marked prolongatio~ 
ot T/!R may be due to some form of blocking. 
Behavioural factors: Certain behavioural reactions occur 
frequently in the course of the test performances, and 
they have been found to be of great value in filling 
in the personality pictures etched out from the 
quantitative sumnary. No attempt will be made to give 
a detailed account of these factors, but in passing, 
mention will be made of some of the more significant 
behavioural factors. 
They are:- the excessive qualification of the 
association; the depreciation of the association; the 
expression of doubt and uncertainty about the percepts; 
the stating of the response as a question, or in the 
negat1.ve; the negation of responses; the occurrence of 
15• Klopfer and Kelley. (See Pa.ge 43) • 
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description, self-reference, and verbosity; the 
attitude to the test; the occurrence of contaminated 
responses (that is, impossible combinations in single 
percepts of forms belonging to d1.f'ferent categories 
in nature); the occurrence of perseveration ; and the 
turning or edging of the card. 
The malad.1usted group. 
The main investigation comprises a survey of the 
temperament, intelligence, and socio-economic background 
of a group or maladjusted workers. The results are 
compared with those obtained from a similar·survey of a 
group of average workers. 
~he maladj11sted group is made up of 60 subjects selected 
from two seperate groups. 
(a) Twenty subjects selected from a group of workers 
in sheltered employment. 
(b) Forty subjects selected from the patients in a 
neuropsychiatric hospital. 
The subjects are representative of three occupational levela. 
(i) The unskilled or semi ... sk111ed level includes the 
twenty workers in sheltered employment and twenty 
hospi.tal cases. 
(ii}The clerical worker. This occupational level is 
represented by fourteen hospital cases. 
(iii)The professional level includes six hospital 
cases, (two nursing sisters, two engi.neers, and 
two school-teachers.) 
The common factor in these cases :i.s the inability of. the 
mal§J.djusted individual to compete for, or to retain, 
employment in the open labour marltet, as the result 
of the presence in each individual of a maladjusted 
personality, or a specialized job disability, or 
a faulty physical condition which gives rise to a personali-
ty or job maladjustment, or else a combination of these 
factors. In almost every case it.is impossible to isolate 
the existence of only one of these three factors in the 
individual. In every instance, the case-history of the 
subject reveals that subject to have been maladapted to the 
occupation in which he (or she) was engaged in the open 
labour market, before being relegated to sheltered employ-
ment or to the neuropsychiatric hospital. 
The main investigation is concerned with more extreme forms 
of maladjustment than the initial investigation, and con-
sequently, in the main investigation, medical diagnoses of 
the form assumed by each case of maladjustment were avail-
able to the investigation. In this connection it must be 
emphasised that all classifications are arbitrary. There 
is no strict line of demarcation between them, and in many 
cases there is an overlap. 
Diagnoses. 
Psychoneurosis 
Reactive depression 
*Psychopathic personality 
Schizophrenia 
Obdurate chronic hysteria 
Functional paresis 
Number 
of cases. 
34 
10 
9 
5 
1 
l 
*The psychopathic personalities in this group may be di-
vided into two types. 
Type I (the emotionally unstable type): 3 cases. 
Type!! (the anti-social type): 6 cases. 
The occurrence of a raul ty physical c·ond1 tion combined 
with personality and job maladjustments is to be found 
in 22% of the cases, that is, in 13 cases. The types of 
fau;t.ty physical conditions are, 4 cases of fibl'ositis; 
3 cases of chronic bronchitis; 2 cases of partial deaf• 
ness; 3 cases of partly defective vision; and 1 case of 
plantar callosities. The cases are div.ided between the 
two groups in this way: 
The sheltered employment g~oYR• 
Fibrositis. 3 cases. 
Chronic bronchitis. 2 cases. 
Partial deafness. l case. 
Partly defective vision. 1 case. 
The hospital group. 
Fibrositis. 1 case. 
Chronic bronchitis. 1 case. 
Partial deafnes.s. 1 case. 
Partly defective vision. 2 cases. 
Plantar callosities. 1 case. 
The information was obtained b¥ referring to the case-
histories, and by the method of interviewing each indivi~ 
dual that has been described in the initial. investigation. 
The information was supplemented by holding discussions 
·with supervisors and 'other authoritative persons whenever 
possible! 
The socio-economic background. 
Average age 
Range of ages . 
Number of married subjects 
Number of unmarried subjects 
Number of divorced subjects· 
Average number of unemployed dependants 
Bange of number of dependants 
Average school standard attained 
Range of school standards attained 
Average number o.f work failures 
Range of number of work failures 
33 years 
· 20-.?3 years 
25 
28 
7 
2 
0 - 7 
7 
1 - 10 
3 
1 - 10 
The intelligence test2,: The results of the application 
of the tests to the maladjusted group. 
Mean. Standard 
Deviation. 
.Maze. 48.68 15.o6 
Pattern. 8.20 3.42 
Vocabulary. ?1.09 31.30 
Repetition of digits. 1?.85 5.49 t 
' 
Digits bac~fards. 13.65 5.15' 
Total score. 160.14 49.12 
The Rorschach test: The .results of the application of 
the test to the maladjusted group. 
F+% 
F% 
Non-F% 
R W% 
D% d% 
M 
M% 
C (sum) 
C (sum)% 
s 
S% p 
P% y 
Y% 
v 
V%_ 
A% H% 
Last 3 cards% 
FM+m 
FU+m% 
CL~c 
c''+c% 
C (pure) 
c (pure)% 
CF CF% 
FC 
FC% 
Mean. Standard Deviation. 
68.40 
5?.20 
42.80 
. 43.68 
1?.46 
65.80 
16.60 
3.45' 
?.6o 
3.5'0 
?.73 
3.10 
7•3'5 6.88 
16.85 
4.,28 
l0o91 
2.72 
6.80 
41.10 
20.5'0 
38.25 
3.72 
?.6? 
.98 
2.56 
.70 
1.53 
.?2 
1.63 
3.87 
9.31 
15. "70 
10.50 
10.50 
18.65' 
12.96 
10.81 
9.22 
3.18 
6.27 
2.78 
5.92 
2.72 
,.82 
3.1? 
8.60 
2.91. 
8.05 
4.82 
5.?2. 
14.14 
12.31 
?.10 
3.34 4.7, 
1.18 
2.78 
.99 
2.22 
1.04 
2.95 
2.83 
. 6.66 
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In the above results, the Rorschach variables are 
considered independently. However, an examination 
of the significant ratios reveals the percen:tages 
of cases showing each one of three possible balances 
of weight on the ratios. 
(The symbol > signifies "greater than"; and < signifies 
ttsmaller than11 ; the symbol= may be interpreted as mean-
ing "equal to.n) 
M : C (sum) ratio. 
M > C (Introversive) 
(Extraversive) 
(Ambiequal) 
47 
M<C 48 
M = C 
FM + m : c-'+ c ratio 
FM + m > c~ · + Q 7 5 
FM + m<. c:t + c lO 
FM + m = cl + c 15 
A% : H% ratio 
A%/ H% 87 
' 
~~~ 8 
~=~ 5 
SX :XS ratio. 
u~~ a 
SX c::::.XS 62 
U=D ~ 
VI% : M% ratio. 
~~- n 
~<- ~ 
C + CF ~FC 10 
C+ CF.<FC 
C + CF = FC 
80 
10 
5 
The maladjusted group .is compoGed of two smaller groups. 
(a) A group of workers who have been_ relegated to sheltered 
.employment, and 
(b) A group of workers who are undergoing treatment in a 
neuropsychiatric hospitalo 
(a) The .sheltered emRlo;.v:ment grou12. 
This section of the investigation may be referred to as a 
consideration of the second. gradation of maladjustment in 
workerso It includes all those workers who have failed in 
competing for, or .in retaining employment .in the open labour 
market, and. who have been r.elegated to sheltered employment. 
f - . . . . . Thus, the aim of sheltered workshops is to provide employment 
for the sub-standard worker; that is, the worker who, because 
J 
of the occurrence of personal.ity or job maladjustments, or 
physical disabilities, .is 1mable to retain employment in the 
open labour market. 
The purpose of sheltered employment is to restore mentally 
and/or physically handicapped incliv.iduals to a place as 
economic units in the affairs of the community to which they 
belong.o 
Waller22 stresses the importance of the indiv.idual in any 
programme of rehab.il1 tat.ion. 
ttThe .individual must be understood befor.e 
he can be rehabilitated. To.do this, ue must 
learn all we can about h1m1 his attitudes and habits, and his behaviour 1n past times .• " 
Neuschutz23 discusses the problem in these words: 
"The temperamentally maladjusted are unable 
to work with otherso Many who, with suitable 
employment could be helped, deteriorate phy.si-
·cally and mentally through lack of such suitable 
employment. Physical defects may influence the 
pe.rsonality adversely .• n 
22. Waller, w. iiVeteran Comes Back." 
23. Neuschutz, L •. "Jobs for the Physically Handicapped a 11 
In the account of the total maladjusted group given above, 
it was explained that the medical diagnoses of the form 
assumed by the maladjustment in each case were accessible 
to the investigation. 
The group of 20 subjects in sheltered employment show the 
following diagnoses: 
Diagnoses. Number of cases. 
Psychoneuros~s 
Obdurate chronic hysteria 
Schizophrenia 
Functional paresis. 
I 
The socio-economic backg:t:ound!. 
Average age 
Range of ages 
Number of married subjects 
Number of unmarried subjects 
Number of divorced subjects 
Average number of unemployed dependants 
Range of number of dependants 
Average sehool standard attained 
Range of school standards attained 
Average number of work failures 
Range of number of work failures 
Number of Col·oured subjects 
The intelligenc~ tests. 
17 
1 
l 
l 
33 years 
20-53 years 
12 
6 
2 
2 
0 
- 6 
3 
1 - 8 
3 
1 
- 5 
20 
The five tests of intelligence were applied to the group 
of 104 cases. 
~ Standard Deviation. 
Maze 42.13 l3o68 
Pattern 6 .. 45 2.,28 
Vocabulary 40.41 12.06 
Repetition of digits 13.84 3.66 
Digits backwards 9.39 3.70 
7o. 
The 20 selected cases were removed from the total group. 
The following are the results of the application o:f the 
tests to the group of 84 unselected subjects. 
Maze 
Pattern 
Vocabulary 
Repetition o:f digits 
Digits backwards 
Mean. 
42.57 
6.29 
39.79 
14o5'4 
Standard Deviation 
11.77 
2o76 
13.86 
4.60 
3o34 
The following are the results of the application of the 
tests to the selected·group of 20 subjects. 
Mean. Standard Deviation. 
1\llaze 42.50 11.77 
Pattern 7.20 2.76 
Vocabulary 40.51 13.86 
Repetition of digits 13.90 4.6o 
Digits backwards 9.70 3-34 
Total Score. 114.30 32.27 
The reliability of the differences between the means of the 
group of 84 unselected workers and the group of 20 selected 
worker so 
R~L cLJF. p 
Maze o23 (80-85%) 
Patter·n 1.36 (1:5 ... 20%) 
Vocabulary .21 (80-8510 
Repetition of digits .58 (50-60%) 
Repetition of digits backtvardd .46 (60-70%} 
The only significant difference is to be found in the 
Pattern test, the selected group obtaining the greater 
meano. 
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Therefore, the group of subjects who fulfill the 
requirements of maladjustment laid do\'1!1 by this 
investigation show a superior performance in the Pattern 
test than the group or subjects in whom the only torm 
of abnormality that exists is a faulty physical 
condition. 
(~he total score is calculated only in considering.the 
group of selected subjects.) 
The Horschach test: The results of the application of the 
test to a group of 20 subjects in sheltered employment. 
F+% 
F% 
Non-F% 
R 
W% D% d% 
M 
M% 
C (sum) 
C (sum)% 
s 
s% p 
P% y 
Y% 
v 
V% 
A%_ 
H% 
Last 3 cards% 
FM + m F¥ + m% 
c + c 
d + c% 
C (pure) 
C (pure)% 
CF 
CF% 
FC 
FC% 
Mean, Standard Deviation. 
60.70 
55.75 
44.25 
33.50 
18.50 
61.00 
21.50 
3.00 
8.35 
2.75 
8.oo 
2.20 
6.60 
3.6o 
10.75 
4.65 
12.10 
2.60 
6.70 
37.80 
19.30 
38.oo 
1.85 
5.40 
1.20 
3·55 
.60 
1.80 
.55 
1.35 
3.20 
10.00 
20.10 
13.30 
13.30 
9.80 
18.10 
13.26 
9.48 
3.49 
8.13 
2.70 
6.98 
1.89 5.68 
1.96 
5.45 
3.14 
11.97 3.65 
7.24 
14.40 
11.96 
7.65 
1.65 
4.40 
1.44 
4.34 
.97 
2.87 
.81 
1.88 
3.01 
9.15 
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(b) The group of hospitalised workers. 
This section of the investigation may be referred to as a 
consideration of the third gradation of maladjustment in 
workers. It includes all those individuals who have failed 
in competing for, or in retaining, employment in the open 
labour market, and who, at the time that the investigation 
w~s conducted, were undergoing treatment in a neuropsychiat• 
ric hospital. 
~he investigation. 
A group of 40 subjects was selected from the cases which 
were accessible to the investigation in the neuropsychiatric 
hospital. 
The selected subjects are those who fulfilled the 
requirements of maladjustment as laid do\vn in the definition 
of the maladjusted worker~ Thus, the common factor in this 
group is the occurrence of a work failure or a breakdown 
in the work situation which may be attributed to the 
existence of combinations of personality and job 
maladjustments in each individual, or a combination of 
faulty physical conditions with personality and job 
maladjustments. 
The subjects were selected by refer~ing to the detailed 
individual case-histories that were available to the 
investigation. ~he case-history of each or the selected 
subjects revealed that individual to have been maladapted to 
the occupation in which he (or she) was engaged in the open 
labour market. Each subject was discussed with a number or 
authoritative persons in the hospital who were associated 
with, and familiar with, the case. 
The method of interviewing subjects and or applying the 
intelligence tests is similar to that employed in the initial 
investigation. Medical diagnoses or the form assumed by 
the maladjustment in each case were accessible to the 
74. 
investieationo Once again it must be stressed that all 
classifications are arbitrary • 
. Diagnoses. 
Psychoneurosis 
Reactive depression 
*Psychopathic personality 
Schizophrenia 
Number of' cases. 
17 
10 
9 
4 
*The types of psychopathic personalities have been 
described in the consideration of the total rrJ.aladjusted 
group. 
The socio-econo~ic background. 
Average age 
Range of ages 
Number of married subjects 
Number of unmarried subjects 
Number of divorced subjects 
Average number of unemployed dependants 
Range of number of dependants 
Average school standard attained 
Range of school standards attained 
Average number of v;ork failures 
Range of number of work failures 
Number of European subjects 
32 
20 
13 
22 
5 
1 
0 
8 
5 
3 
1 
40 
years 
- 5'1 years 
.. 7 
... 10 
... 10 
--- ---------
The intelligence tests: The results of the application 
of the tests to the group of 40 hospitalized workers. 
Mean. Standard Deviation. 
Maze 51.65' 14.28 
Pattern 9.84 3.60 
Vocabulary 88.00 21.80 
Repetition of digits 19.65 5.10 
Digits backwards 15'. 75 4.86 
Total score 183.70 37.71 
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The Rorschach test: The results of the application of 
the test to the group of 40 hospitalized workers. 
Mean. Standard Deviation. 
F+% 72.71 10.01 
F% 58.65 8.?9 
Non-F% 41.35 8.?9 
R 4?.90 20.05 
w%_ 17.20 7.89 D% 68.,24 7.8o d% 14.44 7.62 
M 3.60 3·43 M% ?.20 5.02 
C (sum) 3.70 2.?6 
C (sum)% ?.50 5.16 
s 3.50 3.01 S% 7.54 5.82 p 8.53 2.26 P% 20.19 8.40 y 4.?5 2.?4 Y% 10.16 4.82 
v ).13 2.51 V% 6.90 4.74 A% 43.42 12.52 H% 20.82 11.88 
Last 3 cards% 37-98 6.72 
FM + m 4.63 3.55 
Ff + rn% 8.80 4o48 
c + c 
.87 1.11 
cl + c% 1.72 1.69 
C (pure) 
.?0 .93 
c (pure)% 1.40 1.80 CF "'80 1.12 
CF% 1.?8 2.8? 
FC 4.18 2.71 
FC% 8.?6 5.02 
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~he average group. 
In order to discover the significance of the 
results obtained from the survey of the maladjusted 
worker in the main investigation, the results are 
compared with those obtained from a similar survey of a 
group or average workers. 
The definition of a maladjusted worker may be used 
as a basis for defining the average worker. Thus, the 
average worker is the individual engaged in a wage-
earning occupation in the open labour market who is 
adjusted to that occupation, in whom no personality 
maladjustments exist, who shows little or no deviation 
in behaviour and attitude from the accepted norms of the 
group to ·which the individual belongs, and who has a 
specialized job ability, or an aptitude for the specific 
job in which he (or she) is engaged. I.u addition, the 
average worker shows no marked physical defects which 
give rise to pe:rsonality or job malad;Justments. 
A group of 60 average workers was selected. The 
judgments of two or more authoritative and reliable 
persons were used in the selection of the average gN>up. 
The agreement of two or more independent judgments was 
considered to be an adequate criterion of normality. The 
subjects selected in this manner were interviewoland 
tested in the same way as were the membe!"s of the 
maladjusted group. 
As in the maladjusted group, the average group is not 
confined to members of one occupational level only, but is 
extended to cover three different occupational levels. 
'J(J (a) 
The selection of the average grouJ2. 
The definit~.?n of the average worker, as given above., was 
.used as a basis -for the selection or the ~verage groupt 
that 1s1 the .ave.rage worker is the individual who has a 
specific job adjustment, in whom no ·personality maladjustments 
' . . 
exist, and who Shows little or no deviation in behaviour 
~nd attitude trom the_ accepted norms of the-group to which the 
individual belongs.- --·In addition, the average worker shows no 
marked p}lysieal defects~ which give rise to personality or 
job mala-dJustments. 
In the initial investigation, a list of the observable or 
outwa_rd: manif'estQtions ,or maladjustment was provided as a 
guide 1n the selection of _the maladjllsted . group. · In the main 
.· ' - . 
investigation this list was used as a basis-for the exclusion 
of unsuitable subjects· from· the average group; -that is, 
those subjects who exhibited one or .more of the_ traits 
indi·cated in the list,· to any. marked degree,. and who did not 
satisfY the necessar~ qual1f1cat:t.ons ot the average worker., 
(as outlined ·;in the de.finit.ion given ~bove,r were excluded 
from the ·aver~ge grottp. _ 
or the sixty workGrs included in the. average group, forty 
are unskilled or semi'!ll'skilled · \vorkers, . and_ -twenty are clerical 
- . -
· and professional- workers •.. The unskilled or semi:..skilled 
wor.kers were selected from a· clothing factory and_ a t:urni ture 
- -
factory; and the members or the cl·erieal and professional 
occupational levels were- selected . by the .supervisors in an 
' - ! 
or.gani.sation ·oi' clerical workers. 
· The· investigation demands. the selection of the av~rage workers, 
(and the ~lu.sion .of the maladjusted cases), from a given 
' group ·or workers in the. open labour market. This was effected 
as f·ollriws: 
The workers were di·scussed w1 th a foreman or a Stlperf'fsul"' who· _ 
was suff'icie~tly familiar with the employees under his tor-her) 
supervision, both as indivlduals .and as workers, to be able 
to distinguish between tho.se whovJGre satisfactorily 
adjusted to their work and those who were not, and 
betw~en thost3 who displayed maladjustments .o:r a . 
. personality kind, (as manifested by a deviation· 
in behaviotir·and attitude from-the normal.standards 
·Of the group,) and those. who were relatively normal·. 
The subjects selected in this way were then diseussed 
with' another relia.ble and authoritative person, such 
as a manager or a 'second supervisor. . Whenever possible, .1t 
was. endeavoured. to obtain a third ·opinion on each subject, 
in.orderto eliminate thoroughly the possibilities or 
·bias, mttaken or hasty judgments, wrong impressions, the 
overlooking of significant features, and the over-empha.sis 
· or unimportant and trivial details. 
As in the maladjusted group, the unskilled workers and . 
the semi-skilled workers are considered to be 
- -
representative of one occupational level; and no attempt 
has. been made to- pla·Ce them in separate cat,egories. It 
was neces.sary to.avoid any such classificati·on, as in many 
instances the semi•skilled.workers were required· to perform 
·unskilled. jobs, either temporarily--or permanently, due to 
existing conditions of work. The members of the professional 
occupational level were selected 1n the· first place by the 
supervisors 1n the organisation of clerical workers, but 
they were not·included in the average group until one or 
more further assessments from work supervisors had been 
obtained. The agreement of two or more independent 
judgments was considered to be an adequate criterion of 
-normality. 
The composition-of the·groups. 
Sex: _Whereas ~he·maladjusted group is composed of 51 
male subje.cts and 9 female .subjects,. the average group 
is composed of 46 male subjects and 14 temale.subjects. 
·;-- -
--r--- . 
• 
?S. 
The occupattonal levels. 
They area 
(i) The unskilled or semi-skilled worker. (40 subjects.) 
( ii) The clerical worker. ( 14 subjects.) 
(iii) The professional occupationaJ. level. (6 subjects, 
compi.ising 2 nursing-sisters, 2 engineers, and 
2 school-teachers) • 
The socio-economic background. 
Average age 
Range of ages 
Number of married subjects 
Number of unmarried subjects 
Average number of unemployed dependents 
Range of number of dependants 
Average school standard attained 
Range of school standards attained 
26 years 
20 - 47 years 
28 
32 
1 
0 - 6 
7 
3 - 10 
The intelligence test!: The results of the application 
of the tests to the group of 60 average work ere· 
~· Standard Deviation. 
:Maze 63.10 14.04 
Pattern 8.02 3.31 
Vocabulary 69.66 26.74 
Repetition of digits 19.20 6.12 
Digits backwards 12.96 6.46 
Total score. 162.?8 41.67 
ll 
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The Rorschach Teat: The results of the a,:ppliea.tion ot 
the test to the group of 60 average workers: 
Mean. 
74.11 
56.50 
43.50 
~6.62 
16.05 
71.61 
12.44 
·3.14 
6.24 
·1.92 
5.70 
2.30 
5.74 
7.44 
21.:70 
3.52 
9.86 
2.52 
6.7.4 
46.39 
19.42 
3?.42 
4.36 
10.39 
0.65' 
~L04 
0.22 
0.5'7 
0.57 
1.96 
2.37 
6.94 
Standard Devi·ation. 
12.04 
10.16 
10.16 
10-44· 
8.04 
8.34 
7.82 
2.20 
4.96 
1.36 
3.86 
2-20 
4.80 
.2.~ 
6.78 
l-85 
4.96 
2.21 
6.06 
8.94 
9.00 
5.60 
2 .• ()4 
4.86 
0.87 
2.20 
0.45 
1.23 
0.84 
2.30 
1.42 
4.60 
eo. 
. \. \ \. 
In the above results the Rorschach variables are considered 
independently of one another. 
An examination of the·signitica.nt ratios reTeals the 
percentages of cases r. showing each one ot three possible 
balances of weight on the ratios. 
(The symbols used here to indicate the balance .of'··'Weight .. 
between the Tariablee, are the symbols which were used t'or 
the eame purpose in considering the :reeul ts o:t the 
ma.ladjueted group.) 
ll:C · (sum) ratio. 
!! .> C ( IntroTersi.ve) · 
ll <C. (Extratensive) 
'M : C (Ambiequal) 
FMf.:at : C'fo ratio• 
% 
52 
32 
16 
.FD:fm ~·C' fc 93 
~+tn ~C' fc 0 
w•m = c• ;cr ?' . 
.(;$:~ratio. 
A%>R% . 9? 
A%<H% i.5 
A% : li%. 1.5 
SX >XS 
SX <:XS 
sx .: xs 
Of.CF :::> FC 
C+CF <FO 
C.CF : FC 
SX : XB ratio. 
!'%. ~-~ r~tio. 
c•cF s FC ratio. 
B 
4? 
45 
78 
15 
7 
8 
75 
1? 
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The maladjusted group is composed of two smaller groups, 
the sheltered employment group, and the group of hospital 
cases. Therefore, for purposes of comparison, the average 
group is divided into two smaller groups as well. 
The first average groYR.Will be used in comparing the 
worker in sheltered employment with the average worker. It 
comprises 20 subjects belong:i.ng to the unskilled or semi-
skilled occupational level. As in the sheltered employment 
group, the members of the first average group all served 
iri the army for a short period of time, but their army 
service consisted in unskilled or semi-skilled labour 
within the Union of South Africa, and was regarded by each 
subject merely as being another form of work situation. 
~he socio-economic backgrounn• 
Average age 
Range of ages 
Number of married subjects 
Number of unmarried subjects 
Average n1wber of unemployed dependants 
Range of number of dependants 
Average school standard attained 
Range of school standards attained 
Number of Coloured subjects 
26 years 
20 - 47 years 
10 
10 
2 
0 - 6 
5 
3 - 8 
20 
1he intelligence tests: The results of the application 
of the tests to the first average group. 
~· Standard Deviation. 
Maze 5'4. 90 10.29 
Pattern 6.40 2.65 
Vocabulary 53.50 20.10 
Repetition of digits 17.40 4.32 
Digits backwards 9.50 3.29 
Total score. 141.30 33-93 
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The Rorschach test: The results of the application of the 
I 
test to the first average group •. 
F+% 
F% 
Non.a.F% 
R 
W% 
D% d% 
M 
M% 
C (sum) 
C (sum)% 
s 
S$ 
p 
P% y 
. Y% 
v V%. 
A% 
H% . 
·tast 3 cards% 
FM + m , 
· Fl1 + m%. 
C! + c 
CF + c% 
C (pure) 
C (pure)% 
CF 
CF% 
FC 
FC% 
.... 
Mean. 
-
76.20 
53.55 
46,~45 
32.40 
14.85 
?6.20 
9o00 
2.35' . 
. 7. 5'0 
2.20 
7.00 
1.55 
4.65 
·?.10 
23.10 . 
3.70 
11;30 
2.40· 
6.60 
46 .. 15' 
. 19.90 
38.00 ]. 90 
11.80 
.70 
2.20 
.10 
.30 
o?O 
2.15 
3.05 
- '9.80 
. Standard Deviation. 
11.82 
6.60 
6~60 
8 .. 04 
?.38 
6.93. 
5'o .55 
1.96 '. 
5.96 
1.5? 
4.68 
1.66 
4.3? 
1.73 
6.46 
. 2.24 . 
5.68 
2.61 
5·a94 
9.03 
9.81 
3.68 
1.92 
4.44 
.?1 
2.36 
o30 
o9'5 
1.01 
).04 
1.77 
5.64. 
A secon.d average group may be extracted from the total. 
average group for ~urposee of comparison with the group 
. . . 
of hospital cases. The grou.p can:pr.tses 40 aTerage 
·subjects, including 20 representati'f'es of the tmskilled .. 
. or semi-skilled leTel, i4 clerical workers, and 6 members 
of the professional occupational leTel. 
The soci-o-economic. background. 
Average agee . 25 ~ears. 
Range of agee 20 - 39 years 
Number of married subjects lS 
Number or· single subjects 22 
A~erage. number of unemployed dependants · 1 
·Range of number of dependants 0 - 2 
AYerage !!chool standard attained 8 
· Range of school standards attained 5. - 10 
Number of European·· subj ecte 4.0 
fhe lntelligence. teste: The results of the application 
of the teste to the eecond average group: 
!!!!!!. . Standard Deviation. 
Jfaste 52.36 15.60 
Patt·em 8.83 . 3.31 
Vocabulary ?7.43 21.42 
Repetition of digits 20.20 5~48 
Digits baekwarde 14.60 5.54 
Total score 1'73.22 41.40 
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The Rorechach.Test: The results of the.a:pplication of 
·the test to the second average group: 
~-
72.75 
57.70 
42.30. 
39.10 
·16.50 
69.20 
14.00 
3.50 
8.83 
1.'78 
5.05 
2.60 
6.·10 
'7.66 
20.88 
3.43 
9.·10 
2.~0 
6.75 
46.40 
19.00 
37.60 
4 •. 55 
10.48 
0.63 
1.80 
0.28 
0.?0 
0.50 
'1. '75 
2.03 
·ts.50 
Standard Deviation. 
11.22 
10.74 
10.74 
10.64 ,, 
8.12 
'7.96 
7.64 
2.36 
4.89 
1.21 
3.20. 
2.32 
4.80 
2.64 
6.·35 
1.61 
4.22 
1.96 
4.38 
8.72 
e.05 
6.16 
2.92 
5.31 
0.94 
2.12 
0.50 
1.33 
0.74 
1.98 
1.06 ' 
3.14 
85. 
lhe occuRational levels. 
Both the maladjusted and the average groups comprise 
representatives of three occupational levels. 
The percentages given below, which ar.e the same in both 
the maladjusted and the average groups, indicate the 
percentage of subjects to be found in each occupational 
category. 
Unskilled or semi-skilled worker. 6?% 
Clerical·workero 23% 
Professional occupational level. 10% 
The results ot the application of the intelligence tests 
and the Rorschach test to the groups of 60 maladjusted 
workers and 60 average workers will be considered 1n 
. ' 
terms of the division of the subjects into occupational 
levels. 
The clerical and the profe,ssional occupational levels 
will be considered conjointly. 
In considering the Rorschach test variables, only the 
relative amounts or those variables, (or the percentages), 
will be taken into account. 
I 
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The results or the application of the intelligence 
tests and the Rorschach test to the group of 40 , 
maladjusted'workers belonging to the unskilled or 
semi-skilled occupational level. 
J!!!!l· ~tandard Deviation. 
Maze 46.90 13.28 
Pattern ?.82 2.93 
Vocabulary 63.90 2?.12 
Repetition of digits. 1?.14 ;.82 
Digits backwards 12.09 4.5'6 
Total score 14?.69 44.0? 
F+% 6?.25' 17.5'5' 
F% '55'.?'5 11.65' 
W% 19.65' 14.65' 
D% 64.25' 11.85' 
d% 16.70 9.84 
R 39.80 16.8? 
lf% ?.45' 6.93 
C {sum) '/; 8.40 6.;8 
s~ ?.30 ;.24 
p% 16.30 8.82 
Y% 11.75' 9.10 
V% ?.30 6.26 
A~ 39.91 15'.05' 
H% 18.5'8 12.90 
Last 3 cards % 38.15' ?.23 
FM% 6.60 4.6; 
C'+e % 2.66 3.24 
C (pure) % 1.60 2.36 
CF ~ 2.14 2.64 
FC~ 9.?0 ?.32 
The results of the application ot the intelligence tests 
and the Rorschach test to the group or 20 maladjusted 
workers belonging to the clerical and professional 
occupational leve1so 
Maano· 
-
Standard Deviation. 
Maze 5'2.60 16.14 
Pattern 8.5'0 4.08 
Vocab11lary 89,80 26.46 
Repetition of digits 18.85' 4.41 
Digits backwards 16.90 4.62 
Total score 188.5'0 44.20 
F+% 71.70 8.94 
F% 6o.;o 6.98 
W% 13.60 4.98 
D ~ 69.10 6.5'4 
d ~ 17.30 7.00 
R 49.10 20.00 
Jl% 7.70 4.5'6 
C (sum) % 6.40 3.66 
s ~ 6.20 4.44 
p ~ 18.90 7.5'0 
y~ 9.10 4.90 
V'J, 5'.90 4.18 
A% 44c.OO 11.15' H, 24.2;' 9.70 
Last 3 cards % 38.30 6.32 
FM~ 6 •. ;o 4.5'2 
C'+c % 1.90 1.70 
C (pure) % 1.40 1.91 
CF% 1.20 1.86 
FC~ 8.20 4.62 
88. 
The results of the application of the intelligence 
tests and the Rorschach. test to the group of 40 
average workers belonging.to the unskilled or semi-
skilled. occupational level. 
M.eaAo Standard Deviation. 
Maze 49o5'0 11.88 
Pattern 6.80 2.8? 
Vocabulary 5'?.70 l9o20 
Repet1t1on.of digits 1?.10 4o00 
Digits ba~kwards 10~40 .3.68 
Total seore 141.00 30.06 
F+% 75'.65 11.8.3 
F% 55.70 9.16 
W% 14.79 7.23 
D !C 73.20 7.92 
d% 12'.30 8ol4 
R 35'.90 7.92 
·~ 7.;o 5'.32 
0 (sum) % 6.20 4.20 
s~ ;.30 4.96 
p ~ 22.60 6.84 
Y% 10.90 ;.38 
Vtfc 7.10 
'"'8 
A% 4-6.00 9.06 
H~ 19o.30 9.12 
Last 3 cards % 3'7o82 ;.20 
FM% 9.61 4.86 
C'+c ~ .1.68 2.14 
C (pure) % .;; 1.28 
CF% 1.93 2.69 
FC% ?.So 5'ol8 
89. 
. ' 
The results of the application of the intel.ligence tests • 
. and the Rorschach test· to the group of 20 average work ere 
' - . . . 
belonging to the· clerical and professional· ooeupational 
levels: 
ltaz.e 
Pattern 
Vocabulary· 
Repetition of digi te · · 
Di gi te backwards 
Total score 
Jlfean •. 
-
60.10 
10.50 
93.25 
. 23.90 
.. 18.40 
205.60 
'11.40 
58.30 
18 .. 50 
68.·30 
12.70. 
Z'1 .. 90· 
9~65 
.. 4.70 
6 .. 40 
. 20.25 
7.80 
5 .. 90 
4'1.30 
"19.00 
3'1.10 
12.05 
2.10 
. 0.60 
1.50 
5 .. 20 
Standard Deviation. 
15~18 
2.50 
12.15 
3.81 
4.80 
21.78 
10.30 
ll.M 
.8.76. 
8.3!$ 
6.52 
10.08 
5.25 
. 2~82 
4.20 
5.76 
3.06 
3.74 
8.20 
8.30 
5.64 
4.86 
2.58 
l-ll 
1.96 
2.30 
~. 
The comparison of the groups. 
The results of the survey of the maladjusted workers 
are given in the preceding pages. The significance 
or those results will be considered in the following 
pages. An ac~ount of maladjustment can achieve 
significance only if it is compared with normality. 
For this reason, the significance of the results or the 
pre~ent investigation will be expressed in terms of 
comparisons with the results obtained from a similar 
survey of a g~oup of average workers. 
The comparisons will be presented in this order: 
(a) A comparison of the sheltered employment group and 
the first average group. 
(b) A comparison or the group of hospitalized workers 
and the second averare group. 
(c) A comparison of tho shelter&d employment group and 
the group of hospitalized workers. 
(d) A comparison of the first average group and the 
second average group. 
(e) A comparison of the maladjusted unskilled or semi-
skilled workers and the average unskilled or semi-
skilled workers. 
(f) A comparison of the maladjusted clerical and 
professional workers and the average clerical and 
professional workers. 
(g) A comparison of the total maladjusted group and the 
total average group. 
The comparisonsdrawn in each section, except in (e) and 
(f), will be concerned with three aspects of the individual-
They are 
(i) socio-economic background 
(11) intelligence, and 
(111) temperament. 
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(ThP- cons1d~:rat.1on. ot the socio-economic background 
is omitted from comparisons (e) and (f). ) 
In considering the differences between the groups i~ 
the Rorschach test variables, only the percentages, or 
the re.lative amounts of the variables will be taken into 
account. The occurrence of significant differences in 
the absolute amounts of the variables will be indicated, 
but will not be used in analysing. the results. 
In comparisons· (a) and (f), the rel1eb111 ty of the 
d1f'feretlces between the means will be calculated thust 
t= 
N\: ~:' 
In comparisons (b), (c), (d), (e) and (g) 9 the reliability 
of the d1f'.fer.ences between the means will be calcUlated 
thus: 
Ill· ... 112 
2 2 (fl . CJ2 
- +-
Nl N2 
In comparison (g), the reliability of the differences 
between the Standard Deviations will be calculated as 
follows: 
(fl - \T2· 
2 2 Cf<r1 .(fr2 
where Q""' <J ·:;: \f 
.J. 2n 
For the purpose of this investigation, a reliability 
below 5% is regarded as being significant. 
----·---·-----· --------
• 
(a) ~ comparison of ~~q sheltered employment group 
~nd the first average group. 
(i) The socio-economic background. 
Maladjusted Average 
group. &roun. 
Number of subjects 
Average age (1n years) 
Range of ages (in years) 
20 
33 
20 - 5'3 
Average school standard attained 3 
Range of standards attained 
Number of married subjects 
Number or unmarried subjects 
Number of divorced subjects 
Number of Coloured subjects 
Average number of dependants 
Range of number of dependants 
1- 8 
12 
6 
2 
20 
2 
0 - 6 
20 
26 
20 -47 
' 3 - 8 
10 
10 
0 
20 
2 
0 - 6 
This reveals that the average age of the maladjusted 
group is greate~ than that of the average group, and 
that the eve~nge school standard attained by the 
maladjusted group is loner than that attained by the 
average gro,lp,. 'l'wo cases of divorce occur in the 
maladjusted group, but there are no cases ot divorce 
to be found in th.e average group. 
The conclusions which may be drawn from these results 
are discussed under the heading of 1the socio-economic 
background' in comparison (g). 
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(ii) The intelligence tests. The reliability or the 
differences between the means of the sheltered 
employment group and the tirst average group. 
Maze 
Pattern 
Vocabulary 
Rept. of digits 
Digits backwards 
Total score 
Maladjusted 
group. 
Me~ 
42.50 
7.20 
40.5'1 
13.90 
9.70 
114.30 
Average 
group. 
~ 
5'4.90 
6.40 
5'3.5'0 
17.40 
9.5'0 
141.30 
The most significant difference is ~o 
Reliability of 
the ditreren~. 
t p 
3.45 (Below 1%) 
.90 (30-40%) 
2.34 <2%> 
2.41 (1 ... 2%) 
.19 (80-90%) 
2.49 (1-2%) 
be round in the 
Maze test. The greater mean obtained by the average 
group bears out the discussion of the Maze given in the 
initial investigation. It will be recalled that success 
in the Maze test is correlated with a capacity for social 
adaptability and mental dexterity. The poorer performance 
of the maladjusted group reveals the members of the group 
to be impulsive, irresolute, uncontrollable, and lacking 
in foresight. They also tend to be more nervous than the 
members of the average group, and to become contused in a 
task new to experience. They are erratic in their 
performances, and unable to work efficiently under pressure. 
In the repetition of digits forwards, the average group 
again shows its superiority over the maladjusted group. 
Therefore, the maladjusted group is inferior to the 
average group in the measurement of the memory span. 
Another significant difference between the two groups is 
to be found in the Vocabulary test, the average group once 
aga1nshowing a significantly greater mean than the 
' . 
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·maladjusted grou.p.. It is possible that the superior 
vocabulary of. the average group may be accounted tor 
by the' superior educational level ·of that group, _which 
has allowed the average subjects to accwnul.ate a more 
. ' 
extensive vocabulary than· the maladjusted subjects. 
Finally, in comparing the total scores, 1t is found 
that the maladjusted group is inferior to the average 
group .in the total intelligence test performance. 
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. · .. ·In analysing the Rorschach test results, each variable 
that shows a significant difference between the mean 
·percentages of the two groups is consid~ed: in.turn, :i.n 
the order of significance. The.most significant 
difference is to be. found in th.e I?~, the average group . 
having .the greater ·mean f%.. p respo~ses project the 
ability to. participate in the common· or popular thinking 
of the· group. . ~herefore,. the maladjusted .individual 
shows less confoTmity with the thinking ·Of the group to 
'tvhich he belongs, and is less capable of adaptive 
thi:r.tking than the average .individual.· The maladjusted 
individual either _is not able, .o1·· else not ·willing, to 
think along.the lines. accepted by other individuals. 
§i: The greate:r .m·ean is to be fc;mnd in the. maladjusted 
group. Thus, the me.ladjusted individual pays more 
" attention to minute detail than the average individual. 
D%: The greate~ mean percentage of.the average group 
, reveals that the average subject .. pays more attention to 
obvi~us details. than the maladjusted subject. 
. . . 
If the d% and D% differences are considered conjoi:n.tly, 
the maladjus.tad inaiv'idual: is reveaied to be one who 
is inclined to.overlook the obvious facts and to 
(!;oncentrate on:minor, and often very trivial details. 
The norms of· the 1F;£:D%:d% ratio are 2lt:68:9. · The ratio 
of the malad jus ted group is 18:61: 21; · and that or the 
average·gro'up is 15':76:9 .. ·TheW% difference is not 
significan~, but. a ;comparison of the ratios indicat·es 
. . . . 
the over-emphasis.of D% in the average group, and the 
over-emphasis of d% in the maladjusted. group. 
A further significant difference· between the groups is 
·to be found in the· FMfm$. The average group has a 
greater mean percentage than 'th~ maladjusted gl'oup. 
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In both groups, the F.M scores occur with much greater 
frequency than the m scores, and consequently, in 
consid~ing the significance of the differences between 
.. 
the groups, greater stress is laid on FM than m. FM 
implies the ability to project movement on to the 
inkblots, and therefore the average group is more 
capable of using the imagination in responding to the 
test than the maladjusted group. 
The mean Ff% of the average group is significantly 
greater than that of the maladjusted group. The Ft% 
is an index to the individual's intelligence, and is 
also a measure of the stability of the personality. 
The lower F+% of the maladjusted group is a sign of 
tveakness, in that it points to a tendency to take the 
easier Hay out of the task set by the test, by select-
ing F-, rather than F+, responses .. 
The greater mean A1 of the average group is evidence 
of the greater capacity of that group for adaptive 
thinl{ing. In addition, it indicates that the average 
individual adheres more closely to the most obvious, 
palpable forms, than the maladjusted individual. 
The latter is less stereotyped in his percepts. 
The nu:re C% mean is greater in the maladjusted group 
than in the average group. This reveals greater 
impulsiveness in the maladjusted individual, (a £actor 
which emerged previously in considering the Maze test 
differences), and also a lack of any desire for 
adaptability. 
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(b) A comparison of the hospital group and the 
second average group. 
(1) The socio-economic background. __ 
Number of subjects 
Average age (in years) 
Range of ages (in rears) 
Maladjusted 
·group. 
40 
32 
20-51. 
Average school standard attained 7 
Range ot standards attained 5'-10 
Number or married subjects 13 
Number of unmarried subjects 22 
Number of divorced subjects 5' 
Number ot European subjects 40 
Average number of dependants 1 
Range of number ot dependants o-6 
Average 
group. 
40 
25' 
20-39 
8 
5'-10 
1~ 
2L. 
0 
40 
1 
o-6 
The average age of the maladjusted group is greater than 
that or the average group; and the educational level of 
the maladjusted group is lower than that of the average 
group. 
Whereas five cases or ~1vorce occur amongst the maladjusted 
subjects, no such cases are to be tound amongst the average 
subjects. 
These results are similar to those revealed by the 
comparison or the sheltered employment group and the 
tirst average group. The significance of these differences 
will be discussed under the heading of •the socio-economic 
background' in comparison (g). 
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(11) The intelligence tests. The reliability of the 
.. ' 
differences between tbe means of the hospital group and 
the second average group. 
Yti.ladjusted ATe rye Reliabilitl 
sroup. Grog. ·of the 
difference. 
!.!ml· Jlean. 
-
Rel.d:i:tlt. . L. 
Maze ' 51.65 52•35 .21 (80-90%) 
Fat tern 9.84 8.83 1-32 (15-20%) 
foea,bulary 88.00 77 •• 3 2.19 ( 2- 5%) 
. Repetition o~ digits 19.65 20.20 .47 (60-70$:) 
Digite .backwards .15.76 14.60 .98. (30-4<>%) 
Total acore · 183.70 173.22 1.18 (20-30%) 
The only eignifieent difference betwee.n the groups is 
to ·be :t'oUl'ld in the Vocabulary teet, in which the greater-
mean is obtained by the maladjusted group. In this· case, 
the superior Vocabulary }!Brformance or the one group ie 
not correlated with a higher edticati on&i level. 
In comparison (a), which is concerned with only unskilled 
.. an.d semi-skilled workers, the eigni:f'icant differences in 
' . . 
intelligence test performance maybe related to the 
difference in educational achievement; but this ie not 
the case in comparieon (b), which deals .with unskilled, 
semi-skilled, clerical, and professional workers~ · 
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(iii) The Rorschach Teet. The reliability ot the 
d,i,:f'terences between the means of the hospital group and 
the second average group: 
w 
Non-F% 
R 
·VI% 
11'fo 
d% 
E 
11% 
C(sum) 
C(eum)% 
s 
s%. 
p 
P%· y· 
Y% 
v 
V%· 
J$· 
R% 
Last 3 cards ·.'f;· . 
F1l.1-m 
m C'+c 
·C'+"c" 
C(pure) 
C(pure)% 
CF 
CF% 
FC 
FC% 
' . 
Balad.1 us ted ATera.ge Reliabi.li ty of the 
group. gro~!· differences. 
Mean •. 
~
'72 •'71 
58.65 
41.35 
4'7.90 
17.20 
68.24 
.1·4.44 
5.60 
7.20 
3 .• 70" 
'7.50 
3.50 
7.54 
8.53 
20.o19 
4.'7! 
10.16 
·3.13 
6.90 
43.42 
20.82 .· 
37.98 
4.63 
9.65 
.87. 
1.'1.2 
.70 
1~40 
.8.0 
1.'18 
"4 .. 18 
8.76 
.... 
l!ean • Rel. dift. 
-
72.'75 
57.'70 
42.30 
39.10 
16.50 
69.20 
14-00 
3.50 
8 .. 83 
1.78 
6.05 
2.60 
6.10 
?.65. 
.20.88 
3.13 
. 9.·10 
2.60 
6.76 
46.40 
19.00. 
37.60. 
4.65 
10:48 
. .63 
1.80 
.28 
.70 
.50 
1.75. 
2.0:3 
5.50 
'. 
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The most significant difference is to be found in the 
FCtf, with the maladjusted group 8hovtlng a sup~16ri ty 
over the .average group. 
.All C responses are indicative 
of response to colour, and therefore it· is shown that 
.the maladjusted group is more sensitive to colour than 
is the aTerage group. As colour responses are concerned 
w1th the affects,. this difference points to a gre&:te:r 
degree of emotione.li ty in the. maladjusted· group. This 
indicates tl:Lat the maladjusted individual ie more open 
· t,o emotional stimulation than the average 1nd1 vidual, 
eTen though the combination of F and ·c reTeals the emo• 
tional responses to be under intellectual control. 
. . 
The next most significant difference is to be found in 
' ' ' 
the 9jaum)~f where onee again the maladjusted group show 
a. greater meen percentage than tb,~ av-erage group. · This 
c-onfirms-the greater colour sensitivity· and emotional. sti-
mula.bility of the maladjusted group. as. shown in the dis-
cuseiol'l. of the FC% above. The C(sum)% is concerned with 
the affects and their expression, and therefore it pro-
. Tides a ·clue to . the emotional experiencf'J of the individual. 
The mean R, or re.sponse total, of the maladjusted group 
-- . - . . 
is significently greater than that· of the average ~oup. 
Thus, the maladjueted group .is more p~oductive in the 
·' perf'o)!'ma.nce of this· test than the .average group_. 
· C(pure)%: The mala.djuste4 group has the greater mean 
percen ta.ge than the average group. Once again, the 
· greatel!" emotional. sensi ti v.i ty of the maladjusted grou}l 
·: 
becomee a:ppa:rent. . The pure C response is indicative '' 
c0f' impuls ivenese and a .lack of any desire for a.daptabili ty · 
It denotes en infantile e.ff·ective level. 
102. 
(c) A Comparison of the sheltered emplol!l!ent grou~ 
and the hospital group. 
In liabulating the results.,· for the ~ake of .bre'V'i ty, the 
sheltered employment group will be deeignated the s.E. 
grou.p •. 
( i) The eocio-econom!c baokgrotn'id. 
S.E. 
-group. 
Nmnber o"£ aubj ecte· 20 · 
Average age (in years) . 33 
Range of agee (in. years) 20-53 
Average school standard abtain:_ed . 3 
Range cf standards·. attailled 1-8 
Wv.mber ot unmarried subjects 6 
Number of ms.rri eel eubj ecte 12 
Number of diTorced subjects 2 
Average nwnber of depen4e.nte 2 
Range of number of depend~ts o-6 
Hospital 
group. 
40 
32 
"20•51 
7 
5-10 
22 
13 
5 
1 
0-6 
A significant difference in educational level ie apparent. 
. . . 
The hospital group has the higher average educational 
level. 
., ·,. 
lo:S. 
(11) The intelligence tests. The reliability of the 
differences between the means of the S.E. group 
and the hospital group. 
s.E. gosgitaJ: Reliabilitz or 
~· grourh the Clitf'er!!!£2.. "-VL Ne"-"'L ~lJJF. r. 
Maze 42.5'0 J]..6; 2.63 (Below 1%) 
Pattern 7.20 9.84 3.11 " 
Vocabulary 40.5'1 88.00 10.24 fl 
Rept. of digits 13.90 19.65' 4.39 II 
Digits backwards 9.70 15'.75' ;.6; \I 
Total score 114.30 183.70 7.43 II 
In each case the difference between the means 1s a 
significant one, and the greater mean is to be found 
in the hospital group. 
The superiority or the hospital group may be attributed 
to the higher educational level of that group. 
Whereas the sheltered employment group comprises unskilled 
or semi-skilled workers only; the hospital group is 
extended to include the clerical and professional 
occupational levels as well as the unskilled or semi-
skilled worker. 
{111) The Rorschach test1 The reliability of the 
differences between the means of the sheltered 
employment group and the hospital group. · 
F+ ~ . F" Non-F ~ · 
R 
w~ 
D ~ 
d ~ 
Jl 
)[~ 
C (sum) 
C (sum) % 
s 
s ~ p 
P% y 
Y% 
v 
v~ 
A~ H' Last 3 cards % 
F'M+m 
FM+m% 
C'+c 
C'+c • 
C (pure) . 
C (pure) ~ 
CF 
CF ~ 
FC 
FC~ 
.§& 
groun. 
Mer..h 
60~0 
55'.?5 
44.25 
33.50 lB.;o 
61.00 
21.50 
3.00 
8.35' 
2.?5 
s.oo 
2.20 
6.60 ).60 
10.7_5 
4.6; 
12.10 
2.60 
6.?0 
37.80 
19o30 
38.00 
1.8; 
5 .. 40 
1.20 
3.55 
.60 
1.80 
.55 
1.35 3.20 
10.00 
Hospital 
group. 
Me•u• 
?2.?1 
;a.6; 
41.35 
47.90 
1?.20 
68.24 
14-.44 ).60 
?.20 
).?0 
?.50 
3.5'0 
?.;4 
8.5'3 
20.19 
4.?'5 
10.16 
3.13 
6.90 
43.42 
20.82 
3?.98 
4.6) 
8.80 
.87 
1.?2 
.?0 
1.40 
.so 
1.?8 
4.18 
8.?6 
Reliability or 
the difference. 
Rei. 1.-FF. P 
2o'52 (1-3~) 
.88 (35-40!C) 
.88 (35'-40~) 
4.1? (Below 1%) 
.31 (?0-80%) 
2.24 (2-5'%) 
2.89 (Below 1%) 
• 6 3 ( 5'0-5'5'!C) 
.;8 (55'-60~) 
1.27 (20·2,%) 
.28 (?5'-80~) 
2.03 (2-~) 
• 60 ( 5'0-6o%) 
8.5'0 (Below l~) 
5'.22 (Below ~) 
.12 (Above 90%) 
1.?0 (7-10~) 
• 5'8 ( 5'0-60%) 
.11 (Above 90~) 
1.49 (10-20~) 
.46 (60-70~) 
.01 (Above 90$) 
4.03 (Below 1~) 
2.81 (Below l!C) 
.92 (30-40~) 
1.83 (5'-1~) 
·39 (65-?0%) 
• 5'6 ( '55-60!') 
1. 35' (15'-20~) 
.69 (45'-50~) 
1.23 (20-2,~) 
• 5'6 ( 55-60%) 
100. 
~: The most significant difference between the grOUJ>e: 
ie to be found in the mean J>%. The greater P% is found 
in the hoepi tal ,group. Thus, the hospital group is 
more ca:pable of ada.ptiTe thinking than the . .eheltered 
employment group. The aliel tered employment grot1p is .. 
not ·able, or elee not willing, to think along the lines 
a.ecepted by other individuals. 
·The mean reeponee total,. E• of the. hospital group ·ts 
grelter than that of the sheltered ~ployment group. 
Therefore, 'the hospital group is more :productive in 
the performance .o:r the }1orechach teet~ 
In OO!ft]?a.ring the meen FK+!l('f ot th~ groupe it is revealed 
· · tha,t th.e hoe pi tal group l!lhows a· gre.ater ~ean then the 
sheltered em.J,lloyment group. Thus •• a greater percentage 
or non-htimen moTement responses ·ie· to· be fomd in the 
' . . . . ' 
' . . . 
hospital group than in the sheltered employment group. 
. ' . 
· N'"erl in order of eignifi canoe ie .the mean d~ differen.c~, 
with the sheltered etn'ployment group obtaining th.et greater 
This in:fere a greater tendency on the part of the 
· sheltered emTloyment grou:P to attend to minute dete.i.l, 
and it ie also en indication ot the I.Yoidetlce ot the 
obTious tacte. · 
. ' 
The F"'?f ot the ho~:pi tal group· is superior to that of the 
sheltered employment group. Thie is indicatiTe of· the . 
eu:perior intellectual abilities ot the hotJpital group, 
a tao tor which· emerged trom a eonsid.eration of the 
intelligence teet· results ae well.· · The Ff% iiJ also .· 
' . . 
- . 
a measure of the stability of the personality •. 
!?!: The mean 11% of the hospital group ies greater than 
that of the ehel t.ered employment grouJ>. This sign if' ie& 
the grea,ter tend0ncy of the hospital group to pay 
attention to the obyious details. 
IO b 
(d) A comparison of the firs,t average group and the 
second avera£e grou~. 
The first avera.@e group comprises members ot' the 
unskilled or semi-skilled occupational level only. The 
second average group is extended to include manbers of 
the clerical end professional occupational l.evele, as 
well as unskilled or semi-skilled 10 rkers. 
(1) The socio-economic background• 
First average. Second average. 
group.. group. 
Number of sub,jects 20 
Average ·age ( in yea.re ) 26 
Range of ages (in years) 20-47 
Average school standard attained 5 
Range of standards attained· 3-8 
Number of ~rried subjects 10 
. Nmnber of unmarried subjects 10 . 
Average number of dependtm ts 2 
Range of number of de}lendants . 0'-6 
1\0 
.26 
20~39 
·8 
5~10 
.. ' 
18 
22 
1. 
o-2 
The educational level -attained by.the second average 
group is greater than that attained by the first average 
group. 
. . 
ID1 
( ii). !rut_~ntel1t:gence tests. The reliability of the 
differences between the means of the first average group 
and th.~: second average group: 
Fir.et Second Reliabili:tz ot the 
aver !Be average difference .. 
sroup. group. 
Jlea;n. Mean. Rel.diff. P. 
- - -
l~aze 54.90 52.$5 2.58 (1 ... 2%) 
Pa.tterrr· 6.40 . 8-83 3.0'1 (Below 1%) 
Voea.bula:cy. 53~50 '17.43 4.25 · (13elow 1%) 
R.e~ of digits 17.40 20.20 2.15 (2·5%) 
Digits ba.okwarde 9.50 14.60 4.46 (Below 1%) 
Total eeore 141.30 173.22 ~.19 (Eelow·J.%) 
Significisnt differences are to be found· between the · 
groups. in all the intelligence tests, and in the to'tal 
seere. In each test, e:xceJ)t the Maze, the superior! ty 
of the secortd average graup is revealed. The first 
average group is superi,or only in Maze performance. 
The difference betW'een· the firet and s.econd average 
groups ie a difference o~duoa.tionallevel.a.nd of ooeu-
:pa.ti<:Jnal. level~ , The superior intelligence test per-
formance of. the .sec~nd average group may be attributed 
. . 
· t~ ·the higher educational level of that group. . From 
th!e we may cone1 Ude that Maze J)er:formanee is not 
depen4ent on. educational achievement. 
·.(iii) T.heRoreoha.ah Teat.· The reliability __ of the 
differ~ncee bet:ween the means Of- the first aTerage . 
group and the second average grou:p.: 
First av!3re,se Second . £teliabi-li tz 
g!'OUJ2• ,average of the 
group. difference. 
-~. -~· Rel.diff. ·p. 
-
.. 
F~% 76.20 ?2 .. '75 1.09 (25..:30%) 
F%· 63.55 5?.?0 1.85 15-1o% l Non-F% 46.45 42.30 1.85 5-lo% 
R 32.40 39.10 2. 72 BelOW·~ )I 
VI% . 14.85 16.50 • 79 l"0-5<>%) 
D% 76.20 69~20 3. 51 .Below l%ll d% 9.00. . 14.00 2.85 M.ow 1% 
lf. · 2.Z5 3.50 1.98 ~2-5%) 
1.1% '7.50 8.83 .86 . 35-40%~ 
6(sum~ : 2.20 1 .. 78 1.06. ~25-30% 
C( sum% . '7. 00 15.05 1.68 5-lo%} 
s 1.55 2.60 2.02 . t2-5%) 
s% 4.65 6.10 1.17 .20-36% 
p '7.10 7.65 
.• 97 . r0-35% p,: 2'3.10 '20.88 1.26 20-25% 
y 3.'70 3.43 .48 . 60-70% 
Y% 11.30 9.10 1.54 10-15% 
v 2.·40 2.60 .30 . 70-8ff% 
V'f. 6.60 6.75 .• 10 {A'De 1 
A% 46.15 46.40 
.10 ~e\Q'I Hq[ .· 19.90 19.00 ~35 70-'15%l ID 
Last 3 e.ards-% ~-·00 3'1.60 .. 31 70-80% 
FH4-m 3.90 . 4.55 1'.03 :50%)' 
~- 10. '75 ·10 .. 48 
.23 !80-85%.~ 
C'fc • '70 .6~ .-32 7o-ao% 
C'"c% 2.20 1 ... 80 .64 .50-~ C('Pure~ .10 .. 28 1..80 ( 5-l I") 
C(J!ure % ·.so · .70 1. 34 p5-2o% l 
CF .vo .50 .80 40-45% 
CJ?% 2.15 1."1'5 .53 (55-60% 
FC. 3 .. 05 2.03 2 • 3'7 { 1-2%) . 
.·Fe%. 9.80 -5~60 3 .16 (P.ebw 1%) 
. ' 
The mean 1?if of the first average group is greater than 
tha.t of the second average group. It implies a greater 
tendency on the part of_ the first group to pay attention. 
to the obvious details. 
The mean ~ of the second average group is greater than 
-. the>t of the first group, a factor which is indicative ot 
the greater tendency of the second group to pay attention ._ 
to minute details in meponding to the figures. 
The mean FC~ is greater in the first average_ group, thus 
indica.ting that the occurrence of adaptive emotional _ 
responses_ is more frequent in the· first average group than 
in the second average group. 
!!: The second average group shows a. .greater degree ·O t 
pr~ductivity in the performance o;f this test, than the 
first average group. 
·-
.. 
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(e) A comparison ot the 40 maladjusted uns~illed or 
semi-skilled wqrkers, and the 40 average unskilled 
or semi-skilled ~orker~. 
~he reliab111tl of the differences between the means: 
MaJ:adJllsted Ave;rage Re1~abi11t.v,: of 
_grotm• grOUJ2• the difference. 
Mm"' Mf:'"'--''' ~el. ofSF. P. 
Maze 46.90 49.50 ·93 (30-40~) 
Pattern ?.82 ' 6.80 l. 5? (10-15%) 
Vocabulary 63.90 5?.70 1.19 (20-30%) 
Rept. of digits 17.14 1?.10 .04 {Above 90%) 
Digits backwards 12.09 10.40 1.82 (5-7%> 
Total score 147.69 141.00 .80 (40-45~) 
F+%. 67.25 75.65 2.46 (1-2%) 
F% 55.7'5 55.70 .02 (Above 90%) 
W% 19.65 14.79 1.86 (5-?%) 
D% 64.25' 73.20 3·93 (Below l%) 
d% 16.?0 12.30 2.1? (2-5'%) 
R 39.80 35.90 1.31 (15'-20%) 
M% ?.45 ?.50 .04 (Above 90%) 
C (sum) ~ 8.40 6.20 1.?2 (7-10~) 
8% 7.30 5'.30 1.?9 (7-lO%) 
p% 16.30 22.60 3.60 (Below 1%) 
Y% 11.75 10.90 • 51 (60-65'~) 
V% 7-30 7.10 .15 (85-90%) 
A% 39.91 46.oo 2.18 (2-5%) 
H% 18.58 19.30 .29 (75-80%) 
Last 3 cards ~ 38.15 3?.82 .5'1 (60-65%) 
FH% 6.60 9.61 2.81 (Below 1%) 
C'+c % 2.66 1.68 1.49 (10-20%) 
C (pure) ~ 1.60 
.55 2.44 (1-2%) 
CF% 2.14 1.93 .36 (70-7~1 FC, 9.70 7.80 1.34 (15'-20%) 
,, 
. ' 
The intetlig~ce tests. 
The only difference of any significance ie to be found 
in the R_epetition of _digits backwards. I thi 
. -n _ e _ ease, 
the ma.ladjusted group is ·atxp!!rior to the average group. 
The Rorschach Test • 
. The most significant difference is to be found in the ~­
r.:The greater metm is obtained by the average group, which 
; ' . 
reveale the great.~r tendency_ of thn.t ~oup to concentrate 
on the _obvioue 1llete.ila. . The !jf o:f the a:verage group is 
S\l}:)erior to that_of the maladjusted group. This revea.is 
the greater conformity of thought of the average group. 
The maladjusted individual ie lese c_a:pahle or th:i.nking 
. - - ' . . 
' . 
along: the lines accepted by other i~d,ividuals. The mean. 
F.M% of the average grou}' is greater then that of the malM.-
~~ : . 
j ust-ed group. Thus, more non-human ~ovement pereej;lts are 
. . 
given by· the average individuala. 
·The' Fj1.of the average grou:p is ,superior to that of the 
maladjusted group. ··The F~% is .a measure of the stability 
. 
ot the ];>·ersonali ty and· of' the intell-ectual level. The 
lower F-t-,: of. the rna.ladjusted group is an index of' the e:rls-
-. tenee Of a weakness. · · It imp?-iee_ a. ~endency to take the 
easiest wa:y out of the task Jlreeented by the test. 
C{pureJ~ 1.!1 a mea.e:ure of the unade:pted. affects. The 
greater mean is to be found in the maladjusted group, thus 
revealing that the maladjusted individuals -are impulsive 
~nd uncontrolled in their emotionaf reactions .. 
f:1:.: The greater· mean is to be fotfbd in the. average group; 
Which implies that the· members~ ot that group are more 
capabl·e of adaptivity of' thought~ _ .. On t}fe other hand, 
the maladjusted individua.ls are less stereotyped in their 
:percepts. 
Distractibility in the direction of the unessential, as 
measured by the ~' is more marked in the maladjusted. group 
than in the s.ver-a.@:e group. . The maladjusted indi.vidua.ls 
are inclined to pay much attention to minute details •. 
( t) A eomiJe.ri son of the 20 ma.lad.lueted members of the 
clerical and pro:feesional occupational leTelth a!!,! 
the 20 average members of the cl~rical and profes-
sional occupational levels. 
The relie..bilit:[ o'f tpe differences between the meane .. 
Maze 
Fattem 
Vocabulary 
Iep!tit:ion · af' d:igi te 
. Digi te · backwarde 
Total score 
. F+% 
·'F% 
w%· 
D% 
d 
R 
1~ 
C(sllm}% 
s% tJ! . P7.:~· 
y%_ 
~ 
JI% 
Last 3 cards % 
IDA% 
· C' 4-c% 
·c(:pure )% 
c~ 
FC% 
Uala~justed AveraF~ Re1iab!ljty of 
grot.:p. group.· ·the difference • 
. ][eon. 
-
52.60 
.8.50 
s9 .e·o 
18.85 
16.90 
188.50 
71.'70 
60.50 
13.60 
69.10 
17.30 
49 .10' 
7.'10 
6.40 
6.20 
18.90 
9.10: 
5.90 
44.00 
24.25 
~.30 
6.50 
1.90. 
1.40 
1.20 
8.20 
60.10 ·.1.52 {10-16%) 
lo.so·· 1-87 (5-10%} 
93.25 
23.90 
18.40 
205.60 
71.40'. 
58.30 
18.50 
68.30 
12.?0 ·. 
37.90 
'9.65 
4.70 
6.40 
20,.25 
7.80· 
5 .. 90 
47 ··~0· 
19.00 
'!/7 .. 10 
12.05 
2.10 
.60 
1.60 
.5.20 
.53 
3.89 
1.01 
1.65 
.. 1o 
.•. '12 
2.12 
.33 
2.10: 
2 •. 18 
1.22 
1-601 
.14 
.• 62 
.98 
0 
1 .. 04 
1.'19 
.06 
3.65. 
.28 
1.5? 
.48 
2.54 
(55-60%) 
(Below 1%) 
(30-35%) 
(10-15%) . 
.
(Above 90%) {40-50%) . 
. 2-5%) 
?0-8o%) 
. 2-5:~~ 
1
10..15% 
85. -90$ . 
50-tio% 
(.30;·40% 
. 26-30%} 
5-lo%) 
Above 9~) 
l3elow ~) 
?5-80%} 
10-20%) 
60-'10$) 
l-.2%) 
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The intelligence te~te. 
The most -significant. difference between the groups is. to 
be fowd in the Repetition of digi te forwards, in which 
the_ ave·rage group is superior to the· maladjusted group. 
The Rorschach Test •. 
The most aigniffoant difference ooeurs in the ~· The 
average eroup shows .·a greater mean percentage of non-humal'l · 
movetXlent :reeponeee than the maladjusted group. 
'l'he ~tf ~s greater in the ma.ladjue·ted groUp than in the · 
average grou~, and this is indicative of the attention to 
' 
colour the.t ie found in maladJusted individuaJ.e, and which 
ie repreeentative of the emotional sensitivity ot'_those 
individi.ale. The FC% iiJ a measure of the adaptive _ 
affective respon~es. It denotee the preoccu~ation of 
the maladjusted group with affective stimuli. 
R: The meen res:ponse total of the maladjusted group ie 
-
significantly greater than that of the average group. 
Thus, greater ~roductivity on this teet is shown by the 
maladjusted individuals. 
The mee.n !tf. of the average grouli is greater than that of 
the maladjusted group. The VI% is an index of the a.bili t:y 
to face a situation as a whole. It re!ects a ca~acity 
for e.bstraet tJ'linkitlg and ret;isohing. 
The greater mean ~ of the maladjusted group indicates 
the .greater tendency on the part of that group to eoneen.-
trate on minor details. It showe a: distractibili.ty in 
the direction of the unessential. 
(g} A eornvariscn of the. tota_;t. maladJusted Stoup &nd 
!_he to tal · av-erage. s.roJ.tp. 
; " 
( 1 } The~ soelo,;··economip b~clcgro~ .. 
Mala.d.1 u~ted 
SO!m· 
·Number of. subjects 60 
Average a.ge (in yeare) 33 
Ran.ge of ages (in years) 20-53 
Average school standard s· 
attained. 
'RM.ge· of standa.rde attnined. 1-10 
:Humber of married subjects. 25 
Number of .unmarried etlbjects. 28 
Ntlmber of· divorced. subjects. '1 
Average number of dependants;. 1 
Re.n~e of number ·(;;f dependant~. · 0-'1 
.Average. 
soup .. 
eo 
25 
20-4"1 
7 
a-10. 
32 
0 
1 
tn cdnsideringeachmala.djusted.group separatelY• and 
in oons1dering t~e .total maladjusted group, it was found 
that the maladjusted indi'f"iduals show a· higher average ·. 
age and a lower school. educa.tiorral l.evel than the aVerage 
·individuals. · Similar results were found in the initial 
investigation. 
115: 
(in the main investigation), is approximately equal, as 
both groups contain an equal number of representatives 
of three different occupational levels. Thus, the groups 
fall into similar wage-earning categories, and the 
average number or unemployed dependants per individual 
is the same in both groups. Because of this similarity 
in socio- economic status, it is not possible to attribute 
the lower educational level or the maladjusted individual 
to an interior socio-economic level which might cause 
the individual to leave school at an earlier age in 
order to enter a wage-earning occupation. How then is 
the lower school educational level related to the 
existence of work maladjustments? One or other of two 
possible interpretations may be applied, The lower 
educational level ot the maladjusted group may be 
attributed to the existence or maladjustments in that 
group even during the school years. This implies an 
initial inability to progress turther at school. 
Therefore, the individual begins with a weakness which 
forms a basis for the occurrence of maladjustments at a 
later st~ge. The other possible interpretation is that 
a low educational standard results in a lack of 
opportunity to learn and to receive occupational 
'training, and this in turn leads to the occurrence of 
job and personality maladjustments when the individual 
enters a wage-earning occupation. The inability to learn 
and to receive specialized training may result in the 
individual being forced into an uncongenial occupation 
tor which he (or she) has no special aptitude. 
The average age of the maladjusted group is higher than 
that of the average group. This factor emerged in the 
initial investigation and in the main investigation. 
, .. '. '·" ... , 
• 
' .... ·, ·, 
.>. 
I' 
·, 
'- ' 
'· 
. •\:. 
fhus,.the maladjusted worker tends to be the older 
worker. This may be attributed to the tact that after 
a number of· years in uncongenial emplo~ent, the psycho• .. 
soc1o ... econom:to background of the individual becomes more 
and more c~mplex, and.the manitestations ot maladjustment 
are reinforced and become h~bits .of ~ehav1our. !['his 
nece.ssitate.s the eventual-viithdrawal of the 1ndiv.idual 
'· 
from employment .in the open labour market o 
·From a consideration of the socio-econom1c background of 
the groups, we may conelu~e that the basis ot work 
·maladjustment is laid ¢luring the school•going years. 
The mal~d3ustment is either of a.personality_kind, (which 
prevents the .individual trom·making progres.s at school)'>, 
or else, through lack.· of . specialized tratning; . o~ a ~ack 
of the capacity to receive specialized training, a job 
maladjustment· will ar1s.e. But the maladjustment usually 
will not .mani.f'est itself immediately that the indivio.ual 
enters a wage-earning occupation. ·As time passes, the 
unc.ongenial . work and the .inapt:i tude ot the individual 
tor the spe_citic . job in. which he (or . she)· is engaged, 
combined in many cases.with forms or personality 
maladjustment which existed previously.or wbich arose 
as a result of' the.work situation, will result in the 
. occur rene~ ot work failures. 
·Yet another factor whiqh emerges trom a comparison of 
the socio-economic backgrounds of the two groups is 
the incidenc~ or seven cases of divorce in the maladjusted 
group, and the absence of any s~ch cases from the average 
group • 
' ' 
. (11) The int~lligence teste .. 
. -
The reliability of the 
· differences. between the meane ot' the total malad-
justed group and the total average group. 
·' ' 
• I I 
Pe.ttem 
VQcabulary 
Re·petition of digits 
· Digits backwards 
Total score 
:Malad1j us ted 
lg'OUJ>•. 
-.:~ 
.r.tean. 
·-· 
. 48.68 
8.20 
'11.59 
17.86 
13.65 
160.14 
Average 
@OUJ2• 
Mean. 
-
.53.10 
s.o2 
69.56 
19.20 
12.96 
162.78 
Reliabilitz o-r· 
the difference. 
Rel.di.ff • 
. -L . 
1.'(8 (15~10%) 
.30 ('70-80%) 
.38 (?o%) 
1.39 .. (15~2o%) 
.• 71 '(4,0-t>o%) 
.32 (70~80%) 
The only difference or any eignifiee.nce ie. to be found 
in the Maze. The average groey is superior to the 
.maladj~sted grou:P in lJraze performMce. The implications 
ft • • • 
. of suoeees ·in llaze performance have been dit5cussed in 
the ini.tial investige.tion, where it wae ahovm tha.t a 
. good Maze perromance. may be oor~elated. with eocia.l 
.. a.de.:pta.bilit~ t~t.nd mental dexterity. Therefore, in this 
instance f the maladJusted group is .. l5h01ft'l to be more 
im]'lultdve, irresolute, uncontrolled, and lacking in " 
. fot·eeight, and also· tends to be more· nervous and contused 
in a teek new to experience, than the average group. 
WI-
The Stnnda.rd Deviations. 
In comparing the Standard Deviations of the two groups, 
no significant differences were revealed. 
The reliabilitz of the d~ffereneee between the 
Standard Deviations. 
l.!al adj_ us ted Average Reliabi}.it;.y of 
eftoup. goup. the difference. 
~- ~· :Rel.diff., ~ 
lfaze 15 .. 06 14.04 .54 (55-60%) 
Pattem 3.42 3.31 .26 ( 75-80%) 
Vooa.'bulary 31.:30 26.74 1.21 (20-25%) 
Repetition o:f digits 5.49 5.12 .54 (55-60%) 
Digjts backwards 5.15 5.46 .45 (60-70%) 
Total score 49.12 41.67 1.27 (20-25%) 
-
(iii) The. Roreoha,eh Test. The r~eliability o£ tho 
differences between the means of· the total malad ... 
jueted group.and.total average g3:"oup. 
" ~: 
palad~i ueted AYet"ye. Reliab1li3iz ot. 
grOU,li• . ' the difference. ·group. 
JJiean Jre~ ,Rel.ditf. .l?. 
- -
F+% 68.40 ''74.11 2.24 (2-6%) 
F% 5'1e20 56.50 .37 ('10~75%~ Non•F% 42.80 43.50 .37 (70-?5%: 
R 43.68 36 .. 62 2.56 (1 ... 2%) 
\v% 17.46 16.05 .72 (40-50%) 
D% 65.80 ,1.61 .3.:30 ~ :&J1tJW 1% j «%' .16.60'• 12.44 2 .. 6'7 :Be]mrl%. 
J! S.45 3~14 .62\ 60-&0%~ 
JJ$ '7460 6.24 1.32 15-2~ . 
C~eumJ 3.50 1.92 3.9($ Pelo:W'l%). C ,sum% 7.73 6~70 2.2:3 2-5%) . 
s ·.s.lo 2.30 1~78 5-10%~ 
:s% 7.35 5o74 1.66 f5·10% 
P' 6.88 '·44 1.10 '20-30%) 
F% 16.85 21 .• ''1'0 s.·44 ~:aw:. l$) 
y 4.28' 3.52 l-69 5-10%) 
Y% 10.91 9·.86 .86' ~36·-4o;; l 
v 2.72 2.52 .~'9 70'-SO% · 
V% 6.80 6.74 .06 tbonlli#b 
A% 41.10' 46.39 2-45 1-2%) 
1!% . 20. 501· '19.42 .56 6MO%l 
·:Last 3: cards % 38.25 3?.42 • 71 (40~5o%. 
FM;f;tii 3.?2 4.36 1.16 rO·SO% m~ 6.40 10.'39 4.64 ~ ]$) 
C'.f.c .98 .. 65 1.?4 5-10%) 
cq.c% 2.56 2.04 1.1·3 20-30~) Qfpurej . .?o .22 3.43 t::Jl 
.C 1'Pure .% 1~63 .57 2.~91 
CF ·';2 .57 .sa ~~0-40%! CF% 1.·63 1-~6 .69 45-5<>% 
FC 3.87 2.3'7 3.66 t:&iJDW 1%) Fe,; 9.31 6.94 2.26 2,-5%) 
.. 
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Th·e inter:pretative value o:f the ... esult"' .i ... ·a"" 41' l" 
... P .., .., ..t. 0- J..OW.S.• . 
. (The variables in which signifie,ant differences occur 
.between the .mean percentages of 'the two groups are con-
sidered in .the order of their ·significance~) 
~·-
· ·~: ''!'he greater mean percentage ie to be found in the 
.1:. 
average group. · '!'he W .reactions me,y be, regarded ·ae a 
comb1na.tion of' _animal percepts and the projection of 
. movement on to those :Percepts • 
. average group is significantly greater_ than · tha~ of the 
' . 
maladjusted gr·oup.·.· The A%. registers adaptivmty.in th~e 
.S·e'tlse that the aubj eet recognises intellectually the 
common ·stimuli of' e.xistence. . That ·i·s, his . (or her) 
. ,, ' 
-l!lind easily· :follows· the every~.ay. channete of thought and 
.Perception. In thie. way, the greater merit\ P»% of the 
' . ' . . ' ' . 
. 8,-vera.ge group may ·be explain.ed as the greater ten~ency 
. . . 
. of that group to give animal percepts, 'and to projec_t_ 
; 
movement on to the percepts. The ~rijection of movement 
en to the objectively static ink-blot~ a~so implies the 
J>Ossession of a certain a1nount or :fantasy. acti-vity. 
" 
.rtf:· The superior mean·l?% of the average ··8roup .indicates 
a,. ~reater capacity for adaptive thiilking. 
the maladjusted individual· is less able to partici])ate 
i 1n common ·or popular thinking; . tb.at is, the maladjusted 
in~ividual .is .not able; or aot willing, to think along 
the lilies accepted by .otr~·er individuals. 
·.1$: The greater .mean r1'fo of the average group repr~sen ts 
:a greater interest in the. obvious details. 
C(J?ure)%: This is gre~ter in the maladjusted grou:p. 
' 
·The c(pure )% is s, mea,'sure of ·the -l.m~ontrotled emotional 
. . . 
rea.ctions . Therefore, the .maladjusted ·indiTiduale are 
moreunoontrolledand.impulsive il'l their affective 
responses • 
. ~: .·.The ms,la.djusted individuals tend to pay more· 
attention to minute det&il than tbe average individuals. 
12..1 
Th.is.i:a indicative of an avoidane:e cf the obvious facts. 
Et Th:e. greater mean score is obtained by the malad~trsted 
group.. Therefore,. the maladjusted individual show.s 
· greater :p:roductivi ty .in the ;perf'ormanc·e o:f the . t~st thart 
is shown by tl;te average iildi vidua,l .. 
. &fi: Thtf greater mem:t. of the average .group .is· indicative , · 
·· ·o.f the greater capa~ity f>f th.'e group ·fer a,daptive thinking, 
and it indicates :also the.t th.e mala.dj'u.sted individual 
tenda to ftive lees eterlot)'l!ed ·per.cept.el ;than the. average 
.individual" The a.tter is inclined. to adhere to the more 
. obtious 'forms . in his (or her) })erc·epts. 
. . 
. . c"' l'2= In comparing' ,the mean FC% :f. t is tomd ths.t the mal-
~,djusted group is Stlper.ior to the average group... ThUS 
... the ma.ladjusted fndi"tid.uals show a· greater degree ot 
colour sensitivity .and emotional sti.mu.lability. · FC i,s an 
index of the ads,ptive a:t'feetive reactions, and may also be 
· regarc:l:ed as a measure ··O.f reactivity to colo~. 
111 . . n~.,: The mean of ·the average group is superior to that of 
the maladjusted gl'0llp • The F~% is a measure of' intelli-
. get~ee and of the. stability of the personaJ.ity. T!te lower' 
F'-% of the mala.djusted individual ·implies a fo:tm of adjuat-
m.ent which p:rovfdEus a means of taking the easier way out 
f)f t;tJ.e task :Presented by t:Q.e test. 
C {'smn: )if: This is. grea te:r in the mal.a.dj us ted group, ·and, 
as lil.as be·en shown aJ>ove in the discus!31on of th·e C(pure)% 
and the FC%, ·it- reveals the grea.ter .·:pr.eoecupation of the 
ma.la.djus ted group with affecti '\t·e stimuli ~ 
is gre.ater ·in the malt:tdjust·ed group•. The a% is a .mea·sure 
ot' the expression of o:ppo.sitional tendencies and negativ- ,_ 
ieti.c behaviour.. The occurrence of .ego weakness, (as 
·- .. zoe:p!fe.s:entecl .by .the .l.ow .F ... %J, togethe.r with a high S%. in 
th~ l'nal.adjusted group, .ie evidence of .the p.resence of • :;,; 
trail. te ·of' obstinacy and (!Ontumacy in that group. 
,\ 
The S% :shows the least significant .difference between. 
t[l,e croups o_:f all the va.ri ables considered above .. 
The Standard Deviations .. -
In ·COl7.1Jls.rJ.ng the standard Deviations of the Rorseha.ch 
- varia:bles of the total :maladjusted group· with those of 
the total average grOUI;, the .following $ignificant 
differences a.r• revealed. 
(The·var1.ables are pla.eed in categories according to the 
degree of signi.fiee.nee -of- the differenc-es between the 
two grcu.Jis. - Those- variables listed. in the categoey 
-l 
':Below 1%' show: then·most flignit'icant differences between 
\ 
. the grou::ps. ) 
-- In every ens e , the Standard Deviations of the ma.le.dj us ted 
_group are greater than those of the average grouJ> .. 
:Below 1%: C(pure)%;.- R; .Y%; W%; A%; C(stnn)%; FC%. 
1 - 2%: H%. 
2 .. S%: _ F+%; D%-
12.3 
• 
The Rorschach Teet. The reliability of the differences 
between the Standard Deviations of' the total maladjusted 
group and. the total average grov.p .. 
Maladjusted Average Reliability of the 
£IOVJ2• groyp. difference. 
.£.J2· ~· Rel.di:f':f. 1.:. 
F.J.% 15.70 12.04 2.03 r- 5%) F% 10.50 10.16 .25 80%! Non-F% 10.50 10.16 .26 80% 
R 18.65 10-44 4.21 Below 1%~ 
1ft 12.96 8.04 3.54 telow 1% D% l0-..81 8.3-t 1.98 2 - 5%. d% 9.22 "1.82 1-2'1 20-25%~-
ll ~.18 2.20 2.80 Below 1%) 
»1 6.2? 4.96 1.ao, 6 -10$) C~sum) 2.78 1.36 5.0? Below 1%~ 
C ~Sum)% 5.92 3.86 3.22 :Belew 1.% 
s 2.?2 2.20 ]..63 10-15%~ s% 5.82 4.80 1.48 10'-2<>%• 
:P 3.1'1 2.38 2.20 2- 5% 
P% 8.601 6.?8 1.83 5 -10% y 2.91 1.85 3.42 :Below 1%l 
Y% 8.05 4.96 3.59 Below ~ 
v 4.82 2.21 6.44 Below 1% 
v~ 5.?2 5.06 .94 30·-40%) 
~ 14.14 8.94 . 3.40 Below 1%) 12.31 9.00 2.36 1 ... 2% 
Last: 3 cards % 7.10 5.60 1.40: !l0-2o% 
Flf.J.m 3.34 2.64 1.80 5 ... l<J% 
FD% 4.60 4.86 .43 60-7~ 
C'~c 1.18 .87 2.39 :1 - 2% 
c•;.c% 2.?8 2.20 1.81 5 -lo% 
C~!'urej .99 .45 5.40 .Below 1%.~ C pure % 2.22 1.23 4.30 :Below 1% 
CF 1.04. .64 1.67' 5 -10%~ 
OF% 2.95 2.~0 1.91 f5 -lo% 
FC 2.63 1.42 4.86 Below l%J 
RC% 6.66 4.60 2.?8 ·Below 1% 
Tlle ratios: A comparison of the idgnificant ratios of 
the total maladjusted group with those of the total 
average group .. 
The ·percentage· o:f' oas~s showing each one of three possi-
.. ble balances of weight on the ratioe 18 int.icated below. 
·The _c?leigbt .may f'e.ll on either one ·Of the tWO Variables 
. involved in each :tatio, o.r else the weight may be equally 
. . . 
distributed between the two variables ~ll the rati~ •. 
(The symbols > <:::.. end = signify n Greater than"·, 
~·small.er thAn", and "Equal to", respectively.) 
J! : .c (&um) rat.~o. 
M ;::::--· C 
M ~c 
., ~ =c. 
· !'l! 4.m : d ' #. e ra:t i.e l 
· mr+m ::> C' +e 
FM.J.m · L.. c 1 1-c 
]".M.J.:m : c • +c 
• hfe. ; H% Ta:t.io ~ .. 
· A% :::> H~ . 
. . A.tf{; <::::. R% 
A% : ft%. 
sx • . 
· sx· ?·xs 
sx·<xs 
sx =·xs 
: !%.· : }!% ratio. 
w% > 1~ 
vi%< 1'1% W% . : .;M% 
C4-CF : FC ~·~~O• 
CtCF / FC 
C~CF <:::. .ll'C 
CfCF. : FC 
.. 
Maladjusted group .. ·· Average group~ 
75 
10 
15 
87 .. 8 .•. 
5 
8 
62 
30:; 
. 77 
21 
2 
10 
eo 
10' 
52 
32 
16 
9?;~ 
l·f>~ . 
. 1.6~ 
8,. ,. 
4? 
45 
78 
15 
7 
8 
"1.5 
11 
.. 
~:c (sum) .ratio: In the maladjusted group 48% of the· 
c~::u!eS show .an. e:1etraten.sive balance of weight, 47% sh<>'W 
an i"ntrover.sive balance; and '5% show an ~biequa.l rela-
tionship between .Jrr and c (sum).· In the average group 
62% .of the ea.se13 are intcoversive' 32% . are extr~tensi ve •. 
and 16% e.re mnbiequa.l. In c amparing the groups it is 
- . . -
found that the average group shO\fS. a.greater tendency 
• . ' 1 ' .. • 
... . 
. > •• 
towards the in trove rei ve bt:D.anoe; whereas the malad-
justed group showe.·a greater tendency ·towards the e._tra-
ten.sive balance o:f wei.ght. 
The three main facto.rs in extratensi venees are 
(a) 
(b) 
an urge to li v~e in the external environment; 
.. 
restless mottl.ity; end 
•· (c) · unstable affective reactions. · .. ' 
. . 
~erefore, these :factors are moTe. enaraoteristic of the 
.' 
maladjusted group .than of the a.vers;ge . group. In com-
paring the frequency. o.f' occurrence of the ambiequa.l ·ra.ti~ 
" . 
in th~ two grottp_s, ·it is found that the average. group 
shows the greater:f"requenoy. Ambiequality implies 
stability which · i.s expressed by .an equal· balance between 
the faatasy life and the affects .. 
. " 
Fl!+m:c• ~c .ratio: In the maladjusted gt>oup 75% of the 
eases show a greater balance of weight on ·:FM~m; . 15% shew. 
an equal balance between w;.m en4 c' -\-e; a.nd 10% show e. 
greate-rbalance of weight on C''-e• 
In ·the average .group ·93% of the ea.see show a. greater 
··'baltmee on FM+m; . ana 7%. show an equal blilance between 
The occurrence or a .greater balance of 
~· 
.. 
weight ,ol'! c• ;.o · is not to _be found .at all in this group.," 
. . . 
~n rcc.mpa.rin,g the ·groups -1 t iel. revealed that· the frequency 
of .th~ occurrence o~ the FMfl.m /C' t;c bal.8.nce is greater. , 
. . . . 
in the e,vera.ge grou.J>; and the FAn;m :: C' fc balance occurs 
more frequently in the maladjust-ed grouJl. 
J2i, 
Whereas :-the lhC_ rati~ represents the experien-ce ~ype, the 
. ·r.,:· 
·. ' - -!'. 
nr+m ·: :c• +c ratio: re~resents th-e ,p.irection in which th• 
~ . '. \ 
· indivi-dl!al i.e J.·.u~a.ding ·in- the experience tn>e.- In the \ ' ' ' 
M:C r~t:io the. amb~eq.Us.l be,lance. or·.:,weight .is found most 
. • . . . ~.\! ~ • - J ' ! • • - . . ~ ' ~ 
frequently in the a;:erage group, bU.$ in the w•m:C' "-o i I 
ratio it i~ found most_ frequently tr:(the .:naladju.ated. groupe 
~ . •. -..·. ~ . 
-!n- th7 av-etage .group '·3'2%" or the ~9~see -~how .. extratensiveness, 
. ~ .· "· ' ' . 
.. . ,•,,. !r. , • 
-. but no such cases,_ that. is, _ca.s~.s of -a greater balance on 
• • • ~- ·- - • ' ~ - • • • • • - ' - - • - ~ ' 1' 
:C ~ _?e_, coeur _itt consi d:ering the FM'm: C ·• "-c .ratios of the 
av~,ragegrou.:p. 
Therefore it would appear that th_e ·mal•,~.uste.d. __ P"ottp .ie 
hea.dirtg !I.Wl\Y fro~n extratensivenes:s towards introversiilenere.md 
. ,. . . . . . . .. 
.&Jnbie(l~lity; and that the a-verage group is heading .:awa;y 
- - . '" - - ' ' . • . ~1" ' 
f'rom :erlratensiveness and ambiequa.lity towal"ds · iutro.v~r-
ldveness .. ·"'"}.' .. 
. A~:mfuratio. ··Irt both .groups, the greate:st numb~r. of c.a.ees 
···: . 
snows a. .greater balance of weight . on A% than ::-on ~-· . In .,: . , · . 
the ntaladjueted group, 8% $how a. greater :~a.lenee. _on f1%,. 
. -·- .· . .- .. . . . .. . . . .. 
and in the ·average group,· l..6,& show a greater bai.anc~ .on_ ~: 
JI%. Att ·equal be.l~ee between the .A% and. the H% i~. t?,. be 
:tou.nd. in_ 5% cf the' maladjusted cas~e, ·and,. in 1.5% of the 
. average eases •. 
. Thus, a·:greater percentage qf' A%<:::-B$ rati-Os artd /$-- •_ J:E% r\· 
-· . . _::,- . -. 
' . 
ratios occurs in the maladjusted group than in the average 
. . - ~ . . . . . . . ' ~ " . . . 
group, and a greater p_ercenta.ge of A.%-:>F!f% ra.ti~s. o~enrs 
in the .average. group trum in th~ mala¢j.ust~d group. 
'SX:XS. ·ratio. 
ba.1snee of weigb t on JS ~ · 30% show an equal balance between 
. . . ~ ' . ; . . .... 
sx and :xs, and 8% show a ,greater 'balance of weight on sx. 
,. . . ' . ' ·. .. . . . . . 
In the average group t ,45% of . the ease a .show an ettual . 
- -: . . . . . . " . ~ . . . . . -.. . . _. . ~ .' 
balance "t>etween sx .and xs' 47% show a gr,eater weight on 
. . . . -·. . . . ' '. '•. . ..... 
xs, and 8% show • greater weight on sx. The white spacf 
percept is indicative of the :p.resence ot oppositional 
- . . 
tendet!cies in th~ individual. These oppositional ten- . ,_ 
• deneies may be direeted;:outwards in an aggressive attitud~ 
to the external environment Of the indiV:J..dual_, or else 
- -
they maiv be dir·ected inwards in a criticiSm of the self. 
. . . 
s~_ implies the direction. of these forces mto the external-
In the maladjusted 
grottp, the .greater :percentage of individu:al·s·givingwhi:t.¢srace 
percepts mow -~elf-e_riticism. rather than hostility to 
the extema.l ~ironment. In the a'Ve:rage gr~up, the 
greater '}:lereentage of S responses show :delf'-critieism, and-
next an .equal balance betweten sx and XS, Wh~eh reveals tha.·t 
in this group, where ol)posi tiona.l tendencies do exist, they 
&re either tumed i:nwa.rd.s ·or else not in ~ny s:pecifio 
direoti&n at all. .. Cases et sx<xs occur-in both _groups, 
but ·they oceur mo.re frequently in the ma:ladjusted f?:roup. 
Both grouJ>s ha.ve ·the smallest pereen·ta.ge of cases ·in the 
SX ?.XS baiance of weight. This points to the fact that 
in both grou'Ps the direction of'. the oppoei tiona.l tend1meies 
. . . 
on to the· extena.l environment occurs most infrequently. 
Therefore we ma3 conclude that when. oppositional tendencies 
are presen.t in the maladjusted group they are directed 
• .. 
against. the self m&st frequently. 
The frequen-cy with wbich the different 
:ba.larloes of ·weight ·OCCUr is similar in both groups. In 
beth the maladjusted and the aver.age grOtlpS the greater 
nmnber of eases show a gr~ater b.a.lance on,. the W% than on 
the 1!'%· -The smallest -perc en t_age of cases,. in both group.s, 
oe.eurs in the VI% i: JA% category. In comparing the w%< M~ 
ratio in both gt"oUJ)s,, it is found that the maladjusted 
group_ he.s e, greater perQentage Gf eases showing this 
balance then the average group. The occurrence of 
ton fefl W res-p:>nees and many more J! responses implies 
the exi~tenc~ of too .mueh fantasy, and an insufficient 
nU!J'Jber of W re,sponeee with which to stabilise the M 
! • • • ' . •• ... • 
responses • 
. · · .. 
Tb.ie form of the ratio occurs in the 
a.verar:se group :as well, but not to the ex.ten t to W11eh 
it _i e _ fotm-d in the nt_aladjuated groUJl· 
c""ci:FC.ratio. l:n both groups tb.e ·grea.te::r percentage 
of eases is to be fo ~d in the C-1-0F < FC foxm of the 
In the maladjusted group 10% of the cases show 
s.n . equal balance between · C+CF and .Fe • em d. 10% show_& 
greate:r balanc~ on C'-CF. In the -a.ve:re.ge_ ,group, 17% 
of·. the case.s show an .equal balance. betwe~n Cf.CF and FC., 
and 8%. show a .balance cf weight on C.C.CF. .AI:thougb. the 
greatel;' rJ.tmtber of ee.,ses in both groups occurs in the 
. . 
·c-4-CF <~0 ca.tegO'ey, the nlaladjueted ·group sho~s a greate-r 
percentage here than doe8 the average ,group. The malad-
justed group_ also .shows a greater -percentage of C"'CF > FO 
· . ratios than the avers,ge group; and in. the equally-
balanced .f'.orm c)f the ratiot (that is, Cf.CF::FO); the 
a.vera.ge group shows a greater peroenta.ge than the 
. ' 
maladjusted group. 
' 
. . 
A stumnary of the comparison of, the groups in 
;the' j.ntelligence tests ,and the Rorscl?;a;,ch test. 
only those tests and ·variables which show a. significant 
dif'ter,nee between the meens of the eompar.ed groups are 
considered. 
. . . 
(a l. A · eO?f1J?.arison of the, ehel tered .emplopen t .m;:ou;e 
and the first average. g:roY.P·· 
The a.ve.rs.ge group shows the greater mean in the !we; 
Vocabulary"; Re;pet.it~on_of.digits forwards; Total 
~ntell~genee tet;t raeore.; . l'%; D%; .· FMi>m%; · F~%; tm.d 
The mala.dj tie ted group shoW~J the greater mean 
(b) A comparison of the hospital grQU'J? and th.e. second 
avera~e ,sroup .. 
,. 
T.he :me.1adjusted group .. shows the greater mean in the 
Voca.bula.ry; . ·c(:fitml,)%;-· R; end C(pure)% .•. 
. . . 
(c) ~ cotnpa.rison' of. the sheltered @plo;yment group 
.and. ·the hospital W!P ~ 
. The hospital group shows the greater mea.n in .the 
Voca.bul.a:ry; Total intelligence test score; Repetition 
.of digits backwards; Repetition of ,digfts f'.orwa.rds; 
:Pattern; .. Maze; F%; R; FMtm%; Ff%; ·· and the 1$. 
The ·eh&ltered em:PlOYJnent group shOWS .the greater mean 
in the d%. 
/30 
(d) f.-. compari.son cf the :first average group and . the 
see on d _-average JP:OUJl· 
.. -
The :second average group shows the greater mean in ·the 
-Repetition of .digits bacl.twa.rds; Voeabulary; Total 
in:telligence teat score; ·.:Pattern; Repetition of 
--The first average group shOws the .grea·ter mean bt. the 
Maze,, D%; and the FC%. 
- - . 
(e) ,A ,OCI!flp~ieon. of th,e 40 pial3d..tusted 'Unskilled. or_ 
. ' '.·" ' ' ' . - . - . 
. -
!.,..et!'li !"'Skj.,lled !fOrk ere, end the -~0. e.veraSe unskilled 
o,r semi-skilled workers. 
The average group sho'\'fS the greater m.ean in the D%; 
mrrt1!,. 
.OJili,Pt Ft% .and. the . .A!fo .• 
- . 
'The maladjusted grOut> 'Shows the greater mean in the 
Repetition o·f digits backwards; -pure C%; and th·e d%; 
(f) ~_-comerjson·-of the 20 .. malad.1ueteti members of_ the 
el-eri2!!_&nd p:rotessionaJ. occupational levels, and the 
2p_ a:Yerage l!lembers .of' th~ clerical and 'Rrs!f.!'ssiona.l 
occupati,ppa.l lev~l~. · 
The . .avera,ge gro-up shows. the greatei mean in the Repetition ' 
· o.f digits forwards; Fir.%: tmd the 'W%· 
. , <'I : . ' , . I 
_ Th~ nuue.djusted group shows the ,greater mean in the FC%; 
R; and the- d%• 
Cs) A_ C-Olri:pEi:rieon G,f the ·total maladjusted s.ro!E. sndu th~ 
tetal average ,group~ · 
The .av,e:rage grou.p shows the greater _mean in .the ~ze; 
P%; · D%; J\%.; and the Ff%. 
The ma.ladjusted group shOws the gr~a.ter mean in the 
C~('Pure)%; d%; R; . FC%; . C(eum)%; · ~d the S%. 
13\ 
the. Computation of a Cort,;elp.tion 1'ab~· 
In considering the total maladjusted group and the total average 
group it \7as found that a n"UUJJDer of signli'icant differences emerged 
from a comparison of the intelligence test performance and the 
Rorschach perforill$ce of the two groups. 
It was decided to select and intercorrelate those tests and test 
variables in which a reliable dii'ference between t~ two groups 
was apparent. 
The selected variables are: F+:-4, ~; ~; R; C(sum)j!; Pi(; A%; 
FlJfo;. C(pure )?! ; FC~; S~;. and the Maze. For the purpose of 
computing a eor:relation table the maladjusted and average groups 
were combined; and the total group comprises 120 subjects. 
In every case the product-moment method or correlation was employed. 
In addition, it was decided ·to institute a method of correlating 
each of the selected variables with normality. !n this case, the 
• 
biserial c01"1'$lation nas employed. As the two sub-groups, (the 
avarage and the maladjusted groups), are equal in n'Wliber, the 
formula for the calculation of the biserial correlation is as 
r. • = 1•2sss (x- ~> 
· bl.S C""X 
where xiS the mean o£ the selected variable, and i2 is the mean 
o£ the selacte4 variable in the maladjusted group onl.y. 
-----
.. 
tl 
.. ' ~ 
132.. 
in ~sent:tng the table !)£ f;orrelations se.eh variable :ts numbered. 
as ·follows: 
l' F+~ 
lt Wfo 
III ~· 
.IV R 
v O(sum)% 
vt P%. 
VI:t Afo .. 
V!nn¢ 
llC. . O(P'!lr¢)% 
X ·to% 
n .S%·· .. I • 
· III Maze . 
. Xxti.·BiseriJ.·coi-reiat!on ot .each ~~~le vdth nomaltty • 
. In th:ts, .and in· the tol.lovling :tables of co:r:t'alat:tons, the 
coett~~i.ont.s Q.>G: takel'l ·tlorreot to '5 decimal places, and the 
(ieeimal, J'Oint is om:t t~d. •. 
. . .-} 
:ih9 Cepttpid .N!ftlytd$. 
FoJ.l9wing. t~ >eompu.ta~i.on or, a table or correlations .:t t was 
decided to .attempt the extraction of. factors from the table. 
The centroid method. -was employed :tn the factorial ~sis, 
ti.tld it was 1possible to extract five factors. 
)·.· 
' ' 
:,. 
''· 
'' 
''·' 
,, 
.I 
II 
l!I 
IVr 
v 
VI 
VII 
nn. 
lX 
X 
XI 
XII 
nn 
.I 
I: 
r-
'{ 
. ,_ 
,, ... •.. 
' . 
Tgble o:t O~ia.tions: .. 
,; 
·~ .. "\ 
II III lV V · .VI .VII VIII .. ·· lx:. X 
....... 
'• 
·.,; 
';'. 
' 
·,;·, 
). 
'{_/" 
'· 
x! ~n ::..xtn 
.\., 
565 ·127' · -215· . ..i05'7. · ~'SOl. :269 070·'. ;~02 ...()71 069 268 ' 263: 
l. 
. ) . . 
., 
-571:. ~..;.osg oos 299 '~ , _1.94 141 -oss 043 -10s · 255 554, 
· soo ,*257 ... ....-4lo t¢04 ..os1· >-o&> ·191. · ·142 ~a7 . ·~63: 
..024 --40S · :~ 069 069 -.o95 032 .q47 ·. ~99 
• 
_ . - .a4s ,.16~~ ~1ss : ·: ss1 s16 Ms .-14& .-258 
' ,'' : ~ 'I ' :•. ' (_; H .. 
;, 
'· j}. 
:l 
.. ,, 
' 
- ' "' ~-
' ' :290 '091 :~:-J.4tJ !»()55 ~-3.56 .193 ': 549 
• " ' . .> :: ; . ~. . ·.' l 
' 
:4Qg>i...;:t~ 
l ·f· 
,. ,. 
\. 
··...cgt >~ . -~ ,~· ... 
"i. ;I 
I 
'' 
'~ l 
' ' 
O[S • ·+-l.SS: ''rnA ' tttth !,_,.,., 0· . ... tiJjJ'U 
l .. ~ 
oa2. ~l7l :n7 : · 564! 
~ , ' ' 
145 · ; 228·· :<ooQSS ·· :-'Osl I . . 
,~ ; ·, 
. '· 
!,1'\riJ:!· .,. . ..,..., . -~ 
1 .·~i:1i.Ji ,~ ~.::~2-illl. 
~. ' . 
~. . -. f . ' .. 
:095 .. .-18~ 
195 
. ~ 
,, 
.·'· 
I 
'· ~ ~ 
~ ·.· \.. 
e 
1-
-(,)) ~ 
t 
"· 
CQ;rwlfi-&ion Mat~. w;th Gues~ed _Q_~alities .. 
I II I!l IV v itt VII VIII IX X n XII XIII 
I (SOl). 3()5 .127 -215 ..057 SOl 269 070 . ...002 -o'/1 069 268. 265 
n 565 (371) -571 ' .069 005 '299 194 .141 ...056 045 -lOS 255 554 
III -J2.1· -571 (410) 590 ...257 '-4l0 004 ...051 ...050 -191' 142 ...067 -265 
!V' '-215 ..069' 590 (406)' ..024. -406 ..048 089 069 ~95 052 047 -298 
-~ 
v -tY!ll 003 -257 -024 (616) ...()45 '-166 ·.o.163 567 616 Q49 -14G -238 -1:'-
VI 501 299 -410 -406 ...()45 (501) 290 091. -140. ...055 -156 ·.· 195 549 
VII 269 ' 194 004 ...048 -166 290 . (409) 409 •145 015 -158 178 550 
vnt 070 141 ...051 089 ... 165 091 409 (564) JJ'!f 002 -171 117 564 
IX ..002 ...056 ..030 069' 567 ·-140 -145 -'l97 . ( 567) 145 228 ..095 -oal 
.x -o7l . 045 -191 ...095 616 ...055 015 062 l43 ( 616) ...095 ,' -134 -257 
XI 089 -105 142 052 049 -156 -158 ~171 288 ..095 (228) 095 -186 
XII 268 255 -087 047 -146 195 178 ;ll7 ...095 -154: 095 (268) 193 
xtn 263 554 -265 '-298 -258 549 550 564 ...081 -257 '11186 ... 195 (564) 
! 1 
P .E.. Median r 2 + •0605. 
-
'· 
'lhe Re;tl,ec:r~i~n 9! ~ C~Jat~on~ · Betgi:e the :Sxi£fi&:flit2!!. 2~ ·the 
~tF~or. 
I. II II! IV' v VI VII VIII :rx X n XII XIII Total 
Negatives .. 
Bet~ reflection 5· 4 9 7. ·a 6 4 4 8 '7 6 4. G 7S 
III reflected 4 s 5 8 7 5 5 .3 1 6 7 5 5 66 
.tv retlected 3 2 2 4 6 4. 4 4 8 5 e 4 4 sa 
-\11,) 
IX reflected 2 l 3 3 7 3 . ~ 3 5. 4 6 9 s 5 so ~ 
n :reflected 3 0 2 2 8 .. 2 2 2 5 5 3 ·.' 4 2 '58 
V reflected 2 1 5· 5. 4 1 l l 2 6 2 5 l. 30 
X. retlected 1 C) ... 4 4 5 0 2. 2 1 .. a 3 2 0 30 
·>,.· 

Table shq!ing Besiduili. aftet the Extraction of' the l!t l&e~· 
I II III IV v VI VII nn IX X n XII xni 
I (269) 142 ...050 066 -172 199 041 -135 -187 ...050 -173 lll ...()84 
II 142 (161) 222 -o72 -202 011 ..025 ...052 -144 -158 006 086 024 
ni ...030 222 (3M) 290 -398 206 -158 ..086 -158 -Z1'6 072 ..019 028 
IV 066 ' ...()72 290 (311) -158 212 ..096 -219 ..052 -173 ...055 
-148 075 
v -172 -202 -399 -158 (429) -229 ...059 ...019 596 507 ...(}45 005 ...074 
-(l07) w VI l99 011 206 212 -229 ...()('// -175 -JJ:fl -105 000 ...012 -105 ~ 
m 041 ..023 -158 ..098 ...039 -oar (184) 210 ..()42 -134 055 024 -ol2 
VIII -1.55 ...052 ..006 -219 ...019 -175 210 (387) ....OS9 -168 080 ..020 261 
IX -187 -144 -158 ..052 596 -JJ:fl ...o42 ..069 (412) 044 143 ...055 -205 
I ...050 -158 -275 -175 5Cf1 -105 -154 -168 044 (555) -150 052 055 
XI ... 175 006 072 ...055 -o45 000 055 080 145 -150 (181) -166 030 
XII 111 086 ...019 
-148 005 ..012 024 ...020 ...053 052 -166 (162) -o42 
mi ...()84 024 028 0'15 .Q/4 -105 ..012 261 -205 055 050 ...()42 (044) 
Totals of' 
Columns:- ...001 001 000 ..001 000 ..001 001 ...001 000 000 ...002 000 ...001 ~-=-005 
lledian residual = •148 
.·-" 
The_Re:tk<rliion of.ths.Residus.ls at:ter.the.-Extra.ction ·or-~ lst __ i'_~t_or • 
.. 
I II lli IV v VI VII nn lX X. XI XII . XIII . Total 
Negati-ves~ 
Before refleeti9%1 '1 6 7 a .. g, 1 e ·s ·g . e. ·s '7 . 6 .... 96 
V retleoted 6. 5 6. 1 5 6 ... 7 ·a •10. ' 9 '4' ·a 5 84 
IX rei'.lected 5 4 5 ·e 2' .. 5 .. s: 7 ·:a lO · s '1 4 es 
x· re:f.'l.Gcted. ·4 . z. 4 5 1 4 $ 8 1 2 '4 s ... ·· 5 52 -~ ~ 
X:ti reflected 5 4 5. 4 . o· 3 G 5 '2 1 3 . 4.· 4 44 
Reflected lst Fac;tor R!&d:ual fAble, with 2nd Factor Loads. 
I n III IV v VI VII VIII IX X XI XII nn 
I 269 142 ..030 066 172 199 041 
-153 187 050 -173 -m -084 
II 142 161 222 ..{112 202 Oll -023 -052 144 158 OOG ..086 024 
III ...030 222 304 290 598 206 -158 -oas l58 275 072 019 028 
1V 066 -fJ72 290 3ll 158 212 ...098 a2J.9 052 175 .035 1.48 075 
-v 172 202 398 158 428 229 039 019 396 5C1l 045 005 074 ~ 
-ol) 
V! 199 on 206 212 . 229 li:fl -Or:Jl -173 107 105 000 012 -105 
VII 041 -023 -158 ...098 039 .(Jf!l lS4 21.0 042 134 055 ..024 ..012 
VIn -1.?3 -052 -086 ..el9 019 -175 210 387 069 168 080 -020 261 
IX lB7 144 l58 052 596 lJ1l 042 069 412 044 -145 ...()35 205 
X 050 l58 275 .. 1'1-5 507 105 1.54 168 044 555 150 052 ...055 
XI -175 006 072 ...055 045 000 055 080 -145 150 181. l6G 050 
m -lll ...086 019 148 005 012 ..024 020 ...055 052 166 162 042 
JIII -084 024 028 075 074 -105 ..012 261 203 ...055 050 042 044 
Totals of 
Zr = 13•985 Columns:- 595 857 1696 1061 2672 905 585 551 1638 2512 454 572 52? 
$= 5•7594 
2nd Factor Loads:- 1591 2258 4556 2857 7146 2420 1024 1474 43ao 6185 1161 0995 1409 
.!..= .267425 
./V-
T@le showing Resid"~ s:;tter the Extraction ot the 2nd Faqtor. 
I n nr IV v VI VII VIII IX I XI XII XIII 
I (244) 106 -102 021 058 160 025 -157 117 ...048 -192 -W •106 
II lOG ( lll) l20 -156 042 ....Q43 ...046 ...085 046 020 ...020 -108 ..008 
III -102 120 (098} 161 074 096 ~5 -153 -o41 ...008 019 .026 .056 
IV 
v 
021 -1S6 161 ( 230) ...()45 145 -127 -261 -l:J72 ...002 ...068 120 055 
058 042 074 ..()45 (..085) 056 ...054 ...086 083 065 ...058 ...066 ..IJ27 
VI 100 ...o45 096 145 056 ( 048) ...052 -209 001 -045 ...028 -012 ... 157 
VII 025 -046 -205 ... 127 ...054 ...052 ( 175) 195 ...005 071 043 ...054 ...026 
VIII -157 ..085 -155 -261 -086 -209 195 (565) 004 fR:l 065 005 240 
IX 117 04G -o41 ..IJ72 083 001 ..005 004 (220) -.2'Z7 -194 ..(fl7 141 
X ...o4S 020 ..008 ...002 065 ...()45 071 077 -22.7 {171) 078 ...010 -142. 
XI -192 ...020 019 ...088 ...058 ...028 045 OG5 -194 078 ( 167) 154 014 
XII -127 -lOS ...026 120 ...066 ..012 ...054 005 -ctl7 ..010 154 (152) 026 
nit -106 -ooe -o5s oss ..021 ... 157 -o2s 240 141 -142 014 o2e (024) 
MAI.S: ...001 -oo1 ..oos ..001 ..001 ..002 ooo ..002 ..002 ooo ...002 ...001 ooo 
' Median residual = •086 
~= -·016 
-~ 
0 
I., 
/,' '\ ~~ ~~'" 
r!' 
' l 
. 
I 
t 
~-· 
I I1 III IV v VI 'VII VIII ·n X XI XII· XIII Total. ·1':: \" 
Negatives~ I< 
.. 
·Detore reflection 6 7 7 7 6 7 a 6 6 7 a. a .7 
I 
88 
VI! reflected 1 6 6 6 a 6 4 '1 5 8 1 'I ' . 6 eo 
X reflected 6 7 ·s 5 6 5 5 8 4 4 .a ·(; 5 72 
X!ro:tleeted 5 6 6 4 s 4 2 9 s· 3 4 7 G 64 ..... ~ 
-
·viii retlected 4 5 5 3 4 3 ·1 3' 4 2. 3 8 7 52 
m. ret!leeted 5 4 4 4 5 2 2 2 : g, 5 2 4 a 44 
• 
' 4 . XII! reflected. 2 5 s 5 2 l 5 1 4 4 l 3 36 ~ : " I 

~MltL~h~g_Residu.aJ.s §f:ter the Extraction of the. 3rd Factm:. 
I . II In !V v VI VII VIII IX X XI XII X:UI 
I (104) 049 -197 -o49 ..005 053 -123 ..062 035 -009 071 058 074 
II 049 (088) 081 -165 016 ...087 006 ..005 012 ...()45 ...029 080 ..005 
III -197 081 (054:} ll4 032 024 159 005 ..(J97 ....050 -100 ...020 014 
IV .()49 -165 114 (195) ...076 089 078 151 -115 ..026 008 -154 ...051 
v ...()()£; 016 052 ...076 (058) 008 ...010 ...012 046 -090 ..016 055 013 \' 
L 
-~ 
VI 055 ...087 024 089 008 (...054) ..043 041 ....062 002 ...064 -o40 ll2 w 
vn ·123 006 139 1 078 ...010 -o45 (105) 042. ...055 051 ...041 ..082 ..048 
VIII ...062 -005 005 151 ....012 041 042 (022} -155 ..012 -126 -102 190 
lX 055 012. ...097 -113 046 -062 -oss -135 (172) 194 125 037 ..:160 
X ...009 ...()43 ..050 ...026 ...090 002 051 ...012 194 (148) 029 ...058 -155 
XI 071 ...029 -100 008 -016 ..064 ...o41 -126 125 029 (065) 095 -014 
XII 058 080 ...020 
-154 055 ...o40 ...082 -102 057 ...038 095 (118) 012 
XIII. 074 ...005 014 ...051 013 ll2 ...048 190 -160 -155 ..014 012 (017) 
1!0TALS: ...001 ..002 ...001 001 ...001 ...001 ..001 ...001 ...001 001 ..001 ...001 ..001 ~ = -·010 
Median residnal = ·063 
1i,he Reflection o£ ;thet ReS~§ attar the, ;&ma.ction 
· ot· .the 5ffi.Faetor~ · 
I. IJ: rn · IV v 'Vl Vli VIn n X XI XII x1n Total 
Negat1:ves •. 
Before refle:c:bion. 6 6 5 7 8 r. 
" 
7 7 8 8 7 G G. 82 
X reflected 5 5 4. 6 5 6 ·a .s .. 7 4· 8 5 5 74 
. xt reflected G 4 5 7 4 5 7 5 a 5 4 6 4 66 
-
IX reflected 7 5 2 6. 5 4 6 4 4 2 s. 1· 3 58 
...t:::' 
-1=' 
XII reflected 8 6 1 5 6 5 5 "" 0 s 5 2 5 4 54 
1 reflected 4 7 0 4 5 4 4 2 2 4 1 4 5 46 
!I reflected. .. 5 5 l 5 8 s 5 l 1 '5 2 3 4 42 
. 
~\ 
~. ~; 
h. 
z;~,, 
~· r l I. i 
fietlected 5r:d Faetor &!!sidual Tabla.,; with 4th Faeto.LJ:9t;J.ds. 
! II In IV v VI VII VIn IX .x X! m X In 
. 
:r: 104 049'· w 049 005 ...oss· 125 . 062 OZs ...009 
.071' 058 ...(J''/4 
II 049 osa ·· ... osl 165 ...016 087 ...coo· 005 . 012. -045 ...029 Oat) 005 
III 197 ...081 OM 1JA' 052 024 l$9 005 097 050 100' 020 014 
tV 049' 165 ll4 195 -076 089 . 078 151 113 026 ...008 1M ...051 
v 005 ...OlG 052 ..()76 058 ooa ...010 -012 · .· ....o4G 090 016 .;.Q55 013 ~ 
VI ..055 087 .. 024 089 008 *112 ....045 041 062 .002 064 040 ll2 · * Diagopal. replaced. ~ 
VII 125 ...006 159 078 .... ol.O ....045 105 042 055 ..051 041 082 -o48· 
m:r 062 005 005 151 -012 . 041 042 022 133 012 126 102' . 190 
'· IX 035 012 097 115 ..046 062 055 133 172 l94 125 057 160 
X ...009 ~5 050 026· '-090 ...002. ..031 012 . 194 148 029 ...059 155 
n 071 -o29 160 ...ooa 01~ 004 041 126 125 029 005 095 014 
ni 058 080 . 020 154 ...035 040. 082 102 · . os7 · -osa 095 ll8 ...012 
xnt ..J:J74 005 014 ~51 015 112 ...048 190 160 155 014 ..012 '017 
£r =· 8•240 
TOTALS; 617 316 725 999 027. 541 527 879 . 1147 581 705 701 495 
.or= 2•8706 
4th Factor Loans: 2149· 1101 2526 54aO 0094 1985 1836 3062 5996 1954 2456 2442 1724 l_ ·348359 
--~ 
j 
" I. It IV' v n· m ·VIII IX X. n XII XIII f ~II . . 
. . /~1 
:t (058)' 025 14.3 ...026 . 005 .094 005 -o04 ..OSl ...051 018 005 -111 ~~-· ~i-
n: 025 (076) -109 127 -017' 066 . ...026 ..029 -052 ...065 ...056 055 ...OJ.4. ~~ •,. ·~;-: 
,,. 
rn 145 . _.109 . ( ...030 )i 026 oro ...024: 095 ·. -072 . .004 ...019" 058 -042 · ·-oso 
lV ~2G l:G7 026· (074) .. ~79· 025 014 044 .. ...()26 ...;o4,2 -094. 069' •lll ~ 
./\. 
l 
v 005 ....017 050. ...07'9' . (058) 006 ...012 -o15 ...()50 088 014 ..057 Oll I ~i 
VI ...094 068 ..024 025. oos (076) -o7e . .JJ17 ..015 ....059 o1a· ..;()06 . 079 .:1:= t' ~i 
VII. oes ...026. 093 014 .. .ol? · -o1a (071) -01~ ..018 ' . ~67 ' . -004 057;· "...080 l ... 
~ 
vm ...004· . ...029 ..072. 044 -015 ...017 ....014 (...072): Oll -048 . 051 .. 027 157 
IX ..051 ...032 ...004 ...02G ...050 ....015 . ...()18 on (012) 11$ 025 -061 . 091· 
X ...051. ·OG5 ..Ol9 ...042 089 ...059 ..f.JG7 ....048· 116' {110) ....019' -086 . 121 
n. 018 ...056 058 ' ·...094· .. Olt1 Olf3 . -004 .001' 025: ....019 (005) 055 ..028 
XII. 005' 053 ...042. 069' .(;37 ~6· 031 027 ..061. -986 055 .(058) ...054. 
nn lll .. •'. ....014 -050 '"'"lU Oll 079 -oso 157 091 121 ...028 ...054 (..;015) 
1'0TAL$t ..002 ...0'01 000 ...001 oco .cos· ....001. ...:001 000 .001 .. ~1 -ore ..002 · z=:~~Ol.S 
Median. rasi~ = •051 
: 
~~· Ji\1:f'lec~~on of' .. j;ha. nesi~ ~~u ~-~&;~~sm ~. 
b 4~b Fm!tor. 
I II III XV v VI: ·VII 1/l:II . IX. X XI m XIII Tota:L ·'\. 
'· Negatiws~ \I 
Before reflection 6 8 7 6 s 7 a 1. 8 9 5 . G . 7 oo· !"' L 
' 
\(\ 
X rerlected 5 7 ·a 5 7 . G' 7 G 9 .... 4 5 8 '18 :'\ u 
·1{ \ 
·I t, 
IXref'leeted 4 G 5 4. G 5 e. 7 3 ·2 .5 4 9 66 ~ ',_ 
XIII reflected 5 5 4 3 7 6 5 s. . 2 l 4 3 5 54 . if; 
VIn reflected 2. 4 5 4 G 5 4 4. 1 a. 5. 4 2 46 
v: reflected 3 3 4 g 6 ·a 5 5 2 l 6 3· 1 46 
Vlra:tlacted .2 4 5 4 5 G 2 6 5 2 7 2 0 46 
XI. :ref~e·bed ·3 5 4 5 4 5 ·1. 5.· ~ . 3 5 5 1 42 
. , 
·; 
Refl.egtad 4th Fa.etor nesidual T§ble, with 5th Fac:tsr Loads· 
I II UI lV v VI VII VIII IX X XI XII XIn 
I 058 025 145 ...026 ..005 094 085 004 051. 051 ..018 005 lll 
II 025 076 -109 127 017 -066 ...026 029 052 065 OSG 055 014 
I 
ni 143 -109 *145 026 -oro 024. 095 072 004 019 ...058 ..042 030 I I 
* Diagcmals replaced. t 
1V ..026 127 026 0'74 079 ...025 014 ...()44 026 042 094 069 lJ.l f ./. 
.. , 
. \ 
v ..()()5 017 ..050 079 058 000 012 ...015 ..050 088 014 037' 011 
VI 094 ...066 024 ..025 OOG 076 078 ...017 ...015 ...059. 018 OOG 079 i 
~ 
VII 083 ..026 095 014 012 078 071 014 018 067 004. 037 080 ~· 
VIn 004 029 072 -o44 ..015 ..Cl7 014 *lEl Oll -()48 051 .IJZI 15'7 
IX 051 032 004 026 -oso ...015 OlB Oll 012 llG 025 061 091 
X 051 065 019 042 OS8 ...()39 067 -o48 ll6 llO ..019 086 l2l 
XI ..ol8 056 ..038 094 014 018 004 051 025 ..019 003 ..055 ...028 
XII 005 053 ...()42 069 0'!{1 ooe 057 ..02'7 001. 086 ..055 058 054 
XIII lll 014 030 lll Oll 079 080 JZll 091 121 ...028 054 *137 
TOTALS: 578 293 355 569 224 225 545 304 584 659 l27 362 948 Zr = 5·551 
f£r = 2•5561 
Sth. Factor Loads: 2455 1244 ·M22 2415 0951 0947 231.5 1290 1630 27!11 0539 1536 4024 
...!= ·424450 ; I& (.~ 
} 
J;:able t1hm'Ting Residuals gfte~ t..ha Extrgetion of t.ho 5th Faetot. 
I II III lV v VI VII VIn IX X XI XII XIn 
I (-oo2) ...006 108 ...085 ...()26 071 026 -o28 Oll ..018 .()51 ..o53 012 
II -006 (060) -127 om 005 ..IJ78 ..()55 015 012 050 049 034 ...056 
ni lDS -127 (125) ....ooa ..()44 OlO OGO 054 ..019 ..021 ....()46 ..064 -cJ2:1 
IV ..085 Of!l ...000 (016) 056 -o46 ....()4..2 ..075 -Ol.S ..026 081 052 014 
--
v ...026 005 ....()44 056 (049) ..()03 ...010 ~ ...000 061 009 022 -IJ27 ~ -.Q 
VI 071 ..()78 010 -o4G ..003 (067) 056 .029 ...028 ..066 015 .009 041· 
VII 026 -055 060 -o42 ..010 056 (017) ..016 ..020 002 ...()()9 001 ..015 
VIII ...028 015 054 ...()75 ...OZ'I .()29 -016 (120) ..010 -084 044 ...()47 085 
u Oll 012 ...019 ..013 ..066 -028 -020 ...010 (-015) 070 016 036 025 
• -018 050 ...()21 -026 061 -068 002 ...084 cY10 (052) ..054 043 008 
n ..051 04~ -046 081 009 015 -009 044 016 -054 (000) -o43 ~50 
XII ..055 OM ..()64 052 022 ..009 001 -1.)47 056 045 ..()45 (034) -ooa 
XIII Ol2 ...056 ..IJ27 014 -tJI'I 041 -01.5 085 025 008 ..050 ..008 {-025) 
I ,_ TO'tAIS: ...001 ..002 ..001 001 ...001 ..001 ..005 000 ..001 ..005 -001 ...()02 -001 £=- -016 
' I 
Median residual= •OM. 
/)0. 
A~ter the e:xtre.ction of the 4th factor, the median residual·is 
.051, which is smaller than the probable error of the median 
correlation of the origjnal correlation table ( .0005). '1'h'us, 
the possiliility a.Tises thnt th'Gse residuals might be due to chance; 
but., on the other }'!..and, they might be significant, and therefore 
it was decided to ex'tl"'Ot a 5th factor. 
A fneiior matr-.lx was compiled from 'the ~sults of the centroid 
an&cy-sis. 
{In tbis, as in the following tabl.Bs, the te.etor loads are taken 
correct. to 5 dseimal place~, r:nd the decimal poin·t is ,omitted .. ) 
. Ce.n~ J.Yk~x.· §DO)!ini ~ !:&lStor lo~tm ita: 
. ~ ;llw i'{E]Ql:§· 
l. 2. ~ 4. 5 .. h2 .. .... 
I 481 159 5'74 -215 -245 .5028 
li 458 224 155 •110 -124 .3100 
III -325 -454 -252 .;?..,55 -3.42 .4594 
.. 
IV' -509 -284 -187 ..348 -242 .3908 
v -433 715 167 009 ...095 .7557 
VI 627 242 286 189 ..095 .. 5782 
VII 474 102 -2Sl ·184 -231 .5904 
vn1 421 147 -586 -'306 129 .6525 
IX -394 438 220 -400 l65 .582~ 
X -252 618 -152 195 ....280 .5850 
n -2Jj3 -116 S22 . -246 054 .2272 
ni 526 -100 185 -244 -154 .2SSO 
XIII 721 141 .086 -172 402 .7385 
• 'I 
! 
~ .. :.: 
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The Rotqtion of the Axes. 
The first factors which emerge from the centroid process need 
not have psychological oigni.ficanco, and in order to interpret 
tho factors pa,ychologically, the reference axes have to be 
rotated to a significant position. 
According to Reyburn end Taylor (On t~e Interpretation of 
Common Factors: A criticism and a statement. Ps;ychometrika 
Mnrch 1943). 
n •••••••• common factors, to be or valuo to us, 
must not be relative to the bnttorios or tests 
irito which they enter and by which they are 
me:lsured ••••••••••• all that tho amlysis of 
a battery can yield is a eypothesia or the 
confirmation of a ~othesis." 
Using all the established information nbout the tests in a 
battery, a hypothesis is constructed concerning n common factor, 
ruJi a single axis !a located which is provisionally accepted 
only if the factor loadings moasurod on it are rensonable and 
intelligible for all tho wriablea in the battery. 
On inspection of the vnriablea in tho present centroid matrix, 
it appeared that items VI and XIII bad soma factor in common. 
Therefore, the first axis was JXlSsod through the centro or gravity 
of these variables, and the second axis woo drawn at right angles 
to it. A hypothesis vas then formllated concerning a second 
factor which vould bnve heavy loads on variables V and IX, on 
the osoumption that these v.ariabloa involved a sort of colour 
factor. Therefore, the rods Yas passed through tho centre of 
gravity of variables V and IX~ Next, o bypothosia was formulated 
concerning n third factor Hbich \lould hove hoo.vy positive loads 
on I, VII and iii. In order to locate this factor, tho B.xia 
was pasaod through tho centro of gravitY or the so variables • 
.• 
Tho remining two axes Yero graphically plotted, and by inspection 
it vno docided to plot tho fourth axis throUgh VIII. 
_.;:...._,.,! 
'.-, . ,) 
The Rotation of the A.a•· 
The a:xes were rotated in order to give psychological significance 
to the factars. 
'lhe first factor W&S located by passing the a:xis through VI and nii. 
Firat Qrthoganal Trgtomatiql Matrix. 
950 
-568 0 0 0 
264 667 -?!!5 -055 -576 
. 
158 549 717 576 ...053 
012 051 -576 717 575 
212 556 055 -5'75 717 
(In this, as in the· following orthogauLl. trans£ormatian matrl.ces, 
the figures are taken correc~ to 5 decimal places, and the decimal 
ooint is omitted. ) 
Fg£tonfl! ytrlxz af'tet the first r£:!tA'Yoo· 
1. 2. 5. 4. 5. h2. 
I 486 ...()78 524 148 -560 .4988 
II 479 -056 085 048 -264 .5100 
ni -490 -555 131 -258 CYl5 .4552 
IV -444 -282 165 -257 -154. .5879 
v -2ll 644 -1.57 ll5 -482 .7295 
VI 669 ...015 002 528 -146 .5767 
VII 381 -527 127 -199 -285 .5891 
VIII 573 -202 -295 -610 ...()88 .6468 
II -191 589 229 -236 -295 .5774 
I -149 508 -462 1.37 -479 .5787 
n -179 156 418 -oo7 005 .2255 
ni 267 -21.3 504 -009 -150 .2517 
nn 779 009 ...002 -528 145 .7555 
'Jhe second :factor was located by pasaing the axis through 
V and lX. 
Secgnd- Orthogqnal Transformation MatriX.: 
845 . ...o49 083 550 
049 845 ~50 ,083 
-085 550 843 .. 049 
-550 . ...083 -049 84.-5 
Fi!ctOriS!l ~tr~~ ai'ter the second. ;£ot~ion. 
-' 
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. h2. 
I 486 129. 005 ,-036 -51l 4991 
II 479 . '13.0- 121 005 -252 5100 
lii -~90 -510 -...015 -320 ·-128 4552 
IV -444 , -l:lfl 028 -521 -261 5879 
-. 
v -,;.211 781 ...065 '257 ~72 729'1 
VI 669 058 188 281 -115 .5765 
VII '. 581 -102 041. -248 -413 3893 
VIII ·- 'S75 -088 -555. -570.- -236 6475 
IX ~191 683 063 -257. 075 578! 
X -149 480 -292 409 ·~7:2 5791 
XI -179 134 542 -2lG ·_ 109 -2255 
XII 267 ...084 __ ·- 274 -179 -215 2317 
mr 779 .;.042 ...J.SS -282 lll 7558 
The third factor was located by passing the a:x:ts through I, VII 
and ni. 
!!.bird Ortb.ogonoj. Transformation M~ 
556 ....S5l 0 
.. SGa -246 898 
-746 --499 -445 
F12t~i!W: ~* after the third ~:ot!tio.n. 
l. 2. 5. . 4. 5. h2 • 
I 46G 129 459 -156 106 4991 
II 479 ll.O 259 014 107 .$105 
III -490 -510 205 155 -251 4556 
IV .-444 -J2,7 528 186 -175 5860 
v -2ll 781 ...076 025 285 7301 
VI 689 058 087 -168 505 5766 
VII 581 -102 422 233 . ...040 5895 
VIII 575 ...088 004 670 -228 6478 
.. 
IX -191 6~5 075 ...026 ,-265 5784 
X -149 480 ..;no 278 •.488 5801 
XI -179 134 188 -288 -242 2257 
ni 267 ..094 579 ...076 ..066 2321 
XIII 779 -...o42 ...084 170 302 7558 
The remaining two e.:xes were graphic~ plotted. The fourth 
factor was located br passing the axis 'thrangh VIII. 
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.Qtbhoaonal factor ,atr~r. showin.g the •• fin!l nQSit1:ons of the 
ttw ps. 
I 2 l. 2. s. 4. . 5. h . 
I 466 .129 459 -182 050 4991 
II 479 no 259 . ..()2l lOG· 310S 
III ·-490 -510 '205 .221 -169 ·4556 
IV -444 -J.57 328 252 -~104 5881 
'I 
/I v -2ll 781 ~76 -oGl 25? 7500 / 
·087 -2'57 ·~s lj I .. n· ·669 038 5769 . i ' 
i 
l VII 581 -102-1\ 422 255 ,057 5895 
i VIII 57S .088 004 . 70'1 000 G4G7 
.·.n ,..;191 
-G85 075 060 . .,Z57 5782 
X _.;149 480 
-110 106 551. 5795 
n '..;179 134 188 -195 ·-321 2256 
'Xli 267 ..084' 379 ..()51 ..IJ87 2522 
xnr '779 ;..;()42 ..;oa4 ·.064. 54() 7558 
--···-or-
.• · ~· I 
These five factors account for certain of the variances of 
the thirteen var1ab1es employed in the fa.crGori~ ~sis. 
From the h2 or each var.ia.ble it rJla¥ be seen that these factors 
account for more than 57/o of the variance in the case or· 
variables V (C sum%), VI (pt), VIII (nrfo), .IX (C pure %) , 
X(FC%) a.nd mi (NormaJ.i ty); for more than .38% or the variance 
.in the case of variables I (F+~), II:t (a,%) , :N (R) and VII (A%); 
a.nd for .more than 2~ of the variance in the ease of variables 
II (Jl%), XI (S%) and XII (Maze). 
'lhe mtelj7Getation of the Factors. 
·The.Ftrst Factor. 
~e heaViest posi·t.~ve loads occur on VI (f%) and mt (Normali:fu) .. 
There are also fairq heav positi~ loads on I. (F+%), II (D'fo), 
. ' . - ' . 
m (A~), VIII (nrfo) and, to a Jssser degree, on. XII (Maze). 
'the 'Ve;r:tables P/a, F~ and DJ' are coneemed with the selection of 
popu.J.ar .responses,. good. :form percepts and obvious details. It 
would appear then; that this £actor, which has a. high positiw 
correhtion.~th normali'tl, deals 'With the recogniti,cm and .seisc-
tion ot f'onns, and the_ conformity ot the thou@.t processes. '-bus 
it rei'lee:ts adaptivity, and it projects the ability to think .. along 
the lines accepted ·lzy' other individuals. 'l,he fairq heavy posi~ 
tive loads on Variables VII and ·vxn ·which .S}.'e concerned with 
AiWnal ~spanses, register adaptivit}r in the .sense that the Sllbject 
is a'bls to :r:ecognise the common and palpable Stimuli of eXistence. 
t.rheN is also a ~sitive .load on the Maze test-. · For the success-
-.· ful Performance of' the Daze it is necessar.v to be able to select 
and trace a Single pathwq from a m:Dber of ·alternatives. 'n1e 
aoti~ty .neeessa:ey for sueh selective adaptivity .mq be oomparecl .. 
with tllat r~uired in .seleeting F+, rather than F-, ·percepts. 
,'A ' ' • 0 -~ ' • 0 
· · · fh.ere ·are fa:trq .heavy negative lo$.ds on III (<f%) and IV (R), · 
which :indicate that the selection of' minute details is not 
charactenstl.e ot this· i'~tor.. On the other hand, ·this factor, 
' 
- ' 
is concerned With the .selection of those forms and ·percepts which 
are m~st frequ&nt~ recognised by other individual$. i\J.'heref~, 
·the .fir.st factor is one of social ·adjustment. 
1h! Second Factwi has heaVy positi-ve loadS on Vi (C sum.$) attd. 
• • I f 
DC (C ·pllre ~), and ·ti fairq heavy positive load on .X. (FC1!1- y 
·~erefore it would appear that this :factor is coneemed 1dtb. 
,, 
'' 
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more obvious ones, end are not associated with obscure details. 
There are no other significant loads on this factor. The positive 
loads on C sum e;· and C pure ~ are heavier than on FC%, and therefore 
it ~ be concluded ·tha-t this factor is more concemed with colour 
e.s a sepa:rate entity than with the contd.nation of colour and f'<>rm 
percepts.. Colour in the Rorschach test is used as a .measure of 
emotional ac-tivity, ·and is considered to be indicative of the 
extent .to which the indiVidual is governed by the emotions rather 
·than the intalleet,. ~eretore, 'the second factor is one- of 
a:rfective feeling tone or sensitivity .• 
.Zte Third Facto; has fairly heavy positive loads on I(Jf+,:}, VJI(Aj() 
and XU (Maze). The_retore, this i"actor is concerned not onJ.y with 
tb.e $election ot obvious details, but vr.l:th the selection of tt good" 
·r~ percepts. 'l'hus it· goes be70J1d the «popular thinld.ngtt · or 
· social adjustment of the ftrst factor, and rewals a retinement of 
the thougtrl; processes and. ability to discrim:i.nate 1n the choice 
of percepts. It is the same selective adaptiv.tty which leads to 
. -
·sucees::t in .Maze performance. It· is the ability to select a single 
.pattern ar plan !'rom a mmiber of alternatives, and to readjust that 
plan in the face of increa,s:tng: difficulties. The activity necessar.r _ 
- for :such selecti-w $l.Qptivity m~ be compared with that required. in 
se.leeting F+, rather than F-, percephs, as has been pointed out in 
-the discussion .of the first :fa.ctca-. 
, There. are also positive loads on IV (R), n (ufo) and III (~), thus 
,, . ' ,· . 
indicating that this form of·_ perceptual se.leetion ·l!UiW be applied 
' ' . 
. both to obvious and minute details, __ as the emphasis here lies on 
. ' .. - - . . . - . 
the se.lection of n good" :f'oms as well as on the m6re common ones. 
·:. It .is a faotar of perceptual discrimination .. 
·:nw Fqu;dih. Factor~ .· 'lhere is. on~y. one heavy positive load, and 
.that is on VIII (Fi!%)_.i This ·veriable is concemed with Animal 
Movement .responses, -and tllE~ret'ore.,. ,as is to be ex:peeted, there is 
. also a positive lOad. on VII (A~). "l'b.e projection of m~ment 
. Oll to the ob.j~ct~vely static .ink..;r,lots, (in this case, on to the 
eni.mal forms), implies the use of the· 'Stibjeot•s imagmaticn. 
1\le oeeurrenoe of positive loads on IV (R), and III (d;4), indi-
cates an .a.ssoeiation between tlus tae'bor :and the production of 
·a large number of' re~ponsas, Pa.rl:icularq in the :term of minute 
or .less obv.ious details. This is .in. accordance with ·the .nega-
tive load. on VI (Pfo) wlrl.eh illtPlies · the. .absence of the more popular 
or o~v.i:ous percepts. . The.refore this factor is concerned with 
the use of the imagination rath.er thsn the intellect, and is 
·coupled .With high productivity. . It implies the existence of 
fantasy actiys.ty. 
·.aM Fif'th Factm: has a fairly heavy positive load on X (FCJ'), 
and there a:re al~o positive loads on. V (C. sum %) , VI (P%) and 
nn (Norma.lity). 'Ihere are negati'tTe loads on ·n (S%) and 
IX (C pu:re ~). ThiS fac·tor .is thus concen1ed. with refinements 
vr.timin ~e category of the colour responses. ibus it is shovm. 
that the FC% is the . more adaptive type of emotional1."'espon.s4 in 
. . . . . ' 
. Which. an attempt is made to control colott;r by the u.se of form.: 
ihus thers is. a nagatiV'e load on Dr (C pure %) in Which the . . 
' - . 
. affects have broken -e:ws:; from the intellect; and there is a 
positive load on V (C sum%), .in mich colour and form eoni3:tna.-
tions oecur ttith pure colour responses. ·The nied1ari -re'sidlial 
:ts low and therefore·· too· much. confidence -should not be 
pfuaced in the interpretation of this factor .. 
[ 
'" 0 
The application o~ the results o~ the ~actor analysis 
to the results of the main investigatio~. 
The results described below are concerned with factors 
of temperament and intelligence. It' the findings of the· 
factor analysis are a-pplied to the comparison of the total 
maladjusted group and the total average group, the follow-
ing results are revealed. 
1. Social adjustment. The average group shows greater 
evidence of social adjustment than the maladjusted group. 
The maladjusted individual is lacking in confor.mity and 
adapaivity of perception and thought processes. This 
inability (or unwillingness) to think along the lines 
accepted by other individuals is a reflection of social 
maladj us tmen t. 
2. Affective feeling tone or sensitivity. There is 
greater evidence of responsiveness to colour in the malad-
justed group than in the avera~e group. This is indica-
tive of the greater affective sensitivity of the malad-
justed individuals, who are inclined to be governed by 
the emotions rather than the intellect. 
3. The factor of perceptual discrimination has fairly 
heavy positive loads on the variables I (F~%), VII (A%), 
and XII (Maze). In considering the significant differ-
ences between the means of the groups, it was fomd that 
the average group is superior to the maladjusted group 
in these three variables. This factor is concerned with 
the ability to discriminate in the choice of percepts. 
It is the ability to select a pattern or plan from a 
number otalternativee, and to modify that plan in the 
face of increasing difficulties. In this investigation, 
the average indiTidual shows a greater capacity for 
selective adaptivity than the maladjusted individual. 
As measured by the FJ%, it would 
appear that thie factor is characteristic of the average 
f. 
group. Thus the average individual shol~ a greater 
capacity for the constructive use of the imagination in 
responding to the Rorschach figures. The ability to 
project movement on to the inkblotQ occurs more frequently 
in the average group. 
5. The fifth factor is concerned with colour responses 
that are controlled by considerations of form, It has 
been shovm above that the maladjusted group manifests a 
greater degree of sensitivity towards colour than the 
average group. This preoccupation with colour is to be 
found in the C sum %, the C pure %, the CF%, and the FC%. 
\~en comparing the total maladjusted group with the total 
average group, it v1as found that the FC% occurs more fre-
quently in the maladjusted group. This was interpreted 
as being part of the geneTal affective stimulability of 
that group. Although it occurs more frequently in the 
maladjusted individual, it does not imply that the malad-
justed individual is more capable of controlled emotion-
ality than the average individual.. It must be remem-
bered that the FG% occurs most frequently of all the 
colour responses in both the average and the maladjusted 
groups. Thus in both groups, 'form-controlled t colour 
occurs more frequently than uncontrolled colour, but in 
the maladjusted group, colour responses, whether uncon-
trolled or controlled, occur more frequently than in the 
average group. In addition, the C~CF > FC ratio occurs 
more frequently in the maladjusted group. Thus, the 
'form-colour • combination cannot be isolated or separated 
from the total colour reactivity. \Vhen considered 
separately, it reflects a modified form of colour sensi-
tivity. It must be emphasised that the median residual 
is low, and therefore it is not possible to place over-
much confidence in this factor. 
The investigation is an attempt to discover features of 
temperament, intelligence, and socio-economic background 
which are peculiar to the maladjusted worker, and which 
differentiate the maladjusted worker from the average 
worker. 
The results of the investigation have been given above. 
The conclusions drawn from a consideration of the socio-
economic factors are to be found under the heading of 'the 
socio-economic background' in comparison (g), or the com-
parison of the total maladjusted group and the total 
average group. 
The results of the investigation of the features of tem-
perament and intelligence have been given above. The 
significant variables were intercorrelated, and five fac-
tors were extracted from the correlation matrix. The 
qonclusions to be drawn from the consideration of the 
traits of temperament and intelligence are to be found 
in the application of the results of the :factor analysis 
to the findings of the comparison of the total maladjusted 
group and the total average group in the main investig~. 
The results reveal a lack of social adjustment, perceptual 
discrimination, and fantasy activity, coupled with the 
presence of affective sensitivity, in the maladjusted 
worker. The work situation is one of social interaction, 
so that the absence of social adjustment is closely 
interrelated with the presence of work maladjustment, or, 
in more extreme cases, work failure. The lack of per-
ceptual discrimination implies an inability to select 
the ·most appropriate method of dealing 'vith a situation, 
and also an inability to modify a plan in the face of 
increasing difficulties. In addition, the maladjusted 
individual is lacking in the creative use of the imagina-
tion.. There:fo~e, the deficiency of the maladjusted 
group lies in the perceptual and fantasy activity, as 
well as in the high degree of emotional reactivity .. 
These then are. the features of temperament and intelli-
gence vJhich are peculiar to. the maladjusted vtot'ker, 
and which differentiate the ·maladjusted 'ttmrker from 
the average \ITorker. 
164-. 
The Main Investigation. 
Summary and Conclusions. 
The investigation is an attempt to discover features 
of temperament, intelligence, and socio-economic 
background which are peculiar to the maladjusted worker, 
and which differentiate the maladjusted worker from the 
average worker. 
The main investigation is concerned with the.second 
and third gradations of work maladjustment described 
above. The second gradation of work maladjustment is to 
be found in the individual who is unable to compete for, 
or to retain, employment in the open labour market, and 
who, subsequently to the occurrence of a series of work 
failures, is relegat~ to sheltered employment. The 
third gradation of maladjustment includes those workers 
who are hospitalized as a result of the occurrence of a 
series of work failures, or a breakdown in the work 
situation. 
The rGsults of the survey of the maladjusted workers 
are compared with those obtained from a similar survey of 
a group of average workers. The maladjusted group comprises 
sixty subjects, (twenty workers in sheltered employment, 
and forty hospitalized workers); and the average group 
is composed of sixty subjects as well. Both the maladjusted 
and the average groups may be divided into three occupational 
categories. 
67% of the subjects in each of the two groups are 
unskilled or semi-skilled workers. 
23% of the subjects are clerical workers; and 
10% of the subjects are members of the professional 
occupational level. 
In investigating traits of temperament and intelligence, the 
Rorschach test, and five tests of intelligence were 
applied individually to each subject .. 
The· eiglli:ficence: of the results is considered in terms 
... . 
:of comparisons with the ·average ,grotip. . A fleri es of 
seven C(fml)arisons, were dl'aW!'I •. 
(a) A comparison o£ the.sh~ltered employment group and 
the fi ret ave:s:age. group revea'ls the average group to be 
stlperior to the· shelt~red employment grdu:p in three tests 
. . ' . 
of intelligence, and in the total intelligence score. 
The.·Rorschach results reveal the mal~dj:ust'eti individual 
to be impulsi·ve ~d emotional, and lacking in ada.ptivi ty 
arid vonrormi ty of the thought processes. In addi tio:ri, 
the maladjusted individual is inclined to avoid the obvious, 
and instead :pa.y.s attention toinrlnOJr<d;e-/ta.ils. · .Stability ~f 
. the 'J)ersonali ty is lacking in. these individuals. 
{b) A .cotn.parisott' of. the hospital group and the second 
. . 
·average' group reveais the maladjusted group to be superior 
to the average· group in.the·Vocabula:ey·test.. In addition, 
the maladjus.ted group .s.hOws a. greater degree of co2-our 
.respon'eivenese and ·productivity. in the Rorschach test • 
. Thus., the hospitalised individual shows ~ great deal of 
emotionality, coupled with a tendency to 'let the at.t.ention 
wander in a superficial 'tnanner from one .minor detail to 
anothe:ro. 
(~)·A comparison of the sheltered employment group end 
the :hospital .group .reTeals the superiority of the hospital. 
' -, I , 
group in intelligence ·test performance. It must be noted\ 
. . 
. . 
·that there are marked differences in ·eauoati·ona.l end oocu-
J>ationa.l level between the groupe. . :The hospital group 
has. t~~ ~superior. educa tiona.l level' and it c cmpri s~s . 
cleJ"ical and prof.essional workers a.e weli ·.as unskilled or 
semi-skilled workers. . The sheltered employment group 
.· consists in unskill~d or semi -skilled workers only. 
In addition, the hosp 1 tal group is superior to the shel-
tered employment group in the F%; R;· FM.f.m%; F•%; and 
the 11'/n. The sheltered. employment grou!J shows the greater 
. '. 
mean in the ~%. ' \ \. 
. 
(d) A. oom•arison of the first average group and :the second 
average_ group. Here again,. the differen.ce ia one of . , · 
occupational tmd edueational leTel .• 
\' ' I 
group has the superior educational le'Y.el, and it includes 
. . 
. . . 
. professional and clerical workers a• well as un.ekil1ed- ozo. l 
semi•ekill~d ·work~_r& • . The first &TerAge group is ~Om~OSed 
.The second 
. . . 
aTerage gr~up is.· au'J)erior ~o the first in to:ur tests of 
.· ~ntelligenoe, the to.tal intelligence score'· an~ the R . 
·T&riable. · · The first a~erage group is superior in the·· 
:Maze test, the n%' and' -the, F~%·. . Thus it_ would· &PP.etU'. Aere 
.. 
.. that a superior educational background leads. to greater 
J>rOduotiTi ty in the pertorm:anc• ot .the .Rorschach test. 
( e l A oomp&:rieon o~ the 40 maladjusted unskilled or semi-
a11illed wo.rkera, end the 40 aTerage unskilled or semi.: 
. ,· 
skilled workers.' · The me.le.djueted group ie £1-uperior ·to 
. . - . 
-~ . 
the average grou}> in one teet of .intelligence, the.t is, 
. ' . ~ 
. the re])etitio:n of' digi ta backwards •. Featunea ot RorsChach 
. . . 
·performance to be foUttd in· the maladjusted ~o~ _ax-e, a 
.. · preoceupation with colour stimuli, and· the oyer-emphaei.s ... 
·of minute details. The average individual &hOWlS conf'or-· 
_mity an~ ada:Pti-yity of' the thought ];lroceseee, the ch61ce· 
of obTiOUI( facts .. en:a good form reeponeee, and the use ot 
~ \. ' 
(:f')· A coinparieon .of .. the 20 maladjusted m~bers of the cleri-
n·· 
'.cal >and }Yro.teesional· OCOUpe. tional J.nele, . and the 20 &Tere.ge 
. ' ' ' . . ' . ' -· \ . . . ' .. 
: men,.'bers' of .the= cl~z-ie~l and pr~f'eseion.al occupational leTels. 
In the intelligence tests, only one signif'icut di:t':f'erence 
is,to he_ found; and that is in th.e repetition of ~~i~e, · 
·in which :th~· ~Terage group is en;tperior to .the maladjusted· 
' . .. .. . .. . . ' . 
group. · .. In ;~he Rorschach test, the maladjusted .srou:p showr 
'"' •· ~ ' . . ' 
a. tendency for greater producti'ti ty· in the p~torm~ce_ of 
' ' . . . 
' . . . '. 
the tell!!t,. the over-emphasis of minute, and often trivia." 
d.etails • _and a preoccupation ~ th. _the etfecti ve stimul 
The average group eh()ws a greater capacity in facing , 
''7 
.. 
eltuation. ae a ,vbole, and also in the constructive use or 
the ime.gina ti on • 
{g) A comparison of the total maladjusted group and the 
. total average group~ In the intelligence test battery, 
the most significant difference occurs in the :M:a.ze test. 
The average group is superior to the miitadjusted group in 
this inetanc:e. The implications· of Maze performance are 
· discussed in the in.itial investigation, and also in con-
nection· with the factorial analysis in the main investiga-
The Rorschach. r~emlts reveal the maladjusted 
individual to be less capable o:f e.da.r;tivity·and conformity 
. . . . 
- -
-of th?ught and perception than the aJVerage individual.. The 
maladjusted group also Shows a greater preoccupa.titn1 with 
- -
affective stimuli, and is inclined ·to be·. gov-erned ·by· the 
·emotions ra:ther than the" intellee~t • 
. individual ie ·a.leo inclined. to 'pay more attention to minor 
-details,_ end· is rnore_ :productive in the perfol'mance· ot'this 
The average indi yidual · 
fs eu:perior in· the use of' the creative. imagination. · 
In considering the FM ·e¢o.re, .it was fo_md that the tivere.g~ 
group is superio.:r to the_ maladjusted gr.oup, and for this 
reasrm t a revised i:rtte:r~;i:-etation of' the FM variable is 
st-~gested. _For the purpose of this investigation, the 
FM response· ie defined as one in which movement is projeo• 
ted ori to an i.ni:rna.l percept. . . One intel"l'retative value of 
n is that it is M: a:voidance reaction vihich causes the 
. . . 
:projection of human movement on to animals rather than 
In this 
. . 
instance, hov;ever, :the FM score m.ay be regarded as being 
. . 
- . 
-&. combination of th~ selection of animal. reSJ)ons·es ·end the 
projection o:r_· movement on to those responses. TheA 
. . 
·res!Jonses are mea.su:res of a.da-pti vi ty end of stereotyped 
thought- processes. · Mcrvement responses suggest the use of· 
the imagination. Thus ·the superior- FJJf score of' the 
e,verage group rriay be interpreted as being an indication. of 
the .greater degree of stereotyped adaptive perception and 
fantasy actiTity to be :found. in that group~ 
The FC% is interpreted as a rneasttre of a:f'fecti ve stimula-
. bi li ty as well ·as being a measure of the more a.da.pti ve . , , 
form 0f emotiona1 reactivity. ·.The occurrence G·f a greater 
. . . 
mean FC% in the maladjusted group doe:s not ne·cessarily 
. . 
imply a greater ca:paci ty for· ~Jnotional ada.pti vi ty in the 
maladjusted individual. ·The FC% .should be considered in· 
. . 
e0njunetion ~ th the other colour res;ponse.s, ·!!md it ~e 
then, .found tha.t the mnls~d,jueted group ha.s the greater mean 
C( sum)% and C(pqre )%, the lR.tter being a me-asure of the 
unada.ptive or uncontrolled affects. Therefore, the FC% 
i e .l"ega.rded as being a mee.sure. ot' emoti on.e.l rea.etivi ty. .. 
In ·considerin.g the C~CF:, FC ratio, j.t vta;s found that the 
greater number of ease~ oecurs. in the C4-CF <.FC. category 
in both the mala.djust~d and the .average groupe •. · Bltt. on 
the other hl!.nd, the maladjusted group ahew:s a greater 
:percentage of CJ;CF >Fe ratioe than the. average group. 
The :f.olloWing rein.a,lts emerf5ed from a consideration .of the 
signlf'ieant :rat19·s·. 
The M:C ratio r~ve~ll_e a ·tendency on ·the part of the ave!age 
group towards the . .introversive bal~.nce. whereas the .. ma:tad-
. just.ed .group show.s a. greater tendency.- towards extr~tens;twe-
ness. 
The FM~m: cttc· ratio reveals that the maladjusted gro":lp is. 
h~ading· a.we,y· :from extre.teneiv·eness towarqs introversivenees 
and .e.mbieque.lity, and the.t the a.vera.ge group is heading_ . 
. e.way from extra.teneiveness end ambieque.li ty towardi intro.o 
v-ersivenese. 
In. t_he A~ .ra.tio it is f'ouncl that a greater :percentage of 
A'/o< H% ratios and A%::H% ratios occur in the maladjusted. 
group, . and that a, great·er percentage of. A%> H% ratios 
occurs in the average g:roup. .The no:t'llW.l A$;H% .ratio is 2:1. 
The sx:xs r$-ti.o .. reveals the.t ·when. oppositional tendenoie.s 
·are :preeent j.n . the· maladjusted. group they are directed 
against the self' most frequently. In both groups, the ,, 
direction of the op:poei tional tendencies on to. the externa'l 
env.ironment occurs most infrequently. In both groups, the 
w%:M% ratio reveals .that ~he balance .of' weight falls. on the 
w% most frequently. ·. The em.phasie of the .M%· occurs more 
f.requently in the ma.ladjus ted group than. in the average 
' • j . . - • ' 
.group. It i~:plies the existence. of too much fan.tasy, and 
.. . 1 • ' • ' •• 
an ineuffietent nmn.ber of W re.s:panses with which to stabi-
lise the M responses. 
The C~CF: FC reJtio· reveals the occurrence of a greater per-
centage of Ci-CF > FC ra,tios in the maladjusted group.: The 
... 
average group shows a greater percentage of C.J.CFeFC ratios 
than the maladjusted group. In both groups, the greater 
number of oases occurs in the Ci-CF <Fe ea.tegory. Having 
compared the total maladjusted group and ·th~- :totaJ. .. :·a[\rerage 
. group, the two groups were _combined, and thirteen variables, 
(inc lud.ing the biserial correlation of each variable with 
'normality- a.bn~rmality'), were s;elected and intercorre-
·! 
1
' lated. . Five factors wez'~iiextracted from the correlation 
matrix. . They are 
1. Social '&djustment .• - This· indicates a.dapti vi ty and con-
formity. of thought and :perception.. . It is the c·apaci ty to 
think along the lines a~oepted by other individuals. This 
:tacto·r is a distinguishing feature of the average group. 
2 .. .Affective feelin,g· tone or sensitivity~ This is a 
feature. of' the maladjusted group; i:s indicated by the re-
s:ponsiveness to colour • It is a measure o.f the extent to 
. " 
which the indi v.idua.l is governed· by the emotions rather 
than. the .int elleot. 
3~ Perceptual discrimination. This factor is a eha.rac-
teristic of the ~verage group, and reveals .a refinement o.f 
. the thought :process's and ability to dt'scriminate in the 
choice of percepts.· It is a f-orm o.f selective adapti vi ty. 
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4. Fantasy activity. This ~actor is concerned 
w:l th th~ use of the creati-ve im.agina.tion. It 
ie n feature of the av~rage g~oup, as measured 
by the .F1lJ%. 
5. The fifth factor is concerned with refinements 
within the category of the colour responses. It 
is concerned with emotional reactivity, but the 
emphasis is placed on the confbina.tion of colour 
with form. 
In comparing the socio-economic background . 
of the grou~s, it was found that, in every case, 
the educational level of the average groups is 
su:oerior to thA.t of the mA.ladjusted group, and a 
hypothesis was formulated as to the significance 
of this feature. One or other of two possible 
interpreta.tj.ons may be apJ?lied. The lower educa-
tiona.l level ofthe maladjusted group may be caused 
by the exie.tence of ma.lad,juetm~nt in the individual 
during the school years. Th.ue the individual begins 
with/ ••.. 
17/. 
a weakness which forms the basis for the occurrence of. 
maladjustments at a later stage. Or else, the lower 
educational level of the maladjusted group, (irrespective 
of the possible causes of such a low educational level), 
will result in a lack of opportunity to learn and to 
rec~ive occupational training, and this in turn will lead 
to the occurrence of job and personality maladjustments 
when the individual enters a wage-earning occupation. In 
other words, a lower educational level either is caused 
by the previous existence of maladjustments, or else it 
is a causative factor in uork maladjustment. 
The comparison or the groups reve~ also that the 
average age of the maladjusted worker is higher than that 
of the average worker~ Thus, the maladjusted worker 
tends to be the older worker. This indicates that a 
work failure will not occur immediately upon the entrance 
of the individual into uncongenial employment. As time 
passes, the manifestations of maladjustment are reinforced 
until they become habits of behaviour, and eventually this 
will necessitate the withdrawal of the individual from 
employment in the open labour market. 
The investigation is based on the assumption that there 
are three causative factors in work maladjustment, and 
that they are closely interrelated and cannot be separated 
from one another, although each has its own problems of 
cause and effect. The factors are 
(i) a maladjusted personality; 
(ii} a specialized job disability; and 
(iii)a faulty physical condition which gives rise to 
personality and job maladjustments. 
It has been suggested that a low school educational level, 
which results in a lack of specialized job training, is at 
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the basis of work maladjustment. Thus, a lack of a.pti-
tude for a specific job is related to the incidence of 
maladjustment in the work situation. However, it is im-
possible to generalise .from the findings of the present 
investigation as to ·:vhether work maladjustment causes 
personality maladjustment, or whether :pereona.lity male.d-
justment ta the cause o:r- work maladjustment. 
In considering ~eatures of temperament and intelligence, 
j.t was found that the inferiority of the maladjusted group 
ie one of perception, emotion, and imagination. '.rhe 
maladjusted individual ie unable to recognise and interpret 
common stimuli of eve~~day existence. It is an inability 
to ~~ink along the lines accepted by oU1er individuals. 
The mala.d .. iusted individual is deficient in selective ada.p-
tivity and in social &djustment. 'l'he work situation in-
volves social interaction, and therefore a lack of social 
ttd~iuetrnent will reflect itself i.n work maladjustment. In 
addition, the maladjusted individual is lacking in the use 
of creative imagination, and ie inclined to be governed by 
the emotions rather than the in telleot. 
It must be emphasised that these findings are derived from 
a survey of a comparatively limited sam:ple of the population. 
Thue, any eonalueion.s that are reached are valid only in 
considering groups such as those selected for the pur:pose 
of the•~rasent investigation, ~~d empleyingmethods and 
measures of investigation similar to those described above. 
The investigation also serves to indicate the efficacy of 
the selected measures in disclosing maladjustments in the 
ind.i vi dual. The value is twofold, in that the measures 
may be employed usefully in detecting and extricating the 
mala"djueted individual from the work situation before a 
work failure occurs;. and they are useful also in denoting 
devio,tions from the norm that e,r~ to be found in various 
clinical groups. 
1"1'3 
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